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THE ANATOMY AND (eIOTH OF THE BONY PART OF THE SKELETON OF THE 
HOUSE MOUSE, 
INTRODUCTION, 
This account is of two—fold interest. It is 
concerned chiefly with the description of the processes which 
result in the growth of the bony parts of the mouse skeleton 
as far as they are apparent from a comparison of the skeletons 
from special strains of mice. The study entails a knowledge 
of the anatomy of the skeleton and the opportunity has been 
seized to describe the mouse skeleton - a task that has not 
previously been undertaken, Hence the second topic of interest. 
While the present study of bone growth was con ceivad 
as merely confirming the works of many earlier workers, it has 
three novel features, In the first place, special strains of 
mice are used instead of the classical madder, anthroquinone 
stain, or metallic mark techniques,, to reveal the process of 
growth of the skeleton, These special strains segregate 
for animals which suffer from retarded growth and from a 
general failure of bone remodelling. Secondly, the investig—
ation is necessarily of very young animals, in place of the 
more youthful ones, as the segregant animals, essential for 
this study, rarely live beyond weaning age; and some 
additional contributions to the problem of bone growth are 
derived from this limitation. Lastly, a departure has been 
made from the usual descriptive terms. Whereas previous 
authors refer to "sites of accretions and to sites of erosion" 
the present author has rejected these static terms for a system 
which describes bone movements since, it is felt, that the 
whole process of bone growth thereby becomes such more 
comprehensible. 
In bone growth we are concerned with two complementary 
processes: ones accretion, is the depositing of new bone on 
the surface of the older bone; the other is erosion. The 
terms accretion and erosion are often referred to as apposition 
or deposition, and as absorption or resorption.. Erosion is 
not an indispensible feature of bone growth, though it i 
associated with the growth of almost every bone, Some authors 
have confined their studies to one or other of these components 
of bone growth, or have treated them in separate parts of their 
writings; but the present author considers them to be 
Intimately related. As the description of growth in terms of 
the multifarious Bites of accretion and erosion is confusing, 
the attempt has been made here to describe growth in terms of 
bone movements themselves resulting from characteristic 
dispositions of the sites of accretion and erosion. This not 
only reduces the number of entities used in the description of 
growth in each bone; but creates a saner approach to the 
problem of growth to the extent that it succeeds in conjuring 
up a picture of a co-ordinated system of movement in place of 
a picture of haphazard scattering of static sites of accretion 
and erosion. The description of the composition of these 
growth systems or patterns is left to a later section of the 
Introduction, 
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The discoveries by Qrl&neberg (19:35 and 1948) of 
two very similar anomalous conditions in the skeleton of the 
House Mouse have given unique material admirably suited for a 
confirmatory study of bone growth providing that bone growth is 
a surface phenomenon only. However, bone growth may be 
interstitial, Since the reliability of the present technique 
rests entirely on the fact that bone growth is entirely 
superficial, it is advisable to digress for th& examination of 
the alternative theories of the interstitial versus superficial 
nature of bone growth. 
In interstitial growth of bone, new bone is produced 
within the substance of the old, interstitial growth is 
essentially an animal method of growth, and it is in this way,  
that the bones' cartilaginous and membranous precursors grows  
On the other hand, by superficial growth of bone is meant the 
deposition of now bone on the surface, not only on the e,xternal 
Isurfacs but also on the internal surface of bones which have a 
hollow structure. Superficial growth implies the existence of 
a "Cambium or *meristeumR - a concept which doubtless was 
distasteful to some osteologists because of its botanical 
associations. However, meristematic growth is also found in the 
animal kingdom as "meristem&' are to be found in the Malpighian 
Layer of the skin and in the germinal epithelium of the ovary,  
and recently (1948) a spectacular case of a meristeni in animal 
development has been reported by Saunders in the chick in which 
the mesodermaj. pasta of the limbs and limb-girdles are determine 
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in serials proximo-.distal order by delineation from an apical 
epiderJ. cap of the limb 1d. There i, therefore, no ariori 
reason for rejecting the hypothesis of superficial bone accretion. 
Having dealt with the philosophical aspects of the 
problem we will now turn to the scientific evidence. The 
earliest factual statements in favour of growth by superficial 
accretion were made by Stephen Bales in 1727, He showed that 
metallic marks embedded near the ends of long bones did not got 
further apart as the bones grew. Had growth been interstitial 
the marks would have been further separated by the flow of bone 
substance around them, In this way, Hales conclusively 
demonstrated that growth was localised terminally. 
The next advance in our knowledge of bone growth 
was made in 1835 by John Bunter, He made use of the fact that 
a diet of madder gives a red colour to the bone laid down during 
the period of madder feeding, Thus he was able to show that 
surface accretion occurred alike to long and flat bones, The 
findings of Hales and Bunter were confirmed, and their work 
developed by Flourens (1840) and KUiker (1873) and others., 
Harris (1933) decided that the theory of superficial 
growth had not been sufficiently accepted and devoted a large 
section of his book to its proof. He presented additional 
evidence from the histological picture of the conjugation 
(epiphysoal) cartilages of normal and rachitic long bones, 
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concluding that growth in length of the diaphyses of long 
bones is brought about by the ossification of the intercellular 
matrix of those parts of the conjugation cartiiage immediately 
adjacent to the bone. He also gave radiographs of the skeletons 
of children who had suffered severe illnesses and whose growth 
had been severely arrested. Dense layera of bone ere formed 
with each successive set-back, These "lines of arrested growth" 
as Harris called them, always first appeared at the bones' 
surface. He identified the conjugation cartilages as the 
meristematic layer for the terminal growth of long bones. 
The controversy was reviewed again, in 19349 by 
Brash who further contributed a treatise on the grovth of pig 
and human skull bones. 
Lastly, Lacroix (1942-3 and 1946b) in a series of 
embryological experiments involving the transplantation of 
pieces of conjugation cartilages and periosteum proved that 
both are centres of superficial bone production. 
Erosion occurs as the corollary to surface 
accretion since it is impossible for most bones to maintain their 
complex shapes merely by differential rates of accretion. The 
description of the sites of erosion was the subject of UUiker's 
classic work of 1873. He plotted these sites in the calf and dog 
in particular, by cutting thick tangential sections, 5 mm, 
square, of softened bones, which he then examined for Hoship's 
foveolae - rough depressions made on bone surfaces by active 
osteoclats. Sites of erosion were found to be a feature of 
almost every bone. The fact that surface erosion is so 
widespread suggests tat surfacedbposition is also widespread. 
The last evidence to be presented for the surface 
nature of bone growth comes from a consideration of the skeletal 
anomalies whose detailed investigation forms the bulk of this 
account. It suffices here to state that they can be explained 
quite simply on the assumption that surface accretion (just as 
general development) is retarded, and that no erosion takes 
place. On the other hand, anyone believing in interstitial 
growth would find it extraordinarily difficult to explain the 
skeletal anomalies. 
Compared with the case for superficial growth, that 
for interstitial growth is inadequate. No experimental 
evidence was available for it until 1929 when Kornew claimed to 
have demonstrated it. He surrounded with metallic rings the 
metaphyes of rabbits' uluae and fibulae (i.e.,, at each end of 
the bone on the highly concave part near the conjugation 
cartilages). The rings moved further apart as the bones grew 
in length, although they were placed behind the sites which ar 
usually regarded as the regions where superficial accretion 
takes place. However, unless the rings were deeply embedded 
in the bone substance they were more likely to trace the growth 
of the periosteal membrane than of the bone itself, and it seems 
highly probable that Kornew' a experiments merely demonstrated 
the interstitial growth of the periosteum 1. 
Bisgard and Musalexnan (19140) made unilateral bone 
grafts between exposed oancellous surfaces of the vertebral 
centra of month-old kid-goats. They succeeded in getting 
bony continuity between four contiguous vertebrae in two cases 
two 
and betweeij vertebrae in one other cases Even 10 months after 
the operation the akylosed regions in no case showed any sign 
of bending, for the grafts themselves had grown 	The authors 
who had, just demonstrated that goat vertebrae grow at equal 
rates at their two ends by ossification of the conjugation 
cartilages, nevertheless concluded that the grafts had grown 
a 
interstitia1ly. But Lacroix (1944 has suggested that the 
grafts underwent a series of profound histological changes 
involving decalcification followed by redeposition of the bone, 
this time, at new surfaces 
Lastly, as late as 1946, failure of melanic exostoses 
(bony protuberances from the sides of the diaphyses) to become 
more distant from the growth (conjugation) cartilages was used 
by Leveuf in evidence of interstitial growths However, Lacroix 
considers this also inconclusive because nowhere does Leveuf 
state that the exostoses are not remodelled, and that growth at 
the diseased end has not ceased. For either remodelling or 
cessation of growth at the diseased end could account for the 
situation in spite of superficial growth. 
must 
It is essential that a clear distinction/be made 
between interstitial accretion and er24Qn (erroneously 
believed to be directly involved in bone growth) and interstitial 
changes of deposition and decalcification. Both the latter ar 
regular, but only accessory features of normal bone growth, 
being necessary components of the histological changes from 
piculate (endoehoudral) and from dense (periosteal) bone to 
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the canalated bone of Baversian systems, While these 
processes confer on bone a certain plasticity of structure, 
the changes occur within the rigid framework of the outer 
layers of bone and cannot be directly involved in its grovith. 
Interstitial decalcification also occurs in pathological 
conditions - rickets, osteomalacia and syphilis. It results 
from osteolytic decalcification by the cells contained within 
the spicules (Lacroix, 1942-3). 
In conclusion: superficial accretion and erosion 
of bone are firmly established as general phenomena, whereas 
there is, at most, only tentative evidence for rare instances 
of interstitial growths In this paper the possibility of 
interstitial growth will now be ignored, 
MATERIALS.  
The condition of the skeleton making possible the 
study of sites of bone erosion and accretion arose twice, by 
spontaneous mutation, in quite unrelated stocks of mice bred 
in genetical laboratories.  
The skeletal condition,, resembling Albers-
Sohonberg' s disease (osteopetrosia) in man (Albers-Schonberg 
1907) was first discovered in the mouse by Grneberg 
(Grneberg 1935, 1936 9 1937 and 193bwhre a Lull account of 
its genetics may be found) 	It is a distinctive feature of 
grey mice which regularly die around weaning. Grneberg called  
such mutant mice Ugrey_lethaisR (symbol gi/gi), Be attributed 
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the skeletal anomalies to a general arrest of development" 
and to *failure of the secondary modelling of the bone surface 
by absorption", Skeletal retardation was not unexpected since 
the mice were much smaller than their normal litter mates. In 
their degree of ossification (of neural arches, transverse 
Processes, sternal ribs, sternebrae, hyoid, pelvis and 
conjugation cartilages) they resemble at three weeks normal 
mice only 10 days old. Failure of erosion is Inferred:- 
(1) ) from the small size of intra-osseus foramina 
(which can be enlarged only by erosion), 
from the fact that the teeth do not erupt, but 
lie crumpled in their unenlarged sockets, 
from the persistence of the songjg, and 
from the excessive grossness of the zygomatic 
arch and other bones, and of the growing ends of long bones, 
which gross formations largely correspond to the sites of 
erosion expected from KUiker' s work. 
Furthermore, one would expect erosional anomalies 
in consequence of the gigantic grey-lethal osteoclats remarked 
by Barnioot (1947), As a result of transplanting grey-lethal 
and normal bones into grey-lethal and normal hosts Barnicot 
(1941) has concluded that the gene probably does not act 
directly on the osteoclats but rather on tissue or body fluids - 
for grey-lethal bone is eroded in normal hosts and normal bone 
fails to be properly eroded in grey-lethal hosts. A more 
sensitive experiment would be to transplant pieces of 
conjugation cartilage under the renal capsule (following 
Lacroix' example in other studies'. 1942-3) as this would rule 
out the possibility of the activity of the transplants' 
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ostooclasts being confused with that of the hosts' • Besides 
causing this extensive pathological syndrome and the grey coat 
colour, the gene responsible for these effects irregularly 
produces kinked vertebrae near the tip of the tail. 
An almost identical condition of the skeleton was 
discovered again by Grneberg (1948) in mutant mice originally 
bred by Hertwig (Hertwig 1942), It is impossible always to 
distinguish these skeletons from those of grey-lethals, though 
they are generally less retarded and erosional failure is 
apparently not always so complete. Skeletaily, they resemble 
at three weeks normal mice of the same stock only 14 days old, 
while the consequences of erosional failure are so variable 
that some mice live till long after weaning: indeed one wale 
has survived to sexual maturity and has bred successfully 
(Hertwig, unpublished). Hertwig calls her mice microphtha1micsH 
(symbol mi/mi) since, as well as the skeletal anomalies (which 
passed unnoticed by her) the mice have rudimentary eyes, a 
condition due to coloboma retinae0 Besides these characteristics, 
the mice are white, their eyes pink, some of their whiskers are 
kinkod near the tips, and, like grey-lethals, their tails too 
are irregularly kinked, The heterozygotes (+/mi) can be 
recognised by the variable spotting on the head, belly and tail, 
singly, or in any combination, and by their reddish eye-colour, 
The heterozygote' 8 tail is more rarely kinked than the 
homozygote' S. 
DIM 
Heterozygous action of the microphthalinic gene in the skeleton, 
Heterozygous microphthalmic and homozygous normal 
skeletons (from the same stock) do not appear to differ in size, 
and it seems unlikely that the gene "mi" should manifest 
Itself by affecting erosion in the heterozygous skeleton, 
Nevertheless, as the gene has so many other heterozygous 
expressions, it seems worth while to put the matter to more 
rigid test, The Foramen obturaturn is characteristically 
extremely malformed in the homozygous mierophthalmic mouse and 
is therefore ideally suited to the study of heterozygous action 
of the gene on the growth processes of the skeleton. 
The right foramina obturate of ten heterozygotes and 
nine normals were outlined by camera lucida and simultaneously 
enlarged so that their long axes were of the same standard 
length. The outlines for all the normals were superimposed, and 
an "average outline" drawn from them. The outlines of the 
heterozygotes were similarly used and the "average outlines" for 
each group were then superimposed on each other - Fig, 484, 
Any tendency towards the failure of erosion in the heterozygote 
should be obvious from this comparison, (Since heterozygotes 
are, on the average, the same size as homozygotes, differences 
in shape due to differences in size between the two strains should 
cancel each other out.) It is noted, however, that only slight 
differences between the Waverage outlines* are visible, and sucu 
as there are are not likely to arise from a tendency for the 
normal processes in growth to fatl in the heterozygotes, 
Perhaps a better teat for heterozygous action 
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would be to compare the average areas of normal and heterozygous 
foramina enlarged, as before, to the same length. The areas, 
measured in arbitrary units, with a p4nimeter, are tabulated 
below for the individual mice. It appears that the area of 











FAMILY 	 0 	1. - Mean 
NOIM&L$ 	1,85 1.90 1.83 0.05 
TEROZYG0TE8 1,95 1,69 1,91 180 - 0,04 
TABLE 1, The areas of the obturator foramina of normal and 
heterozygous microphthalmics after enlargement of the long 
axis to a standard length. The units are arbitrary. There 
is no significant difference between the strains., 
the Obturator foremen (when enlarged to a standard length) is 
no different in heterozygotes than in normals and there is no 
real evidence that the gene for inicrophthalmia expresses itselt 
kieterozygou.sly on the accretionsl and erosional processes in 
the growth of the skeleton. This is especially surprising 
since the gene has very marked effects when heterozygous on 
the eye and coat colours and on the tail, causing them to be 
respectively lighter, spotted and occasionally kinked effects 
which may be regarded as intermediate between the normal and 
mutant conditions. Only in its effect on the process of 
skeletal growth is the gene ineffective when heterozygous, 
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This remarkable independence of the pletotropic 
effects of the gene is further indicated by the author's 
establishment of fni1iies which are characterised by different 
expressions of the gene in the hetarozygotes 	For example, in 
one line the heterozygotes have large bead spots and light eyes, 
while in another they have only a few white hairs on the head 
but even lighter eyes 	In other words, the gene can manifest 
well in one direction without necessarily manifesting well in 
another. In view of this independence of the several actions 
of the gene, it is unlikely that a study of the biochemical 
causes of one facet of the genets action would throw light 
on the cause of another, It is the author's impression that 
an investigation leading to the ultimate action of the gene 
would be an extremely exacting test of Qz4neberg' s hypothesis 
a 
(i93 of the unity of gene action and of the absence of true 
pleiotropy4 The study of the pleiotropy of the gene is being 
undertaken by Professor Hertwig, 
In homozygous grey-lethals and micropbthalmtcs the 
anomalies attributable to retardation and to erosional failure 
are so widespread that it is reasonable to suppose that few 
bones, indeed that no bone, in the mutant animals escapes their 
action, Moreover, it seems on first investigation (and 
subsequent work described here confirms early impressions) that 
all the regular skeletal anomalies of the mutants can be 
explained in terms of the anomalies. For these reasons the 
two stocks of mice appeared to Dr, Gineberg as admirably 
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suited for the study, of accretion and erosion in bone whilst 
the mutant mice themselves appeared to his deserving of full 
examination in their own right, it was in response to 
Dr. Gi-neberg' a direct request that the present author undertook 
this work, 
The method of recognising the sites of accretion 
and erosion necessarily entailed comparing camera lucida 
drawings of normal and mutant bones. The drawings of the 
normal bones have been extensively labelled to servo as a 
description of the mouse skeleton, see Plates 1-29. Some 
precedent has been set by Greer (1935) in her "Anatomy of the 
in 
Rat" but her account of the skeleton is Adequate for many 
anatomical purposes, 
CONCEIING THE METHOD OF INVESTIGATION, 
The method of investigation of the manner of bone 
growth in the present study is entirely new, In this novelty 
resides the special value of the study in confirmation of those 
of previous investigations, and out of the difference between 
this and earlier methods arises the jaibi1ity that this work 
Is complementary to previous ones; of course, there are also 
grave possibilities of the reverse. 
The earliest studies of bone growth involved boring 
holes in long bones and fixing metallic marks, While able to 
prove that growth was not interstitial (but not excluding inter' 
stitial changes at the histological level - such as occur norru417 
in the growth of bone) they yielded little information as to 
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the pattern of growth. 
The technique of madder feeding, evolved in the 
eighteenth century, was capable of supplying details both on 
the sites and the rates of accretion throughout the skeleton. 
The method has been used by Hunter (18:37) and Ylourena (1840) 
but their works are almost inaccessible • Brash (1934) and 
Payton (1932, 1933) are perhaps the latest workers in this 
field, but together they do not describe the growth of a 
complete skeleton, and they treat erosion only by inference 
from the extent of accretion. 
The madder technique is limited to those animals 
Which will eat madder. However a parallel technique of 
universal 	liation has been developed by Schour and 
Hoffman (1938) who have injected small quantities of a stains 
related to madder, into animals of varying ages. The stain 
is immediate in its effect on bone, and is also lasting being 
visible within three hours and lasting for at least four months 
after the last injection. Schour and Hoffman used alizarin 
red S but there are.other anthrgquinene stains of different 
colours which are also readily absorbed by bone. It is thus 
quite feasible to make a simultaneous triple study of the sites  
of erosion, indifferent areas and accretion by studying the 
skeleton after three intravenous injections of different 
coloured stains, Further, such material would lend itself to 
a detailed study of the gI.Les of accretion and erosion (erosion 
being manifest by the appearance of earlier stained surfaces), 
Unhappily, Schour and Hoffman used their material only for the 
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study of tooth growth, and no one has used such an amended 
technique, The present work was almost completed when this 
new technique was conceived, 
KUiker (1873) had already attempted the happy 
combination of a simultaneous study of accretion and erosion in 
bone growth, but his accounts of the two aspects of bone growth 
did not relate to the same species and were treated in different 
sections of his books KUiker' a plots of the sites of 
erosion depended on his recognition of Howhip a foveolae or of 
osteoclasts themselves. But his work is no more able to give 
direct information on the rates of erosion than those of Brash, 
Pa9rton, flourena or Hunter, for it seems that osteoclasts can 
vary in their activity, and that mere numbers are no guide to 
the Intensity of erosion, Thus, Barnicot (1947) has observed 
the migration of massed osteoclasts across the inside of the 
Parietale of the mouse although there is unlikely to be any 
change in the sites of erosion over the period he studied 
(from birth to three weeks); Kblliker himself has observed 
osteoclasts before the formation of bone; and Kawata (1924) and 
Ruth (1937) report ostensibly comparable amounts of erosion of 
the pelvic symphysis in the pregnant guinea-pig, although they 
record very different numbers of osteoclasts. KUiker also 
figures bone surfaces (his Figs, 3, 6 and 9) for which it is 
difficult to imagine osteoclasts more closely packed together, 
and others (his rig. 5) which although pot-marked all over with 
Howhtp' a foveolas, have hardly any osteoclasts, 
Harris's interpretation of the "lines of arrested 
growth" (1933) is yet another source for the study of bone 
accretion. These lines, which are visible in radiographs, are 
zones of dense bone formed particularly in long bones through a 
slowing up in the proliferation of the conjugation cartilages 
during illness, starvation, etc, The amount of bone capping the 
lines of arrested growth gives a measure of the rate of growth at 
that site. Harris figures a radiograph showing much of the 
skeleton of a 36-week-old human foetus with several lines of 
arrested growth resulting from congenital syphilis. Harris has 
also estimated the rates at growth at the ends of long bones from 
the number of cells in the ranks of the conjugation cartilages, 
Both of Harris's methods, though limited to the growth of 
cartilage bones, can be applied to the study of growth in any 
mkl. 
Over the preceding methods (with the exception of 
the suggested development of Sebour end Hoffmant a technique) 
the grey—lethalmicrophthalmia technique used here has but one 
major advantage - that it supplies direct information on the 
rates of erosion, Over many of the above methods it has the 
additional advantage of being applicable to almost every bone 
in the skeleton, though it is of course restricted to the mouse 
skeleton. 
Of its handicaps, the greatest is the inability of 
the investigator to come to any conclusion as to the growth 
process of a bone without making a comparison between two bones, 
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or what is worse still, a comparison between two dEWggA  
of the bonse, hence error, perhaps creeping, perhaps 
flooding, is introduced into the interpretation of the 
differences between normal and mutant bones owing to the 
confusion of normal variation with differences arising out 
of gene segregations, While the method has an advantage 
over 81liker' a in that it displays the sum total of erosion 
over a long period and can never depict only temporary erosion 
at the moment of death, even more contusion is likely to 
arise through the mollification of erosional anomalies due 
to the site subsequently becoming one of accretion, or to 
the aggravation of erosional anomalies arising out of an 
early phase of growth with those derived from a later phase 
with a different pattern of growth (use PP.1 18-121), Such 
situations may well attain in th*3ority of long borie. In 
regard to the ian1ma1s to which it may be applied, this 
technique has even more severe limitations than the madder 
technique; for comparable conditions are unknown elsewhere 
except sporadically in man, Albers-Sch8nberg (1907) gave the 
first account of the condition and it is known as Albers-
3ch8nberg' a disease or as oateopetroai; Elliot Smith and 
Wood Jones (1910) have described the condition in 
archaeological material from Nubia; Suk (1929) described 
affected femorai Lightwood and Williams (1939) discovered it 
in a two—year—old child 	Ingalls and Grossberg (1932) 
described a RuniqueN pair of human femora whose anomalies, 
however, strictly parallelled those of grey—lethals and 
aicrophthalmics. They failed to see the significance of the 
anomaly in regard to bone growth and did not mention whether 
any part of the skeleton besides the Femur and Tibia was affected, 
It is seen that the method used here for revealing 
the manner in which bones grow has advantages over previous 
methods since it supplies simultaneous information on both 
components of growth - both on accretion and on erosion. On 
the other hand, the method Is laborious, a little uncertain 
and inaccurate not always adequate to supply the full details 
of the manner of a bone's growth, and is already far surpassed 
by another (suggested by the author, but as yet unpractised). 
AGE FOR PRE PARING MUMNS. 
What is the optimum age for killing the mutant 
Wait till you s 
the snags of' ki 
method 
mice for their skeletons ? Since the formation of ossification 
centres is not complete until some time after weaning 
tmpanohyals do not begin to ossify till 28  days after births  
Johnson 1933), the earliest age allowing complete description 
of the sites of erosion and accretion is about five weeks, 
Moreover, the older the animals, the more pronounced will be 
the differences between normal and mutant mice, thus making 
analysis more easy, certain and subtle. However, because few 
of the mutants live longer than 21 days, and a number of their 
skeletons were required, it was felt that 21 days was the 
optimum age at which skeletons could be prepared. Unfortunate1 
this age limitation meant that a few bones not fully formed at 
this age could not be studied. 
Fourteen grey-lethal and 23 microphthaimic skeleton 
were prepared. In addition, each mutant animal had at least 
one normal litter mate prepared as control comparison. All 
the mice were kindly supplied by Br, Grneberg, 
TECHNIQUES*  
The larger bones (skull, lower Jaw, girdles and 
larger long bones of the limbs) were prepared by maceration in 
boiling water. It was found quite easy to remove the flesh 
with forceps, scalpel and scissors after only 20 minutes boiling, 
There was little danger of disarticul.ating the epiphyses and 
compound bones except when the eviscerated animals had been 
stored in the refrigerator for some days. The brain was remo'u-€d 
by ,eta of water from Line pipettes; the dura with the aid of 
forceps. 
Isolated skull bones were prepared by papaine 
191.9 
digestion (Lutheq) as even dilute solutions of KOR were found 
to damage the bones 	Whether macerated in boiling water or by 
papaine the bones were then dofatted in acetone and bleached 
with hydrogen peroxide, 
?or the remaining bones which were small or only 
partially ossified, neither of these techniques was found 
suitable. These bones were made available for examination by 
staining whole mice (skinned and eviscerated) with alizarin, 
and then clearing and differentiating (the method useds a 
modification of Johnson' s, 1933), 
Per examination, macerated bones were placed on 
plastiotne so that they could be supported in unstable positions. 
Bones from transparencies were out from the rest of the skeleton 
and placed in a glycerol bath (Fig, 1). This consisted of a 
wax square made in three depth sizes, filled to overflowing, 
placed between a glass plate and a microscopic slide. 
Distortion was thereby reduced to a minimum. By moving the 
square on the glass disc, or the slide on the square, the bone 
could be orientated and held in almost any desired position. 
Bones of three-week-old mice are extremely variable 
in opacity and are therefore quite unsuitable as photographic 
subjects. Therefore they had to be drawn 	Outlines were 
made accurately and to scale by camera lucida attachment to a 
binocular microscope. Magnification in the originals was about 
9J diameters but has been reduced in reproduction to about 6 
times, Shading was added without the use of the camera lucida,. 
Assistance in the shading of cleared preparations was obtained 
by comparison with papaine preparations of comparable bones in 
KEY TO FIGURES 2-5 
Outline of the bone of the younger mouse 
Outline of the bone of the older mouse 
Newly formed bone deposited by accretion 
Parts of the older bone which are eroded 
New bone subsequently eroded 
Bone substance common to the older and younger L1] - 	 bones. 
1. 	The glycerol bath in which ana-1 bones from 
alizarin preparations are placed for examination 
and drawing. 
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which their form is more easily appreciated, 
Lighting was alays from the left, from above and 
to the front. 
The order of drawings is always: top; normal (from 
microphthalmia stock) middle: microphthalutia; and bottoms 
grey-lethal; or left to right in the same order (+/+, mi/mi, 
gl/gl), 
Diagrams are free-hand interpretations of the 
original drawings or of superimposed tracings of them, 
NO&ENCJTWE. 
The author has followed the example of Ellenberger 
and Baum (1926) in using their latinised veterinary nomenclatur. 
This is closely related to the fuller medical terminology (the 
Basle Nomina Anatomica, or BIlL (3amoson 1916) agreed upon at an 
international convention in Basic in 1895,  and is adapted to 
four-footed anilRis. The author has found it, however5  
occasionally necessary to use BNA terms and even to invent new 
ones5 where example has been lacking in Ellenberger and Baum,. 
He has rejected the current British medical custom 
of 'anglicising the anatomical nomenclature (see the British 
revision of the DNA adopted in Birmingham in 193)  (Ci.umingbam) 
on account of the weird and ungainly hybrid terms which result, 
and which are intolerably excruciating to any but medical and 
non-classical scholars, 
EIGHT THEORETICAL MORMTS IN BONE DEVW)PMT, 
To appreciate the rel character and significance 
Fig. 2a An example of external accretion - the Caput humeri, 
2b. External erosion in the Interpartetale. 
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of the processes of accretion and erosion, they must be 
realised as two complementary aspects of one and the same 
movement in bone growth, Hance it is important to discuss some 
theoretical inter-relations of the sites of accretion and 
erosion as they apply to growth movements, Each of the eight 
theoretical patterns to be described has actually been observed 
in practice. In order that an example of each pattern may now 
be given, a later section of this paper  Is anticipated. The 
patterns will be referred to many times in subsequent sections 
of the paper, and, so that each may be remembered easily, each 
will be given a descriptive name, 
First let us consider those movements which :result 
from only one growth process. Accretion and erosion, the two 
processes concerned in bone growth, can each have two situations 
in relation to the bone (viz,, on the external and intnal 
surfaces) • i4ertee, there are four basic movements in growth. 
These ares- 
xtarnal accretiqn. External accretion is 
characteristic of the head of the Humerus (Caput humeri), New 
bone Is deposited at different rates over the surface of the 
existing bone. Alone1 it suffices to maintain and to develop 
the bones shape (Fig. 2a). 
Esil erosion, External erosion does not in 
itself result in growth and is probably always associated with 
some accretion, In the Interparietale (Fig, 2b) it is actuzU 
the dominant process so that the bone becomes increasingly 
shorter after 8 days from birth, 
Fig, 3a, Internal accretion (and external accretion) in the 
ossification of the cartilaginous Pertoticum. 
Iig, 3b, Internal erosion of th6 Btapes for the enlargement of 
the Foramen stapedie, 
13 
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3. Interna I accretion (Figs 3m) In internal 
accretion, bone is deposited on the inner surface of the holow 
bone, causing closure of the cavity, canal, or foremen enclosed 
by the bone, It Is of transitory nature, The Fenestra 
vestibulae of the Perioticum is an example of it, having at 
birth three times its final diameter (the Perioticum grows 
also by external accretion). 
Lastly 4, Internal erosion, Intraosseaus foramina are 
enlarged by internal erosion. Pig, 3b shows how the Foremen 
stapedis is enlarged by Internal erosions  
These four basic patterns may be combined in pairs 
to form four other known growth patterns of varying complexity, 
occurring sufficiently frequently to be described, 
5, Untlateralgrgwth, Unilateral growth is the 
combination of the first and second patterns such that accretion 
is restricted to one side of the bone with erosion of the 
opposite side, that is of the oldest part of the bone (Fig. 4a), 
In this way the 11mubrium Mallei is bent away from 
the Procosaus anterior. In this case, unilateral growth is 
inferred from the difference between normal and mutant mice In 
the angle between the two processes. For the thickened process 
theoretically expected to arise in the mutants with this growth 
pattern has not been formed, This additional anomaly - complete 
failure of accretion - is special justifIcation for regarding 
this pattern sometimes as a unit process, and not as a 
combination of two, more-or-less Independent activities, 
II 
Fig, 4a, Unilateral growth of the Manubrium mallet, 
Fig, 4b, Diaphyseal growth at the end of a typical long bone, 
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On the other hand the two processes (external 
accretion and external erosion) are independent of one another 
in the Processus zygomatious of the Maxilla, acre, in the 
mutants, failure of erosion on the medial side does not totally 
inhibit accretion to the lateral aide and the process becomes 
exceptionally thick (Plate 1), 
Reverssdunilataral growth, Yhen a foramen 
migrates it is said to do so by the reversed unilaterai 
pattern of growth because minter ti eroaton*?  leads the way and 
"iternal accretion follows behind - a double reversal of the 
normal 'unilateral' process in which the patterns are external 
and in which the sites of accretion and erosion are interchanged, 
6, DiaDhyseal Rjttgo. Both accretion and erosion 
are external as in unilateral growth, but, unlike it, the 
erosional component tends to act at right angles to, and not 
opposite, the site of accretion; so that the uswet, and not 
the oldest bone, is eroded (Fig, 4b), The pattern is typical 
of the growing ends of all long bones. 
The last two patterns to be considered are concerned 
with the growth of curved bones which, unlike the St.apos, are 
not complete rings or cylinders and they are alternative to 
the joint activities of external accretion with internal 
erosion already described for the 8tapes. In both growth is 
primarily by peripheral accretion, but they differ radically 
In their secondary, remodelling processes, 
Fig, 5a. Centripetal growth - an ultradiagrammatic 
representation of an Are-as vertebrae, 
Fig, 5b, Centrifugal growth - an ultra-diagrammatic 
representation of the Parietale1 
4.26.. 
Centrigt -,.al 	In fl1aJ 	verehae 
(neural archez), before their fusioj, with the Centra and with 
each other the ramodelUM poeas takes the foxa of accretion 
to the internal, concave surface, while erosion is external. 
The name centripetal growth has been thought appropriate to 
this pattern since there is a steepening gradient in the 
tent of rmio4eUing frcxn the ends of the arch to its centre 
(Pig, 5a). (Although an arched bone has been taken as our 
ezamjle, the pattern is squally applicable to a bone which 
forms part of the al-all of a sphere in thich case ?ig. 5a 
represents a diwetrical section across the bone.). 
In this ease the sendry 
ranodel1ir processes are most intense peripherally and migrate 
outwards as the bone grown. Also in contrast to the last 
Patterns accretion is external while erosion is internal 
(Pig. 5b). Centrifugal growth plays an important part in the 
growth of the Parietale and Prontale, 
It should be made quite clear that these eight 
patterns are not hard and fast o3.assificatii,ns of types of bone 
growth, but merely classifications of convenience, helping to 
make the description of growth 'dvid. The choice of pattern 
to describe a proce3s is often arbitraxy, for expie - 
enlargement of the Incisura lacraUs of the Mexilla (p. 6*.) 
can be regarded as suiting: 
1. fren "imernzl eroeion0 (of the borders of the 
koisura). 
2 from "unilateral erosion" (when the site of 
erosion is regarded as on the posterior wall of the Lamina infraorbitalis 
and account is taken of the accretion to its anterior margin) 
or 3, from "diaphysed erosion" (when account is taken 
of accretion to the upper border of this Lamina) 
Several similar instances occur when the bones are similarly 
complex in shape but the author does not consider that these 
situations will cause confusion. 
There are of course many other combinations and 
Interactions, but it is felt that these are too complicated 
and too rare to be usefully described here. 
We can now proceed to the analysis of skeletal 
growth by reference to the anomalies in the mice, 
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2, GROWTH OF THE TIBIA AND FIBULA (OSSA CRURIS) - A PRACTICAL 
CAMPLE OF THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS. 
This section studies in detail the condition Of the 
Tibia and Fibula to show how in a particular instance 
differences in shape between normal and mutant bones are related 
to normal growth processes. This is followed (Section 3) by an 
account of the growth of each individual bone in the skeleton of 
the mouse (grouping metameric bones, like vertebrae, ribs, 
phalanges etc,, together so long as they are sufficiently alike), 
The reader who is not so intrigued by the growth of individual 
bones may like to turn now to the i)iscusion, p.114# where more 
general problems of bone growth are dioussed. Adequate references 
Will be found there to the third section of this Thesis but, if 
these are to be properly understood, it is advisable that the 
present section is studied 
Although the theoretical patterns of growth Just 
described are of considerable help in recognising anomalies and 
in interpreting them, it would be unwise to limit ourselves by 
reference to them alone. It is essential to make use of two 
simple principles: that in regions where accretion 000U2's the 
retarded, mutant bones will be thinner than normal; and that 
whore erosion normally occurs the mutants will be thicker, An 
additional aid to analysis is the coarse pitting of the surfaces 
of mutant bones at sites corresponding to those of erosion in 
normal mice (Plates 26 and 27). These pits appear to be due to 
the very local and partial success of the mutantg giant oteoclaat 
Fig. 6, Interpretation of the differences between the outlines 
of normal and mutant Ossa cturis (Tibia and Fibula). 
Heavy line - the mutant bo, lighter line - the normal 
bones Stippled areas show the extent of aecretional 
failure in the mutant; cross—hatched areas the extent 
of erosional failure; hatched areas are where bone 
should have been formed by the mutant and subsequently 
eroded 	Only those processes visible in optical section 
are shown, (a) anterior; (b) medial; and (c) posterior 
aspect, 
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(Barnicot 1947)  in resorbing bone, and no doubt correspond to 
Howship' s foveolae (iCUiker 1873 and Textbooks of Anatomy), 
In normal rice the cateociasts leave a much smoother surface even 
where erosion is extremely rapid (Plate 27 ), This characerist1c 
pitting of mutant bones may occur without much thickening, and 
is therefore useful in confirming erosion where differences in 
shape are too slight to be significant. 
Comparison of mutant with normal Tibia and Fibula 
leads to the following conclusions (see also Fig, 6), 
1, That the mutant bones are short. General 
retardation completely explains this shortness, since the 
beterogonic relationship between skeletal measurements seems to 
be constant for mutants and for normals from both stocks (Fig, 7), 
The difference in size between mutant and normal 
bones makes It impossible to ascertain the deviations from 
normality of the mutants, merely by superimposing the outlines 
of the bones one on the other, koreover,, if the drawings were 
scaled to the same size for comparison, the changes in proportion 
accompanying growth could cause considerable analytical 
inexactttu&. TIs it is in some cases feasible only to make 
unaided comparisons by eyes Usually, however, as in this cases 
the consideration of the anomalies in erosion (below) enables 
the comparisons to be put on a more stringent basis. 
20  It is clear that the proximal third and distal 
quarter of the mutant diaphysea are relatively thick (except for 
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Fig. 7, The allometric relation between the length of the 
snout (length of O&a nasaie) and the length of an 
"unrelated* body measurement (length of Corpus oasis 
ulnae) for normal and. mutant rnice of 20 and 21 days 
of age, and for three 14-day-old normal mice, 
heavily pitted by osteoclasts, especially on their lateral, 
medial and posterior surfaco. Both facts indicate that these 
regions are normally sites for erosion. This being so it is 
apparent that the increasing girth of the clumsy curls of the  
mutant diaphyses record successive stages in the increasing 
girth of the growth (conjugation) cartilages (vine. Fig, 4)0 
if, then, the sides of the mutant bones are projected in the 
drawings until they are the same distance apart as in the 
drawings of the normal bones of the same age, it becomes possible 
to superimpose the drawings of the two bones fairly accurately, 
and to estimate the growth processes more precisely, 
It is not always as easy as it has been in this 
case to determine the lines of reference to be used in the 
superimposition of the drawings. Final decision, as to 
appropriate reference lines, rests with the rigorous teat to 
which all analyses are subject - that there to conformity in 
the conclusions as to the bone's pattern of growths whichever 
mutant is used in the analysis. There is sufficient variation, 
in the size and proportions of the individual bones for the 
results common to both analyses to reflect the common pattern of 
growth of the bones. Figures 6a, b and c are constructed in 
this way, 
These Figures show that between 14 daye(developmental 
age of 3—woek..old microphthalmic mice) and 21 days (actual age 
of the normal mice) and also between 10 and 21 days (10 days 
being the developmental age of grey—lethals actually 3—weeks—old) 
growth proximally is a little faster than growth distally, 
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(Ratio of 5*4), The same conclusion is obtained for the earlier 
period of growth - i, e, from the first appearanco of the orouionaa 
anomaly, onwards. This is based on the extent of the failure of 
diaphyseal erosion proximally and distally, This conclusion in 
in agreement with Harris's observations (1933) on the human child 
(see his Figure 338); but Payton (1932) states that in the pig's 
Tibia growth proximally is twice as rapid as distally. 
The Figs, 6 reveal some further points of interest, 
namely:.- 
3, That the middle region of the shaft is strengthened 
by external accretion limited to the lateral, medial and posterior 
surfaces, 
4.. On the anterior surface of this same region there 
Is some erosion Which, in combination with accretion at the 
opposite, posterior wail, results in secondary unilateral 
migration of this segment in an antoro-posterior direction, 
The maintenance of the Poses anterior for the 
insertion of the flexor tendons of the foot requires the HunIlateralk  
Pattern of growth in reverse. Its distal wall is continually 
being eroded, while it is continually being filled in by proximal 
accretion, 
Minor changes occur to the Tibia in relation to 
the Fibula, At birth, these two bones are independent structures, 
At 10 days (of, grey-lethal) fusion is complete distally but the 
Fibula still retains its Identity throughout its entire length, 
But, by 21 days, the third quarter is almost entirely incorporated 
in the Tibiae and along the line of fusions between 10 and 21 days 
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the Tibia undergoes posterior and lateral accretion to build it 
up to the same level as the Fibula, 
With regard to the Fibula, Figs, 6 show that:- 
The rates of terminal growth are about equal, 
as in the Tibia, The pattern of growth is diaphyseal, but 
unilateral remodelling movements are superimposed on it, These 
obliterate the erosional component of the diaphyseal pattern 
on the posterior surface proximally and on the postero-medial 
edge distally, 
Near its middle the Fibula changes over from the 
medial side of the Tibia (proximally) to the lateral side 
(distally). In young animals (of, the mutants) the intermediate 
zone is more transverse but the zone becomes attentuatad as the 
bone gets longer and relatively narrower, In other words, this 
part of the Fibula, in spite of being rigidly fused with the 
Tibia, rotates, This change is accomplished by medial erosion 
above the point of fusion and lateral erosion below it * both 
being compensated by accretion to the opposite sides (i.e., the 
rotation results from unilateral growth in opposite directions) 
Immediately below the point of fusion the tendency for 
medial accretion is confounded by diaphyseal erosion but appears 
paramount further distally. 
As is seen in the medial view of the mutants the 
Fibula has no curvature derived from its terminal growth, The 
bowing out of its proximal half is a subsequent process involving 
unilateral anterior erosion (enhancing diaphyseal erosion in this 
region) and unilateral posterior accretion (overwhelming it), 
Near the Junction with the Tibia the direction of the movement 
Is reversed, 
10. The middle regions of the mutant Ossa eruris 
are very noticeably much more normal than the extremities, 
both as regards shape and surface texture. These regions 
correspond to that part of the Fibula diagnosed as Juvenile 
(Tide point 8 above), Hence it is clear that up to an early 
stage of the bone's development its growth is quite normal. 
The same conclusion is reached when the mutants' clumsy 
motaphyass are compared with those of Fig, 4b, For the 
latter was constructed on the assumption that the young bone 
grew normally at first, failure of erosion being considered 
only for the latest period of growth. In general, it appears, 
that growth is normal in the mutants until shortly after 
calcification of the cartilaginous or membranous precursor, 
11, In the epiphyses of the Tibia and Fibula 
there are no differences between mutants and normals indicating 
failure of erosion in the mutants. The mutant epiphyses are, 
however, retarded, Epiphyseal growth is therefore by external 
accretion alone, 
12. The inter*ediacy of microphthalmic between 
normal and grey-lethal bones is noted here but not considered 
until the Discussion (p, i ). 
Raving illustrated the foregoing example at some 
.ength it is now convenient to describe the growth of the rest 
of the skeleton in logical sequence, 
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3, Gk1OTTH OF THE REST OF THE MOUSE SKEL1O •  
THE SKULL. 
Although the skull is a compound bone and must be 
reduced to its component parts for analysis, the significance at 
the growth changes in the individual bones can be fully realised 
only by reference to their place in skull growth as a whole, 
Therefore, before proceeding to a study of each bone, it will b 
useful to describe the general trends in skull growth, These 
trends are revealed by comparing the skulls from the three typeis  
of mice depicted in Plates 1-50  Concerning ourselves for the 
moment only with the retarding action of the mutant genes it 
becomes apparent that the chief trends accompanying growth are; - 
in dorsal view. 1. The enlargement of the whole skull, 
particularly in the long axis, to a maximum degree anteriorly, and 
minhimally posteriorly, 
2, The forward and sideways shift of 
the irons zygomaticus, 
in 1atora1 view, 1. The raising of the roof of the 
skull particularly at the anterior end, 
20 The upward migration of the Arcus 
zygomaticus particularly at the anterior end, 
in ventral view, 1, A general elongation of the skull, 
relatively more rapid behind (in the Pars basilaris of the 
Occipitale and Sphenoidale aborale) than in front (in the 
Palatina, Maxillae and Zncisiva). 
The plane of the Foremen magnum be3oinea increasingly 
I, 
I Fig. 8. Diagram to show how differential rates of growth in th 
roof and floor of the normal skull may bring about the 
more vertical position of the Foramen magnt. 
Fig. 9. Rotation of the BuUae tyinpanioae (i.e.reduoton of th 
ale oc) is caused by differential rates of growth fore 
and aft both laterally and medially (i.e. of A/B compared  
with O/D). 
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transverse to the long axis of the skull because the rate of 
elongation of the floor is greater than that of the roof (at 
least when no account is taken of the curvature of the roof). 
Fig, 8, The auditory capsules are caused to rotate, so that 
the angle between then becomes more acute, by the differences 
between the sides and the mid-line of the floor of the skull 
in their rates of growth fore and aft (Fig. 9), 
The lowering of the palate in 
the mid-longitudinal region so that it becomes more on a level 
with the Iimbus alveolaria, 
The baring of the teeth by 
erosion of the sockets of the teeth from within. 
And lastly, 4. The broadening of the anterior 
part of the palate to accommodate the backwardly growing 
Incisor roots. 
It is now convenient to turn to the growth processea 
of the individual bones of the skull and so to the consideration 
of the remaining bones of the skeleton. 
It may be remarked here that almost no two bones of 
the head (unless paired, left, right) grow in a similar manner, 
Each grows in an individual way, and when at all complicated 
In structure, by a most complicated system of interacting patterns 
(vide the account of the growth of the Incisra ephénoidale 
given in the Introduction, p.26 ), For many bones, for example 
the Maxilla (See p.60) the concept of a punctum fixum" is 
invalidated, unless perhaps it is regarded as lying somewhere 
in the space between its numerous processes and lemmas, The 
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The Squsina occipivis (, p,7), Sphenoidale oral (, p,39  ) 
and Lacrimalo (, p. 55 ) give some idea of the varying extent 
to which bones of the skull are dependent on their neighbours 
for normal growth. On the other hand the similarity of the 
allometry (Fig, 7) between the length of the nasal bones (as 
a measure of the length of the snout) and the length of the 
ulnar diaphysis (as a measure of an "irdepenlent0 body measurement) 
for normal and mutant bones demonstrates the independence of the 
growth of the Naale of certain extrinsic factors, i,o,, tooth 
pressure (de Beer 1940), Lastly, the Oceipitalo (, B and C o  
pp,36 &37) and Tympanieum (, p,43) may be quoted as showing 
fundamental age changes in the growth patterns of the bone, 
L OCCIPITALEt Pars basilaris (Plates 3 and 4). 
It seems likely that the Pars basilaris grows by 
external accretion at all borders, particularly at the 
cartilaginous sutures (synohondro see) with the Pars lateralos 
and with the Sphenoidale aborale, Erosion occurs only (and then 
only to a slight extent) on the inferior surface on either side 
of themid-line just in front of the posterior margin where it 
serves to model part of the Tuberculum pharyngeum. 
B. OCCIPITALE: Pars lateralis (Plates 3 and 41, 5 and 10). 
Growth of the horizontal remus of the Pars laterali 
results from external accretion at the oyachondroses with the 
Pare basilaris and from external accretion along the margin of 
the Foremen magnum, The Canalis hypogloast keeps pace with 
the synchondrosis by the reverse of the 0unilaters.l pattern of 
Fig. 10. Growth of the Squwna ossia occipiti (Supraoccipital). 
An interpretation of the differences between normal 
and mutant bones. Shading as for Fig, 6, 
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growth, (i.e., internal erosion of its leading margin, with 
Internal accretion to the trailing edge,) The material is 
unsuited for further analysis, 
C, OCCIPITALE: Squama occipitis (Plates 1, 2 and 5; Fig. 100 
The Squama occipitis grows considerably in height 
and its most anterior parts diverge further, the one from the 
other, though without increasing much in length (antero-posterior 
dimension), Both changes extensively involve centrifugal 
growth and, in consequence, almost the whole cerebral surface 
of the mutant bone is heavily pittad by oteoclats. With 
fusion of the Squama and Partes laterales at about 17 days, 
accretion ceases at the intervening snohondrosa so that 
prctically all the increase in height is due to centrifugal 
growth involving the upper margin only. 
These growth movements of the Squama are normally 
co-ordinated with compensating growth changes in the adjacent 
bones. In the mutants, however, this co-ordination is upset 
and as a result of the strains exerted on it by the backwardly 
growing Squamosum the part of the Squama occipitis next to it 
becomes corrugated; failure to erode the posterior corners of 
the Interparietale results in this bone overriding the Squama 
occipitis, 
With the fusion of all the Partes latera1es 
basilaris, and Squama around. 20 days their growth patterns must 
be radically altered. Unfortunately this material -1z too 
young to yield any tn±oraation on the new patterns, 
B, $PFUNOIDLLE ABOiALE: (Plates 3, 4, 5 and. 6; Figs. ha, b), 
The Sphenotclale aborale consists of five parts; a 
basal portion (Corpus), two wings (Alae temporales) directed 
laterally upwards and forwards and the ?terygoidea which support 
the soft palate. 
The main changes accompanying this bone's growth 
ares 
I. Enlargement of the Corpus, 
2, Enlargement of the For, orbitorotundum, 
3. The outward movement of the base of the 
Alae so that they become more vertical, and 
4, Widening of the soft palate. 
It is probable that the Corpus grows by about equal 
rates at its two ends in the diaphyseal pattern, erosion being 
strictly limited, Primary growth of the Ala temporales is by 
external accretions to Ito lateral and posterior borders, The 
Foramen ovale and Canalis alaris migrate outwards and backwards 
by internal erosion, enlarging very considerably as they do so. 
Complete closure of the Foremen ovals of the grey-lethal drawn 
in Flats 5 resulted from internal accretion to the anterior 
border of the Foremen, The roots of the Alas temporales and 
Proco, pterygoidea are carried outwards by medial erosion. 
Erosion continues with diminishing intensity up the cerebral surface 
of the wing so tbat with corresponding accretion to the outside, 
the lower part of the wing migrates laterally. In this way the 
wing secondarily takes up a more vertical position, occupying 
less of the floor, and more of the aides of the cranium, 
Fig, U, Growth of the Sphenoidale abora1e above - cerebral 
aspect, below - vertical section, 
Fig. 12. Growth at the Sphenoidale orale; cerebral aspect. 
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The broadening of the soft palate results from the 
divergent growth of the Oaaa pterygoidea along both their 
posterior and ventral margins, and from the "unilateral* growth 
of their roots. 
A remarkable feature of the mutant Alas temporales 
is seen in the method of attempted erosion of their cerebral 
surfaces, The osteoclasts appear to be eating their way into 
the bone in a direction opposite to that of the primary growth 
of the wings (Plate 6) and towards the zone of greatest need 
for erosion (Fig, lib), This suggests that it may be a general 
rule that the osteoclasts do not merely fallow in the wake of 
accretion, but move up the gradient of erosional need. 
In adult mice the Corpus of the Sphenoid thickens 
enormously to contain sinuses, and the Canalia pterygoideus is 
developed. They are absent in 3-week-old mice, 
E. 8PNOIDALE ORALE (Plates 3, 4, 5 and 10; Ftg, 12), 
During its early phases of development the 
Spbenoidale orals undergoes quite remarkable changes of form 
which it will be well to consider before passing to the processes 
involved, The following changes occur and are reflected in 
the differences between the normal and mutant bones at three 
weeks. 
As the Sphenoidale orals increases in length it 
moves forward in relation to the rest of the skull. In 
consequence, (1) the Corpus which, in early stages of development 
curves round the circumference of the anterior, lower quadrant 
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of the hinder, globular part of the crantum flattens out into 
the floor of the fore-part of the cranium, 
Similarly, (2), the wings, Alae orbitales, which 
earlier occupy the front wall of the globular, hinder part of 
the cranium (the position occupied by the mutant bones) move 
round to the lateral wall of the narrcw, fore-part of the 
cranium. This movement has two sompouentsz- 
a change in the relative Position of the anterior 
and posterior rami of the Alae - from the earlier position in 
'hich the anterior ramue is placed above the posterior ramus, 
to the  subsequent position of their being more on the same 
level. 
a steepening of the angle between the Alae of 
the left and right sides, 
and lastly, (3) As a result of 2(1) the Foramen opticun comes 
to occupy a more horizontal, less vertical plans; and has to 
be considerably enlarged in order that the Nervus opticus may 
continue to pass freely out of the skull, 
The growth processes involved in these changes are:-
1. External erosion of the cerebral surfaco of 
the fore-part of the body, 
2(1) *Unilateral growth0 both downwards and forwards 
of both rami of the Alas orbitales especially of the anterior *amum. 
(ii) oUnilateralft upward growth of both Alas; 
the rate of migration increasing from their medial to their 
lateral margins, and 
MM 
3. "Internal erosion" of the anterior, lateral and j 
medial walls of the Foremen opticum. The latter process erodes 
1 
the aides of the Corpus which consequently becomes narrower. 
The processes so far considered are not directly 
concerned in growth as they result from the radical change in 
the site of the bone in relation to the gross anatomy of the 
cranium, Other processes lead more directly to a bone of larger 
size, as followsi- 
1, The Corpus is lengthened by "diaphyseal growth", 
erosion of the sides of the back half of the Corpus serving to 
enlarge the For, orbitorotundum, 
2. Growth of the Lime is more complicated, In 
early stages of development each Ala consists of two distinct 
rami, one anterior, the other posterior, Each grows out 
laterally by "diaphyseal growth", The Foremen opticum is 
enlarged by the considerably enhanced erosion of the sides of the 
raiai bordering on it. At about the third day of normal, 
postnatal development, the rant fuse laterally and growth of 
the Lime is thenceforward by "external accretion" and "internal 
erosion", These processes are continued right down the roots 
of the Alas so that the roots separate further, 
Owing to the precocious development of the eye-ball the For, 
opticum is originally large enough to take a N opticus of 
almost adult size, and failure of erosion of the borders of 
the Foramen cannot be regarded as a cause of the rudimentary 
eye of microphthalmic mice, 
Fig. 13, Growth of the Squamosum; lateral aspect, 
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most unexpected feature of the Wants is that 
they frequently have open optic forainine. (Plate 10) and are in 
this respect comparable to normal mice which are only two days 
old. This condition may be forced on the Spbenoidale orale 
by the failure to enlarge the incisura ephenoidalie of the 
Frontale, it would seem that the normality of the growth in 
one bone is dependent on the normality of the growth of the 
bones intimately aurrounding it, 
P8 ±mo5 (Plates 11 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8; Pig. 13). 
indications that accretion occurs at all the 
sutural margins of the Spmmosum is obtained from the mutants 
by: - 
1, The occurrence of deficient bone at the frontal 
W parietal sutures (probably partially due to failure to 
remodel the underlying bones) and also in the Proceøsus caudalis0 
2 By the crumpling of the Proc, caudalis (such 
crumpling - see Plate 5 mi/mi and gi/gi and Plate 8 mi/mi 
only - can surely occur only in soft, membranous bone), and 
3. By failure of 5diaphyssal erosion" of the Proc, 
postglenoidalis, 
Erosion of the cerebral surface (Plate 8, gi/gi 
especially) is probably chiefly associated with the extension 
of the sutural overlaps with the Parietale, Frontale and Alae 
temporales and also with the "diaphyeal growth" of both the 
Proc0 postglenoidalis and the Proc, caudalis 	The absence of 
erosional anomalies on the upper and lower surfaces of the 
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root of -%*ha Proc zygomat.icua is cause for regarding it as a 
fixed point in tae- bonet s growth. Figure 13 is constructed 
from su.perimosed drawings with all the above facts in mind, 
This diagram shows three further features of 
interest. The first is the relatively rapid growth of the 
inferior bordei which, together with the rowtIi of the superior 
border of the Aiae teaporalis, lifts the Squsiosum bodily up 
V-46 side of the Qranium. This movement incidentally raises 
the posterior root of the M'cus zygomatious and, by bringing it 
into a more horizontal position, causes it to stand out further 
from the side of the skull. The latter change is assisted by 
"unilateralgrowth" of the ?roe, zygomatcus by lateral 
accretion and medial erosion, 
Secondly, that the k'roc, zygomaticus grows in length 
by external accretion", directed slightly away from the side 
of the cull, at Its suture with the Zygomaticum 	External 
accretion also occurs at the anterior border of the Foaa 
mandibularis, 
Lastly, the Fissura squamotympanica ((reeris 1935; 
Postglenoid foremen) is enlarged by external erosion. This 
is the only major site of erosion around the margins of the 
Squamo sum, 
G. TrkPX4ICUM (Plates 31 41 5 and 6; Fig, 14) 
The *rrnulus typantcus, which supports the Membrana 
tympani is the only ossified part of the Tymanicurn in the 
newborn mouse 	On the 7th day ossification spreads uniformly 
medially, but laterally only from the posterior angle, Three 
days later it spreads laterally from the anterior corner also. 
The two lateral osaificationc mct on the fourteenth day - the 
stage attained by the microphthalmic bone drau in Plate 6, 
Tienoeforward qynstricttAn of the mouth of the meatus (Porus 
acusticus externus) proceeds chiefly from the anterior margin 
by "interns]. accretion", When this temporary phase of rapid 
ossification iv over the Meatuc is then eiiared by "internal 
erosion", It is just another sign of the mutants' rotardation., 
therefore, that the horizontal diameter of their Pori is larger 
than in normal mice of the same age. The roughness of the 
inner edges of the grey—lethal Tyiapanicum dra'n in plate 5 is 
due to infiltration of the blastemic membrane by bone spicules; 
and not to attempts at erosion. 
On the other hand, even at the stage of development 
under consideration, the Porus does increase in "height"* This 
is effected by lowering the floor of the Bulla tympantca 
"Internal erosion" and "external accretion", particularly active 
ventrally, posteriorly and ventro—medially, cause the Bulls, to 
bulge in these directions, and there are corresponding signs of 
osteoclatic action in the mutants, The Tuba aud.ttiva ossea 
(1ustachii) grows medially by "external accretion", 
Pitting of the bone is elsewhere atypical of 
osteoclaat action, but is characteristic of newly formed auditory 
bone prior to its receiving a covering of pertosteal bone, 
The rotation of the Bulls, mentioned in the general 
account of the skull's growth, does not result from the growth 
Pig, 15. Growth of the Perioticin inferior aspect. 
procesaes described above; but is imposed on it by changes of 
form in the surrounding bones (Bphenatdale aborale and Pars 
basilaris ossis occipitis). 
H. P1 OTIGUM: (Plates 3, 4, 5 and 6; Fig. is). 
Like the Tympanicum, very little of the Perioticum 
is ossified at birth, It is preformed in cartilage but bone 
rapidly replaces the cartilage between birth and 10 days, although 
even at 10 days the Proc, etylomastoideus is still incomplete 
(cf. grey-lethal, Plate 6), In consequence of such late 
ossification, there are few of those erosional anomalies in the 
mutants which are helpful for the superimposition of the drawings 
for analysis. Nevertheless, some information can be gathered on 
the bone's growth, In the mutants there are signs of intense 
attempts to erode the lateral wall of the Fossa parafloceularie 
from within; and, especially on that part of the bone covered 
by the Squama occipitis, a lack of accretion without, "Unilateral 
growth". in a lateral direction, of the lateral wall of the Pare 
mastoidea is thereby indicated, Osteoclast action is, in fact, 
Visible on the whole cerebral surface of the mutant Posse 
parafloccularts, That directed medially suggests that the 
cochlea], portion of the bone also migrates by *unilateral growth* 
but in a medial direction. In the more developed microphthalmic 
there is a c,nsid.rable lack of erosion along the upper side of 
the Processus mastoideu.s indicative of ventro-posterior 
*unilateral growth" for this process. In grey-lethals the 
?roceBsua stylomastoideus is very incomplete, and the cochleal 
region underdeveloped. ,	tgure 15, constructed from the drawings 
with these observations in mind, s1hows that "external acgreton" 
in fact occurs at all borders of the Perioticum, The Togmen 
tympani,, eroded from its dorsal surface, must undergo "unilateral'" 
accretion ventrally, The Fenestrae cochleae and vestibuli are 
formed in bone by the flov: of bone around them1 and are 
subsequently filled in by "internal accretion", (Those changes 
were observed in an age series of alizarin clearances,) 
Rowever, in the depicted grey-lethal and to a less extent the 
microphthalmic, these Penestras are smaller than normal so, 
after the completion of initial ossification, in which "internal 
eretign" plays a part, the Peuestrae are then enlarged by "internal 
erosion", The shape of theeneetra flocculi" (N.B.) even in 
normal mine, is so variable - varying from a small circle via 
an egg-shape to a distinct comma - that no information can be 
gathered on its growth from the comparison of drawings. Its 
shape, but not necessarily its ste, is determined by the extent 
of deficient initial ossification. At the stage of development 
reached by 21 days ossification of this region of the grey-lethal 
bone is only just completed, 
I MALU8 (Plates 5 and 7; Fig, 16). 
Ossification of th Malleus, complete 7 days after 
birth, is centered between the Proc, longue and the Capitulum. 
It is therefore in this region that failure of erosion in the 
mutants is most noticeable. Growth of the Malleus. is 
characterised by a number of local torsions of one part of the 
Fig. 16. Growth of the Malleu8; medial aspect. 
to 
Fig. 17. Growth of the Incus; lateral aspect. Inset, growthi 
of the Proceasua lentioularis; posterior aspect. 
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bus relative to anotber. For example, the Manubrium rotates 
away from the Proe anterior and also rotates laterally; the 
ventro-posterior part of the Collum rotates laterally relative 
to the dorsal part of the Collum. Each involves "unilateral 
groth0 	A fourth torsion results from medial accretion to the 
Gapitulum (posteriorly) and from medial erosion of the root of 
the Proc longus, 0Diaphyseal erosion" occurs on the anterior 
borders of the Capitulum and on the posterior margins of the 
Proc longus, The root of the Proc longus is very heavily 
eroded because it becomes incorporated into the antero-dorsal 
region of the Collum - to which it is set at right angles, 
"iaphyeeal erosion" also follows in the wake of accretion to 
the ventral surface of the Proc, museularis and in the 'sake of 
accretion along the anterior and posterior edges of the Collum, 
The Proc, long ,_:s is rigidly fused with the Tympanicum by 21 days, 
J., IJ (Plate 7; Pig, 17) 
The Crus long= of the incus grows ventrally by 
"diaphyseal growth". The component of 0diaphysoal erosion" 
coincides with a mild, anteriorly directed *unilateral migration" 
of the middle region of the Crus, The Lenticulare, and the 
small Processus lenticularis supporting it grow downwards by 
"unilateral growth" thus maintaining their position at right 	I  
angles to the tip of the Crud longum, The Crus breve grows 
obliquely downwards and posteriorly by "external accretion" 
occurring at both its upper and lower surfaces, The crest on 
its lateral side is remodelled, and is bent into an S-shape by 
Fig, 18. Growth of the Stapes. (a) medial aspect, (b) 
cross-section of the Crus anterium, (c) cross-
section of the Basis, (Horizontal shading indicates 
deep erosion of the surface seen in optical view,) 
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unilateral0 movements . downwards near the site of primary 
giwth, and upwards distal to it, Some "external accretion" 
takes place on the upper surface of the Corpus incidis though 
this part probably grows chiefly by the incorporation of the 
roots of the Crura longum and breve, 
, &TAPES; (Plate 7; Fig., 18), 
The Stapes grows by "external accretion" occurring 
at more or less equal rates around its periphery, Failure of 
"internal erosion" is the cause of the mutant Stapes having a 
solid basis and pillar-like Crura; in normal animals, these are 
very delicate structures and crescentic in section, 
The oddity of the mutant bone's shape is inadequately 
explained by the abnormality of these processes alone. To a 
very large degree it is owed to the manner of the pro=ss of 
ossification. Ossification spreads from the Basis, up the 
Crura anterium and postorium, to the Capitulum. If, for the 
moment, only the lower half of the bone is considered, it can 
be seen that there will be a grading in the extent of the 
erosional anomalies from the point of ossification (where most 
time will have elapsed for failure of erosion to express itself) 
to the region where least time has elapsed since its formation 
in bone. That iss from the Basis to the point of transection 
of the Crura by the horizontal diameter across the Foremen 
atapedia (N,B,) • However, above this dIameter1  the Crura 
again becomes progressively abnormal. For, as ossification 
spreads, there is here an ever Increasing tendency for the bony 
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part of each (rus to expand and wilts in the formation of the 
Capitulum of the Stapes. Hence, the upper halves of the Crura 
demonstrate a condition similar to that where growth is 
Sdiaphyeeallt, 
I 	it is of interest that the grey-lethal Stapes drawn 
In Plate 7 is less abnormal than the microphthalmic one, This 
point is treated in the Discussion (p, 12J. 
L. INTERPARIETALE: (Plates 1, 29 31 4 and 5), 
"Centrifugal growth" brings about the elongation of 
the Interparietale in the transverse axis of the skull, 
"External accretion" at the anterior margin is suggested by the 
deficiency of bone at this site in some mutants. However, in 
spite of accretion, the Interparietale actually gets shorter, 
so that the posterior margin must be the site of "external 
erosions • Failure of proper remodelling of the mutant bone 
causes it to override the Squama Occipitis at its ventro- 
posterior corners (Plate 5). 
Quite the most remarkable feature of the growth of 
this bone is the inversion of the usual relationship between the 
rates of accretion and erosion at its opposite margins, The 
Interparietale may be larger in the long axis of the skull at eight 
days than it is in the adult, in this bone, therefore, "external 
erosion" proceeds more rapidly than "external acretiQn", 
Table 2 shows the relative dimensions of the Interparietale and 
the skull in two normal mice, one of them 3-weeks-old, the other, 
adult, The measurement in the younger mouse is taken as the 
Figs 19. Growth of the Parietale; internal or external 
aspects 
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unit for the corresponding measurement in the older, It is 
seen that the changes in the relative sizes of the skull and 
the Interparietale are brought about more by the diminution 
of the Interparietale tow than by the excess growth of the skull, 
TABLE 2, 
RELATIVE LEGTHS IN OLDER AND YOUNGER NORMAL MICE OF THE SKUIL 
AND INTERPARIALE, 
I 	Length of 
Skull _Interpariotale 
Normal; 3 weeks 	1 	 1 
Normal: Adult 1,21 0,69 
IL_PABI__AL: (Plates 1, 2 0 5 and 9; Pig, 19). 
The Parietale grows entirely by the "centrifugal 
pattern". In so doing it gradually changes from the highly 
convex bone which extends well down the sides of the young 
animal's skull into the older animal's such flatter bone which 
is confined almost entirely to the roof of the skull. 
According to the balance at its periphery between the opposing 
processes of accretion and erosion within this pattern so the 
bone changes its outline, At its periphery erosion predominates:- 
anteriorly, on the medial side, so as to make way for the 
backward extension of the Frontale, 
on the whole of the lateral Bide to make way for the upward 
growth of the Squamo sum, 
and posteriorly, near the middle, in relation to remodelling 
of the Sutura lambdoidea, 
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On the other hand, accretion is dominant:- 
posteriorly, at the medial corner, 
and anteriorly, on the lateral side of the Proc, froritalis 
There is no medial growth at the suture with the other parietal bone. 
The thickening of the mutant bones near the periphery 
(of, Fig, 5b) is not so considerable as might be expected, The 
situation (which results from the failure of accretion) recalls 
the inhibition of accretion in the llanubrium wallei, But if 
something similar were to occur in the mutant parietals they wold 
be subjected to severe stresses by the more normally growing 
bones surrounding them. That such stresses occur in the 
mutant skulls is suggested by the frequency with which their 
skulls burst in the parietal region during preparation of the 
skeletons, Incidentally, the consequent buckling èf the 
Ossa parietalia, particularly when Isolated, warns us of 
attaching too such significance to discrepancies in the outlines 
of normal and mutant bones 
N. FRONT.LE (Plates 1, 2, 5 and 9; Fig, 20), 
The Firs nasofrontalis of the Os frontale (i.e., 
its horizontal lamina in the roof of the skull) grows anteriorly 
and posteriorly in the "centrifugal pattern", Osteoclasts are 
particularly active anteriorly on the cerebral surface, where 
they assist in raising the Proc, zygomaticus of the Frontale 
and so in lifting the anterior root of the Arcus zygomaticus 
	IV 
itself. The Proc, zygomaticus is the site of the highest rate 
Fig, 20, Growth of the Frontale; internal aspect. 
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of forward growth. As this growth is directed not only forwards 
but also laterally, the front part of the Arcus zygomaticus is 
thereby carried well away from the side of the skull. The 
lateral wail of the Proc, zygomaticus is remodelled by 
"diaphyseal erosion", This smooths the curve of the anterior 
part of the orbit. More posteriorly, the 	 curvature 
of orbit is again reduced by lateral accretion to the Arcus 
su.perciliaris, This also results in a slight broadening of 
the Frontale. Along the Sutura cororiali s of the bone the 
rate of backward accretion increases towards the mid-line. The 
Areus superciliarie is formed at the junction of the horizontal 
(frontal) and vertical (temporal and orbital) parts of the bone. 
It is raised and sharpened by accretion to the oiter (dorsal) 
surface, and there is corresponding erosion of the cerebral 
surface. Both are part of the "centrifugal" growth pattern 
of the frontal portion, The Sutura saggitalis is not involved 
in medial growth (though there is some dorsal - "centrifugal" - 
accretion), 
The Crista etbmoideJ.is (N.B.) , on the cerebral 
surface of the Pars orbitotemporaiis is the most characteristic 
feature of this part of the bone in the mutants where it shows 
that its peripheral growth is obliquely forwards and downwards, 
Precise superimposition and analysis of the drawings is allowed 
by this fact and by the occurrence of "diaphyseal growth" of the 
zygomatie process and "centrifugal erosion" of the frontal 
portion. 
The Pars orbitoteaporalis is seen in Fig. 20 to grow 
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at all it free borders - anteriorly, ventrally and posteriorly 
The Incisura aphenoldalis is enlarged partially by the regression 
of ventral accretion away from its borders, and partially by 
"Internal erosions' of its anterior margin. The anterior wall 
of the lower enI of the Crista ethmoidali is scooped out by 
erosion, and the upper fttailm of the crest is carried forwards 
by "unilateral" growth. The For, athmodale moves obliquely 
downwards and forwards, and the "Foramen frontale' (N.B.) 
anteriorly by the wrevereed unilateral patterzt (i.e,, erosion 
of their leading edges and accretion to their trailing edges). 
In the mutants,accreticrn in these foramine is partially 
responsible for the animals' death by causing their complete 
closure and constricting the 1ervus ethmotdalis anterior, and 
the vein supplying a transverse blood sinus, The Fossas 
frontales are moulded by local accretion and erosion processes 
following centrifugal accretion along the anterior margin, 
O. INThRFRQNTALE-- (Plates 1, 2 and 10; flg, 21), 
The Interfrontale is always present in mice from 
the grey-lethal and mtcrophthalia stocks, but it is not an 
unfailing characteristic of all mice, According to Keeler 
(1933) it is probably inherited as a single recessive, His 
data is however very inadequate, 
The Interfrontal bone has two parts: the anterior 
'6 low 
Caput (N.B.) which is stout articulatin7witb the thnaoida1e 
and the Pars caudalis (N ,B,) which is dorsoventrally flattened 
In grey-lethals and microphthalmics the Interfrontale is bent 
doreo-ventrally, a relic condition of that in very young mice 
in which the cranium bulges high above the ethmoidal region 
of the skull, In such mice the Pars caudalis lies in the 
Fig. 21 • Growth of the Interfrontale; lateral aspect. 
Figs 22. Growth of the Ethmoidale; dorsal aspects  
Fig. 23. Growth of the Nasale and Conoha &iraalis; lateral 
aspect. 
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roof of the crauium, whilc tii Caput al4pes down towrde the 
nasal region, in normal mice at three reeks the curves of 	 * 
the cranial and nasal reions of the skull are continLouS and 
the outer surface of the interfrontale is therefore much 
flatter, Because the inferior srfs.ce of the Capat is eroded 
from behind, it is concluded that the bone's growth in length 
results from wdiaphyeeal acreti&' at the front end, though 
there may be some posterior accretion also. There is some 
further accretion on the sides and ventral surfaces of the 
Caput, Just behind the anterior growing region. Erosion of 
the under side of the ?roc, caudalis is indicative of the 
unilateral migration which corrects the early flexion of to 
The shape of the Interfrontalo is so individually 
variable as seen from above that no further information can be 
gathered as to its methods of growth, 
P, ETHMOIDALE: (Plate 10; Fig, 22), 
The Zthmoldale is one of the most variable bones in 
the mouse skeleton and there is a danger of attaching too much 
significance to variations between the drawings of the normal 
and mutant bones, Nevertheless the following conclusions 
appear significant, 
The bone is ossified in three parts: one for the 
Lamina perpendicularis; the others, one for each Laby-rtnthurn. 
It is not altogether surprising therefore, that the stalk of 
the mutant 3.abyrinthus (especially in grey-lethals) displays 
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failu€ of diaphysoal erosion" - on the 1.o2terior edge a 
seen from above, which is indicative of earlier ierUal growth. 
Since fusion of the ttree parts occurs early (at least before 
10 days - cf grey-lethals) it is very apparent that all further 
growth of the Labyrinthi mue; result from "external acretio&' 
and internal erosion". The Cellulae ethwolilAles have been 
opened by fragmentation w]eu the skull was dlsarticulated, 
The bone in not amenable to further analysis 
Q, LLChIALE: (Plates 1, 2, 5 and 8). 
The mutant Lacrimale is Jammed against thrbital 
plates of the frontal and maxillary bones, and is constricted 
inside the unenlarged Ganalis infraorbitalia, In this 
situation the Squama is prevented from growing even at the 
usual subnormal rates for mutants and is inflicted with a 
largely extrinsic distortion. 
Only two aspects of its intrinsic growth are 
clear - that the Cpu (N ,R,) grows upwards in the "diaphyseal 
patterns and that diapbyseal erosion's of the ventral and 
anterior walls of the Collum (N.B.) is intsne, 
R1  NASALE; (Plates 1, 2, 5 and 81 Pig, 23), 
Growth in length of the Nasale results partly from 
accretion anteriorly and, by analogy with the Conchs. dorsalis 
(see below) with which it fuses around 9 days, from posterior 
accretion also. The middle of the medial edge is raised by 
"unilateral" processes so that the contour of the anterior 
margin rises steadily up to the posterior margin through the 
media]. edge, Ltera1lr, 	iitte,zi pro se carzy forward 
the vertical face for sutural artiulatjcn ith the incisivum 
SO th it LaAntains its place rd 1c to the 	 of 
the bone, They alo raic tho laieral part of the bone almost 
to the same level as the zedial edges  As a rezult, the i4pasale 
becomes less Uke a quartered cylinder (14ha ahe eteraijied 
by its terin&l growth anteriorly) and more 1ik 	horizontal 
sheet; and, by oacupyiag lee of the aide of the skull becomes 
epeoia3Jse: as a roofing bone. 
MiClU DQiatIl; (Plate 8; Fi 23). 
The Concha dorsalis grows in length, posteriorly, 
by &tdiaphyseal growtht, Though there is no direct evidence 
of growth anteriorly, some is to be expected from analogy with 
the Nasale ('.ith which it ankyloseg at about 9 days). 
"D.taphyseal erosion" on the lateral side is extremely vigorous, 
for the solids  transverse, posterior block is thereby transfigured 
Into the dainty, longitudinal, anterior lamella, A. foramen 
which perforates the lamella near its posterior end is carried 
backward by the revered unilateral patterns of growth.  
VQMER (Plate ; ?i 24) 
The mouse Vocr consists of a "Basis" (NB) which 
is produced above into two large Alae vomeris. The Basis 
articulates below with the Proc, palatinus of the exillae4 
The Alae vomeris consist of two regions: The Alae eptalo (N,) 
are anterior, and the Alae etbmaidales (NB,) pcsterior. The 
Alae septales are vertical laieUae lyin lmmedintely above the 
Figs 25, Growth of the Inoiivum; inferior aspect, 
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Basis and carrying between them the cartilaginous Septum nasi, 
The Alae ethmoida].es are horizontal and lie at either aide but 
distinct from the S. nasi, They articulate above with the 
Labyrinthi of the Etemoidale. The ragged appearance of the 
Alas etkimotdaiee is due to their fragmentation on removal from 
the Labyriuthi. 
The Basis and the Alae septales grow *unilaterally" 
downwards and forwards, Erosion from behind is intense. The 
upper edges of the Basis are eroded so as to convert it into 
the lower part of the Alae, Because the labyrinthi do not 
separate to any great extent, the angle between the elongating 
Alas ethmoidalea becomes progressively smaller, by particularly 
active accretion on their antero—medial side. Posterior growth 
of the Alae ethmoidales is therefore of the 'diaphyseal pattern' 
with strong 'unilateral' tendencies, increasing anteriorly, in 
ventral and lateral directions. Thus there is actually medial 
erosion and lateral accretion at the roots of the Alas ethaoidaes 
whereby the Basis and Alas septalea are converted into them, 
U, INCISI (PEMAXILIA): (Plates 1, 2, 39 4 and 5; Fig, 25), 
The Os incisivum lengthens by 'external accretion' 
which is restricted almost entirely to its posterior margins, 
.he importance of this posterior site of growth is seen from 
the character of the anterior opening of the Canai.is 
infraorbttalia in the mutants, this opening has borders on 
the Incinivum and on the Procassus zygomaticus of the Maxilla. 
In the mutants, these two parts of the periphery of the Opening'  
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are widely se.parated while normally, the prenmxiliary margin 
of the foramen is carried back'ards by "diaphyseal erosion". 
Independent evidence of posterior growth on the palatal surface 
can be inferred from the continuation forward in the mutants  
of the lateral margins of the Fissurac palatinae as crests of 
bone. These crests probably mark earlier limits of the Fissure 
which, it appears, are being filled in by accretion at their 
anterior borders 	Dorsally, at the suture with the Frontale, 
this baebard growth is directed obliquely upwards; while 
ventrally growth at the suture with the palatal region of the 
maxillary bone, is directed slightly downwards 
Thus the Incisivum increases in height, posteriorly,  
simultaneously with its increase in length. However, 
increasing height is not restricteel only to the posterior 
margin of the bone but, especially anteriorly, the whole dorsal 
edge is also a very important site of upward growth. Thereby 
the Incisivum not only compensates for the removal of the Nasalo 
from the side of the skull but also heightens the skull in this 
region. There is a similar, though a much lees significant 
site of accretion, on the ventral surface, just behind the 
incisor teeth. 
Growth directed anteriorly te negligible, as is 
suggested by the approximately, normal distance in the mutants 
between the Foramen incieivwi and the Spina naalie anterior, 
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There is no medial growth, for this would necessitate 
"diaphyseal erosion" of the anterior margins of the Fissurac 
palatinae for which there is no evidenced Thus all increase 
in breadth of the bone results from "external accretion" to 
the lateral wall. Just in front of the zone of "diaphyseal 
erosion" (for carrying back the anterior margin of the Canalis 
infraorbitalie) the lateral wall of the Incisivum grows outwards. 
This results in the anterior margin of the anterior opening of 
the Canalis infraorbitalis becoming visible from above. 
Figure 25 was constructed on the assumption that 
no medial growth occurs and that the Proceasus frontalts 
grows backwards with "diaphyseal erosion" of its lateral margin) 
Eruption of the incisor tooth, 
In most mutant mice the Dens inciivu.s is confined to 
the anterior half of the Os inoisivum 	Normally, however, 
the tooth extends right back, through the whole length of the 
Incisive bone, and is deeply capped by a special part of the 
Maxilla. The extension of the tooth root through the posterior 
half of the lateral wall of the Ineisiviim requires extremely 
intense "internal erosion" of the posterior wall of the 
Alveolus for the tooth 	The formation of the Alveolus inside 
the lateral wall of the Incisivuin is cause for accretion both 
to the outside and to the inside surfaces of this wall. While 
extending in length, the Alveolus also increases considerably 
in diameter, so as to accommodate the ever-enlarging tooth, 
This process is reflected anteriorly by "internal erosion" 
Fig. 26. Growth of the Maxilla; above - inferior aspect, 
below - superior aspect. 
chiefly of the lateral and posterior margins of the mouth of 
the Alveolus. It is the failure of this erosion which prevents 
the eruption of the incisor teeth in the mutants, 
1, MAXILIA: (Plates 1, 2, 3, 49 5 and 11; Fig, 26), 
£ prominent feature of growth in the Maxilla is the 
"unilateral" growth of the root of the Proc, sygomaticus, 
simultaneously outwards, upwards and forwards, Right at the 
posterior tip, the Proceasus continues obliquely backwards by 
"external accretion"1 and it is natural that this newly formed 
bone requires no immediate remodelling. Thus the activity of 
the components of the "unilateral" movement increases anteriorly, 
Growth at the posterior tip of the process is directed backwards, 
strongly laterally and slightly upwards. 
Projecting downwards from the ventro-antero-lateral 
border of the Proc, zygomaticus (Crista facialis) is an obliquely 
vertical flange of bone forming the lateral wall of the Canalis 
infraorbitalis, and merging into the Corpus of the Maxifla just 
in front of the Bentes molares, Erosion of the ventral border of 
the Proc, zygomaticus transforms it into the upper region of 
this flange, The flange grows outwards by "unilateral growth" 
erosion of its medial side serving to broaden the C. infraorbitalis, 
In harmony with the Proc, zygomaticus, its growth anteriorly is 
also directed upwards and outwards, 
The Proc, frontalis, which bridges the C. infraorbitalis 
between the Proc, zygomaticus and the Lamina infraorbitalis, 
grows directly upwards, "unilaterally", The "unilateral erosion" 
of its venaa1 bier serves to heighten the C. infreorbltalis. 
The Co infrorbitelie is not enlarged ventrally or 
medially. 
e Lamina infraorbitalia, separai ed froyi the L. 
orbilta by the Iricisura lacri.malis, grows rapidly upwards and 
forwards. The L. orbitalis grows equally rapidly upwards and 
backwards, 1e inc. lacrimalia is enlarged mostly by 
diap}rsea1 erosion" of the posterior border of the L, 
infraorbitelis, though iap'seal erosion" of the anterior 
border of the L. orbital-is also contributes to its develoent. 
The basal portion of these Laminae are moved sideways by 
"unilatre1 growth" wLch allows the expansion oi the Possae 
maxillares (N.B.). 
àttcbed to the medial side of the L. infraorbitalis 
there is normally a deep,* horizontal ,twested, delicate cup, 
the Alveolus iwitvzs superior, which houses the tip of the 
root of the inciar tooth. In the isutants, however, it is 
represented by an enonous, crested, horizon tel sheet, Nomaliy,  
this cup develops by "external accretion" on its dorsal, ventral 
and medial surfaces, and anterior edges, together with strong 
internal erosion from in front, its extrely subnormal 
development in the mutants is possibly a result of the absence of 
induction frma the incisor root, which, in these animals, is 
usually trapped in the fore pert of the Os irthsivns, 
The Proco pelatia of the Maxilla grows at equal 
rates anteriorly and posteriorly in the 'oentripetal pattern' • 
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There is also a little media], accretion, "Centripetal erosion" 
of the convex, upper surface of the Proc, palatinus takes the 
form of diaphyseal erosion; for there is very intense erosion 
of the antero-medial border of the Processus, directed particularly 
posteriorly, This serves to enlarge the Fiseura palatina by 
erosion of its posterior border, and to broaden it by erosion 
of its postero-medial border. The lateral borders of the 
Fissures palatinas are not eroded. There is some "centripetal 
accretion" to the ventral, concave surface of the Pro cessus, 
This site of accretion spreads over the palatal surface on to 
the body of the maxilla and so lowers and levels the roof of 
the palate, 
The Fossae maxillares in the floor of the nasal 
cavity are modelled by erosion of the floor of the cavity 
(compensated by the Just mentioned palatel accretion) and by 
erosion of the bases of the U. orbitalis and infreorbitalia 
(the erosion here being part of the "unilateral growth of these 
laminae), 
The notch for the For, palatinum majus grows by 
erosion of the medial border of the palatal process and by dors- 
lateral erosion of the base of the L. orbttalis. "internal 
accretion" at its anterior end completes the processes involved 
in its backward migration. 
The troughs and cresta on the "rough for articulation 
with the Os Palatinum are probably formed by alternating zones 
of accretion and erosion which migrate backwards in harmony with 
the "centripetal accretiouN of the posterior end. The failure 
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of erosion of the mutant Palatinum opposite the sites of 
accretion in this region of the Maxilla may cause the mal-
development of the crests in the "rough of the mutant Maxilla,  
EE'0113tion of the molar teethe 
Eruption of the Dentes molares involves gross 
changes in the Limbus alveolaris of the Os rnacillari 4 First, 
the foramina above the tooth route are closed by "internal 
accretion" - thereby completing the initial ossification of the, 
maxillary bone, In the young bone, as in grey-lethals and 
most nicrophtha1mios, all the margins of the alveoli, with the 
exception of the posterior ones are turned inwards so as 
partially to cover the molar teeth. The wails of the alveoli 
ut therefore be eroded before the first and second molars can 
begin to erupt; vinereae the third molar in mutants may 
occasionally manage imperfectly to erupt without any evidence or 
erosion1, 	The all-round erosion of the internal walls of 
the alveolus causes its enlargement both in length and breadth. 
Erosion of the posterior wall is associated with accretion to 
the posterior border of the alveolar region of the bo!1e. 
1. Very occasionally the molar teeth of microphthalaics erupt 
sufficiently i break through the gums. Once agin, however, 
(ef, section on the incisor teeth in the Discussion) there is 
little evidence that there nas been successful erosion, but 
only an indication that development of the teeth ias been 
sufficiently ?recocious for t1aem to break through the fragile 
inturried portions of th alveolar borders swrtly after their 
Initial ossification, 	The a:xIlliry bonc; f the iicro:ticimic 
skull drawn in plates I - 5 presents this picture - of broken 
walls of the alveolus - though none of the toeti . has got so far 
as to perforate the gums, 
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With the passage of the bulky crowns from the body 
of the Maxilla, the uppermost part of the alveolar region 
becomes narrowed down and reduced in height and the alveoli 
become shallower. This results from dorsal, especially dorso-
lateral and dorso-medial erosion accompanied by "internal 
accretion* in the roof of the alveoli. This "unilateral" 
lowering of the alveoli continues into old age so that in old 
mice the teeth are to be seen rooted in a very shallow and 
broad bed which encroaches on the palate to a quite considerabl 
extent. 
W. PALATIUM: (Plates 3, 4 and 11; Fig. 27) 
Erosion of the anterior border of the lower end of 
the Foramen palatinum majus suggests that the Pars horizontalls 
of the Palatinuzu grows anteriorly by 0diaphyseal growth". 
Similarly, erosion of the antero-lateral border of the Lamina 
pterygopalatina (N ,B,) indicates "diaphyseal growth" of this 
plate in a posterior direction. These inferences are 
corroborated by the existence (normally) of "diaphyseal erosio&' 
of the lateral aide of the Proc, orbitalis, anteriorly, and of 
the dorsal margin of the Proc, phenopalatinu posteriorly. 
Moreover, in ventral view, the Pars horizontalis, which then appears 
at a higher level than the Lamina pterygopalati.na, spreads 
posteriorly over it and the articulation for the anterior end 
of the Pterygoidoum, and extends along the medial border of the 
Lamina pterygopalatina,, The articulation for the anterior end 
Fig, 27, Growth of the Palatinum; left - superior aspect, 
right - inferior aspect. 
Fig. 28. Growth of the Zygcinaticxn; lateral aspect, 
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of the Pterygoideum grows posteriorly while the medial border 
of the Lamina pterygopalatina migrates medially. This latter 
process brings the medial articulation for the Pterygoideum 
into a more vertical position. The palatal surface of the 
Pars borizontalis subsequently becomes pitted, probably by a 
combination of highly localised erosion and accretion processes, 
Growth in breadth occurs chiefly by accretion to 
the lateral side of the Pars horizontalts (which ventrally 
tends to spread laterally over the articular surface for the 
alveolar region of the Maxilla). Almost the whole length of 
the Pars perpendicularis (i.e,, from immediately behind the 
anterior zone of diaphyseal erosion to the end of the Proc, 
sphenopalathn4 is subject to a lateral movement by "unilateral 
growth", 
There is evidence of very slight medial growth, 
For example, the mutants consistently show a clumsiness of the 
posterior Spina nasalts aboralis, which could be rectified by a 
little erosion of its lateral border; and there are 8igfl8 that 
the mutants lack "diaphyseal erosion" which extends the whole 
length of the nasal. surface of the Pars horizontali, ,lust 
lateral to its medial edge, 
The dimensions of the Meatus nasalis are enlarged by:- 
"Unilateral erosion" of the medial side of 
the Pars perpendicularis, 
"Unilateral erosion" of the roof of the 
Meatus (the corresponding component of accretion heightens the 
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Proc, orbitalis), 
3. "Diaphyseal accretion" to the medial edge of 
the Pare horizontalis, 
and 	4, "Diaphysealero sioti" of the nasal surface of 
the Pare horizontalis, 
It is lengthened by accretion to the anterior borders of the 
Pars horizontalis and Proc, orbitalis, Probably there is no 
backward growth of the Meatus nasalia, 
The Foremen palatinum minus in the mutants is 
either obliterated or is represented only by a pin prick. It 
should be enlarged by "internal erosion* with "reversed 
unilateral growth" conducting it laterally. 
The crests and depressions in the region of 
articulation with the Alae temporalea of the Sphenoidale aborale 
are carried postero-laterally by a series of"unilateral" 
movements, 
In the mutants, the articular surface for the 	I 
alveolar region of the Maxilla is maldeveloped partly owing to 
the palatine bone's intrinsic failure in erosion, and also 
because failure of erèsion in the Maxilla inhibits accretion 
in corresponding parts of the Palatinutu. Normally, accretion 
and erosion processes alternate, the one with the other, and 
shift anteriorly, 
ZYGOiAATIc'rM; (Plates 1-5; Fig, 28), 
The Zygomaticum, as seen in lateral aspect, grows 
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"centripetally". At the two ends, peripheral growth takes 
the form of the H  diaphyseal pattern; for anteriorly, the 
ventral border of that part of the Proc, maxillaris which 
projects above the articular surface for the Maxilia is eroded 
just behind the growing region; and posteriorly, the medial 
side of the Prooessw3 tenporalia is very heavily eroded - so 
heavily, indeed, that there are very marked signs of attempts 
at it in the mutants 	The Corpus of the Zygomaticum (which, 
at least in lateral view, can be regarded as having posterior 
and anterior borders which limit the sutural overlaps of the 
Squanasum and xiUa) migrates backwards in the "unilateral" 
pattern. The erosion of its anterior border serves to enlarge 
the lateral articular surface for the maxillary bone. 
The whole length of the dorsal edge of the 
Zygomaticum is a site of accretion, This is a component of the 
ventro-dorsal "unilateral" movement which is the other 
component of "centripetal rcmth"1 The corresponding component 
of erosion, however, is restricted to the upper limit of the 
lateral articular surface for the Ataxilla# and to the inferior 
border of the Proc, maxillaris, Posteriorly, the erosional 
trend Is obliterated by the extension of the peripheral accretion 
right round the end and on to the ventral edge. 
The bone broadens by external accretion to the 
lateral surface. There is no sign of any significant accretion 
to the medial surface. 
The mutant bones diplay a strange medial bending 
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of the tip of the Proc maxillaris, of such magnitude, that 
extreme signs of attempted erosion in the mutants would be 
expected to accompany it if it were due to intrinsic failure of 
normal growth processes. Actually, there is no sign of erosion, 
either on the medial or on the lateral surface, It must 
therefore be concluded that this feature of the mutant bones 
is unrelated to failure of intrinsic growth processes, but is 
probably imposed on the bone by extrinsic factors such as 
abnormal curvature of the orbital surface of the Proc, zygomaticui 
of the Maxilla, with which the tip of the Zygowaticum is in 
intimate contacts  
TH MANDIBULA (Plates 12 and 13; Fig, 29), 
In spite of its quite complex shape erosion enters 
very little into the growth processes of the Mandibula. Apart 
from the removal of the walls of the Alveoli as a prerequisite at 
the eruption of the teeth (a process which anyhow, is of only 
short duration and of no significance in the growth of the bone 
as a whole) there is evidence of erosion along only one entail 
section of those borders which can be seen in side view, Even 
at this site - the more anterior part of the Margo interalveolaris - 
erosion has only minor effects, since the mutant bones are not 
grossly abnormal on this score. It can be concluded, therefore 
that the remaining regions of the outlines of the side view are 
either "indifferent areas* (Kolliker 1873) or are sites of 
"external accretion" • Quite accurate estimates of the rates 
of accretion along these margins can be made if the outline 
Fig. 29.  Growth of the Mandibula; above medial asp edt, 
below - lateral aspect. 
Fig. 30e Growth of the ILyoiden; inferior or superior aapeot. 
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drawings of normal and mutant bones are correctly superimposed. 
Three decisive factors for this superimposition are the primary 
directions of growth indicated in the mutants for the Margo 
interalveolaris, for the Inferior border of the Proc, condyloidous 
and for the superior border of the Proc, angularis, The 
directions of growth are obtained by the projection of these 
radii outwards, It can then be arranged, as in Figure 29, that 
correspondiug parts of the normal outline fall on them. 
Figure 29 establishes that the anterior part of the 
Margo interalveolaris is the only site of regular erosion of 
those borders which can be eon in side view; and demonstrates 
that almost all the rest, including the alveolar regions, are 
active sites of accretion. Generally, the rate of growth 
backwards is faster than that forwards; and, except perhaps 
posteriorly, growth upwards is more important than growth down-
wards1 But now to detail, 
The Corpus of the Mandibula grows obliquely upwards 
and forwards (there ie no ventral growth) by "external accretion" 
to its antoro-dorsal and antero-ventral surfaces. As already 
mentioned, there is some slight "diaphyseal erosion" along its 
dorso-posterior border, although the effects of this are normally 
soon nullified by upwardly directed accretion along the rest of 
the Margo interalveolaris, This same trend in upward growth, 
carried on to the lateral side of the jaw, raises the For, mentalo, 
Originally (compare with aicrophthalmia in Plate 1.3) the For, 
mentale opens laterally on to the side of the Mandibula, But 
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by the concentratio-i of accretion on the lateral side of the jaw 
around the lower borders of the forien it is turned round so 
as to open upwards. (The For. nentale of both grey-lethals and 
microphtha3mios is occasionally grossly enlarged (see Plate 13 9 4). 
In these cases the soft root of the Dens incisivus, being unable 
to grow backwards because of the failure to absorb the posterior 
wall of its socket, has found a way into the Canalis mandibularis 
and so out of the For. zentale. Here it fares & misshapen0 
calcified lump (Griieberg 1975). '-,he borders of the foramen 
apparently grow around it so 	the crater.) The walls of 
the Alveoltui incisiirua inferior are eroded from mitbin, althh 
the edges of the opening are sites of sooretion for its forward 
After the Dentos molax4s are allowed to erupt by 
the rinoval of the ialls of the molar oypts, the process is 
reversed, nü the whole dorsal surface of the fars nolaris 
becomes a site of rapid accretion. This remarkable feature, of 
accretion to th alveolar margins aoocszpezied by linterml 
accretions' in the bottoms of the crypts, has been observed both 
by IUiker (1873) and by brash (1934.) in the oz and 4g 
respectively. 	he olar teeth, ;'ith -their 	cts, sliy slide 
obliquely forwards and laterliy the p scr3r part of the 
lateral alveolar border becomes óontinuous with the anterior 
edge of the Proc. ccronoideus; and the anterior pare projects 
beyond the general level of the side of the j. 
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Much of the lateral surface of the jaw undergoes 
accretion, The Crista inasseterica moves forward with the 
Pars alveolarts by accretion to its more anterior slopes. 
The upward migration of the molar teeth leaves room 
in th base of the mandible for the backward extension of tip 
of the root of the Dens ineisivus to its adult location in the 
base of the Proc, angularis, Earlier in its development, 
however, it is confined, as it is in the mutants, to that part 
of the jaw in front of the For, mentale, The tunnelling for 
the socket of the Dens ineisivu.s is accompanied by ventral 
accretion in front of the Proc angularis and by a marked 
swelling showing on the lateral and medial surfaces of the bone 
The Proc coronoides grows upwards and backwards by 
external accretions to its posterior and superior (which is 
also its anterior) borders. Its more basal parts migrate 
medially by a 	 movement, 
The backward growth of the Proc, condyloideusia in the 
diapbyaeal pattern" • The medial side and the upper half of 
the lateral side of the Co]J.um are heavily eroded. The dorsal 
edge of the Collum is a site for upward growth; the ventro-
posterior edge, a site for ventro-posterior growth. On the 
medial aide the latter continues over the base of the Proc, 
angularis which thereby becomes incorporated into the base of 
the Proc, condyloideu. Just anterior to the zone of 
Rdjaphyseal erosion" on the medial side, accretion is again 
especially active; it is directed obliquely backwards and 
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carries the Foramen mandibulare back with it, 
The Proc, angu.laris grows strongly backwards and 
downwards. There seems to be no secondary migration of the 
continuation of the Crista masseterca on its lateral surface, 
THE HYOIPEUM: (Plate 10; Fig. 30). 
Throughout the period up to the age of three weeks 
the }Iyotdeum is in an early stage of development, for the Cornua 
a43ua and minus have not passed beyond the phase of rapid 
ossification of the predlQodelled cartilages. Nevertheless, 
the mutants' deformities do reflect some more permanent features 
of the bones' growth. 
Thus it is very apparent that the extremities of the 
Basis of the Hyoideua grow in the "centripetal pattern" in a 
alight ventrodorsal curve and in a stronger antero-posterior 
curve, The antero-posterior curvature of the bone is flattened 
by that "unilateral" movement which is a component of the 
"centripetal" pattern of growth. 
In the mutants the distal end of the Cornu majus is 
tipped by a quite considerable length of cartilage. However, in 
three-week-old normal mice this cartilage is absent. The 
conclusion is drawn that distal growth by ossification of 
this cartilage is quite rapid between the formation of the 
ossification centre and three weeks. But there is also proximal 
growth, for a sit  of "diaphyseal erosion" of the lateral border 
of this end of the bone is indicated in the mutants. Similar 
anomalies distally and on the medial surface show that at 
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this end, too, growth is in the 5diaphyseal attern0, 
At least up to the third week of normal development 
the Cornu minus grows pnly by 1external accretion's, Ossification 
has not yet begun by the 10th day of normal development as is 
shown by the grey-lethal bone drawn in Plate 10. 
It :1z seen that the bones of the head each presents 
an individual and complicated pattern of growth, 
THE V]:ItTEBRAL COLUMN: (Plates 14-18; Figs, 31-33), 
ith regard to the elucidation of their individual 
growth processes, the vertebrae are disappointing material; 
for during the first three weeks of post-natal life their 
growth processes are radically changed. The change is 
necessitated by the transition from three-piece to unit 
construction. As a result, each vertebra presents a compound 
and confused picture of two entirely different and successive 
patterns of growth, However, the vertebrae have one redeeming 
feature - that they are constructed on the same general plan. 
With only three exceptions, each has originally two lateral 
Areüzvertebrae and a single median Centrum or Corpus, The 
Atlas has no Centrum, but an Arcus vezitralts inst ad; the 
Eptetropheus (Axis) has two centra (the more anterior, the 
Dens, being the ortogenetic centrum of the Atlas); and lastly, 
the more posterior caudal vertebrae have no -,'~rcus and consist 
of centra only, Because of the repetitive nature of the plan 
of construction of the vertebrae, it seems likely that theii 
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growth processes, too, are fundamentally the same, It is thus 
likely and perhaps legitimate, to form a complete picture of 
the growth of a Ogenerqlised vertebral' from snippets of 
information about the growth of particular vertebrae. It is 
expected that some vertebrae are affected preponderantly by 
the earlier phase of growth; and that others are affected more 
by the later one; while yet others are affected almost equally 
by the two phases 	It is not surprising, therefore, to find 
that the conclusions drawn from individual vertebrae are 
sometimes contradictory or equivocal, But the combined 
information, gathered throughout the vertebral columns can be 
reasonably sorted out so as to reveal the two successive patterns. 
The account is limited only to those vertebrae drawn, which 
were chosen merely to show the extent of variation in vertebral 
form, and not an account of the amount of information each could 
yiód on vertebral growth, 
The Areus vertebrae, 
In the early period of growth the Arcus vertebras has 
two sutures: ones dorsally, with its fellow of the opposite 
side; the other, ventrally, with the centru.m. Both are 
aynchondroses and are very wide in the new-born mouse, the 
centes of ossification being separated by broad zones of 
cartilage. As it to be expected, the extremities of the &rcus 
are active sites of growth whereby the circumference of the 
vertebra is increased. In the Atlas, Epiatropheus, sixth 
?tg. 31, Centripetal growth in the i&rcus vertebrae of the 
piatroheua. 
Fig. 32. Centripetal growth inthe Arcus of the seventh Vert. 
thoracalie. Note its diaphyseal growth at the 
interneural and neuro-central sutures. 
Pig. 33. Growth of the Corpus vertebrae. 
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cervical, and second and seventh thoracic vertebrae growth at 
the interneural suture (as is seen from the clumsiness of this 
extremity in the corronding mutants) is "diaphyseal5. There 
is similar evidence of "diaphyseal growth" at the neuro-central 
suture of the second, and especially of the seventh, thoracic 
vertebrae. The direction of primary growth at these sutures 
varies considerably between vertebrae. For example, in the 
seventh thoracic vertebra the direction of growth for the dorsal 
site is almost horizontal while its ventral growth is directed 
45°  downwards, Precisely the apposite situation attains in 
the Epistropheus; while the second thoracic vertebra supplies 
the intermediate condition, In spite of these variations, it 
Is general that growth at these sutures contributes more to the 
breadth than to the height of the vertebrae. This tendency 
towards excessive breadth is corr4cted by a "unilateral" 
movement of the more lateral parts of the Arci towards the 
centre of the Foramen vertebrale, In other words, growth of 
the Aral vertebrae is at this stage "centripetal", 
For some obscure reasons the 	 component 
of the "centripetal" pattern fails entirely in the mutants 
(just as, it may be remembered, it failed in the Manubrium 
mallei), As a result, in spite of the smaller size to be 
expected from their retardation, the mutant vertebrae may be 
even broader than the normal vertebrae, and the girth of their 
Arai across the horizontal diameter too narrow so that their 
For, vertebrales are far too wide. Thus positive proof of 
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"internal accretion" in normal vertebrae is to be found in the 
Atlas, Epistropheus, seventh thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, in 
all of those, in spite of their retardation the For, vertebrale 
is actually broader in the mutants than it is in the normal mouse. 
However, owing to the excessive narrowness of the 	Arcis 
vertebrae, not all these vertebrae, but only the Epistropheus 
(Fig, 31), the second and the seventh thoracic (Fig, 32) 
conclusively demonstrate the existence of the corresponding 
process of "external erosion", The consideration of the 
dispositions of the Foramina tranaversaria for the Atlas, 
pistropheus and third cervical vertebrae confirms the 
"centripetal" pattern of growth for those vertebrae; for in 
these, the foramina are more widely separated in the mutants 
than normally. It is to be concluded that in normal vertl., brae 
the Forr, traneversaria move medially by the "reversed unilateral" 
pattern of growth, 
The Proec,, spinosi ossify late, That of the second 
thoracic 
vertebra  does not begin to ossify until the second 
phase of vertebral growth. On the other hand the spine of the 
Epistropheus begins to form while the bony Arcus are still 
separated by cartilage. The latter develops by a dorsal 
extension of the terminal growth zone (Lacroix 's "ossification 
rings') and, at this stage, there is "diapbyseal erosion" of the 
more lateral parts of its base, 
1, This spine is absent in the grey-lthai nouc figures in 
Plate 15, This anomaly is not necessarily due to rotardatinu 
for Giineberg (1950) has noticed that this spine i absent 
in about half the animals in the stock which segregates for 
the grey-lethal gene and which supplied the mice for the 
DreSent study.  
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No direct information on the growth of the Procc1 aritculares 
is available from the present material, but in the first phase of 
their growth they are no doubt subJ ected to the same 'unilatoral" 
movements to which their regions of the Arcus are subjected, 
There is no evidence that they undergo any dorso-ventral 
(or ventro-dorsal) movement, 
In cervical and thoracic vertebrae the Proc, transverus 
like the Arcus of which it is part, has two phases of growth, 
During the first phase,'centripetal erosion of the Arcus 
around the base of the Proc traneversus converts bone from 
the Arcus into the base of the ?roe. transysreus, At the same 
time, the tip of the Proceasus (in conformity with the rest of 
the Arcus) in eroded, Thus the measurements across the Prooc, 
traneversi of the mutant& Atlas, Epistropheus, third and sixth 
cervical, and second and seventh thoracic vertebras are very 
nearly equal to, and in some oases exceeds  those measurements 
for the normal vertebrae. This feature is more significant 
when allowance is made for the retardation of growth in the 
mutants, 
Now to the examination of the growth of the Arcus 
Vertebrae in "1ongth, i.e groiith in the antero-posterior axis, 
In this axis the mutant vertebrae are everywhere thinner than 
normally. This is indicative either of anterior accretion, or 
Posterior accretion, or, of course, of both, There is in fact 
evidence of both, Because the processes effecting growth are 
almost certainly independent of the partite or unit construction 
of the vertebrae, there is no reason to suspect that accretion at 
both anterior and posterior edges does not occur simultaneously 
in the same vertebra, it is unfortunate, as far as the analysis 
of growth at these edges is concerned, that the vertebrae are 
more-or-less ring-shaped. It means that quite slight differences 
In the angle from which the vertebrae are viewed may themselves 
cause quite large differences in the outlines of the drawings, 
Such an uncontrollable possibility utterly invalidates the 
normal procedure for disclosing the growth processes - of 
superimposing outline drawings. The observations on growth 
anteriorly and posteriorly have therefore to be restricted to 
very limited sections of the circumference of the bone which 
can supply information independently of superimposition. 
Anterior accretion occurs in the region of the 
Foramen vortebrale laterale of the Atlas. In rnicrophthalmtcs 
(see side view) this Foremen is too distant from the anterior 
edge (owing to the failure of "reversed unilateral migration" 
of the foremen anteriorly) • In grey-lethals, on the other 
hand, it is too near. This apparently contradictory differencif 
between the two mutants dose not, however, affect the 
conclusion. For in seven day.old normal mice the Foremen is 
still open anteriorly. It is closed by the flow of bone, by 
anterior accretion, around it, (That this in fact takes plac1 
and not the opposite - that the foremen sinks into the Arcus 
vertebrae by eroding it - is proved by the existence of the 
foremen in the mutants in spits of erosional failure,) 
Thereafter the Foremen migrates forwards by "reversed unilateral 
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growth" as more bone is added to the anterior edge of the Arcus, 
In a similar way, the position of the Foremen 
traneversarium of the Epiatropheus indicates that there is 
t1.or accretion in this region. Just as was the case for 
the For, vertebrale laterale of the Atlas, the For, trans- 
versarium of the Epistropheus is formed in bone by the bone 
flowing around it, The Atlas, too, provides evidence of posterior 
accretion, The For, alare inferiore of the grey-lethal Atlas 
Is a mere pin-prick far too near the anterior edge, and far too, 
fax from the posterior edge. Unlike the For, traneversarium 
of the Epistropbeu.s and the For, alare superiors, it is 
obviously formed early in the ossification of the neural arch 
and is enlarged by "internal erosion" while migrating backwards 
by the "reversed unilateral process". In this region, anterior 
secretion must be less important, 
The other vertebrae afford no direct clues as to the 
surfaces to which accretion occurs, However, since the Corpora 
('vide infra) grow at both ends,, it is impvDbable that the Arci 
vertebrae differ widely in this respect, 
The Corpus. 
While there is no indication of erosion in anterior 
or posterior views of the Corpora (contra), it is apparent that 
erosion does sometimes enter into the processes which cause its 
growth in length. Indeed, growth in length of the most 
posterior caudal vertebrae, which consist of contra only, and 
the centra of the second, third, and fourth sacral vertebrae is 
accomplished in the OdiaphysealO manner. These contra are 
peculiar in that their sides and bottoms are normally highly 
concave, The form of all the other vertebrae is much more 
rectangular because the zone of "diaphyseal erosion" in the 
former is replaced by "external accretion" aroundd the circwnfersnce 
of the bone, As far as can be estimated from the appearance 
of the mutant caudal vertebrae, the rate of accretion is about 
equal at the two ends (Figs 33) • This feature is probably 
general, 
The Arci haemales (chevron boneS) 
The ragged appearance inside the V of the mutant Arci 
haemales is certain indication that this is a site of erosin. 
In consequence there must be accretion to the outside of the V. 
It is possible that the A. haemales also grow by terminal 
accretion to the dorsal ends of their limbs 
The second phase of vertebral growth. 
The processes so far considered in relation to the 
diametric growth of the vertebrae depend on their separation, 
apart from the A. haeivalis, each into three more-or-less 
indepenontly growing pieces * the two Arcus vertebrae and the 
single Centrum, At varying times between one day (for the 
caudal vertebrae) and 14 days (for the cervical vertebrae) 
fusion occurs between these pieces, At this juncture growth in 
by no means completed and profound changes in the patterns, of 
growth are induced. In theory it is to be expected that the 
"centripetal" pattern of growth of the Arcus gives way to a 
combination of "external accretion" and "internal erosion"; that 
the direction of the flunilateralH movements of the Forr, 
traneversaria in changed from medial to lateral; while the 
centruia, or the Proce, articulares, or both become subject to 
vertical Auntlaoralø migrations away from one another, 
Evidence of these later processes is supplied by the vsrtebrae 
themselves, 
"Internal erosion" is shown by the anterior Uaudal 
vertebrae, it is located on the more dorsal borders of the 
For, vertebrale and appears as a ragged edge in the mutants. 
Again, in the Atlas, "internal erosion" of the more dorsal 
section of the irons dorsalis (this site extends well beyond the 
zone affected by the 0diaphyseal" component of the earlier 
"centripetal" growth pattern" is revealed by a trail of bony 
fragments lying in the For, vertebrale of the normal vertebra 
( Because the preparations of the vertebrae were made as 
alizarin clearwiceB from which no flesh is removed and in which 
only calcified tissues stain, fragments of bone removed by the 
osteoclaste, but not yet digested by them, can appear as stained 
particles located near the zone of ereion,) 
On the other hand there is in no case any sign of "internal 
erosion" of the neural surface of the Corpus. The expcted 
increase in the distance between the Proce, artioularie and the 
Corpus should therefore result from an upward "unilateral 
movement of the former, 
With the fusion of the Arcs vertebrae the Pz'occ, 
spinosi embark on the second phase of their growth. The spine 
of the Lpibtropheus no longer grows in the "diaphyseal" pattern 
MO 
but merely by 0external accretion" to its tip. It ic not 
until this second phase of growth that the siiie of the second 
thoracic vertebra forms - by a local excess of upwardly directed 
"external accretion# in the W--dorsal region of the fused 
Artusvortebrae. 
It was noted when describing the first growth phase o 
the vertebras that the distance between the tips of the Proco, 
transversi 	in the mutz=ts often approached, and in some 
eases even excelled, that Aeasurement in normal nice, however, 
this is not always the case, even in tboe mutant vertebrae whee, 
fusion of the Arcus having only just taken place, the anomalies 
due to failure of 'centripetal growth" are maximwa 	In those 
instances (the lumbar vertebra is the best example, the Atlas 
a possibility) methods of growth belonging to the second phase 
for the Proc, trsersus may overlap with thoes of the first 
phase for the rest of the vertebra4 	econd—pha&t growth 
of the Proc, trarAsversus is "dia.pbyseal" 	The distance between  
the tips of the Froceses in the mutant third cervical (grey—
lethal only) lumbar, sacral and caudal vertobrne is far too 
little 	"Diapbyee1 erosion" can be seen just behind the tip of 
the Proc trensversus of the normal sixth cervical vertebra. 
In the sacral vertebrae it is the anterior, posterior and ventral 
surfaces which are eroded; while in the caudal vertebrae 
"diaphyseel erosion" occurs on the anterior, dorsal and ventral 
surfaces of the process and is accompanied by extensive accretion 
to the posterior edge, 
Fig. 34.. Growth of the Manubrita Bterni; inferior aepeot. 
Fig. 35. Growth of the Sternebra tertia. 
T1E STi'NU 	(Plate 19), 
The Sternum has three regions, together composed of 
seven segments.  The most anterior region is re resented by 
the Lnu.britzs sterni which articuaates with the Clavicule and 
the first Cartilage costalis. Then follows the Corpus, 
constituted by a series of four small Bternebrae which are 
more-or-less alike in their fora and growth 	The remaining 
costal cartilages srtieulte with them,, The Process-as xiphoideus 
comprises the last region: it supports the Cartilage xiphoidea4 
THE 9016MRIUM  3TEiNIs (Figs :34). 
The Manubrium aterni of the mouse has a distinct 
"Capitu1um' (N.D.) and an elongated "Corpus' (N.B.). The 
Capitulum articulates both With the Claviculas and with the first 
Cartilagines coetales; the Corpus carries a median longitudinal 
ventral crest. Growth is dtaphyea1' anteriorly and posterioiy; 
diaphyeoal erosion" of the ventro-lateral side of the Corpus 
shapes the crest, 
Two distinct differences can be soon between the 
mutants drawn in Plate 19. The first, the deep incisura 
semilunaria of the microphthalmic bone, is irrelevant to the 
analysis of growth since it is a feature of normal variation 
in the stock, The second difference, the absence of anomalies 
in the Capitulum of the grey-lethal Maxrnbrium, has a bearing on 
growth and is related to the procedure of ossification, In the 
new-born mouse the anterior part of the Corpus is the only part 
of the Manubrium represented by bone, the rest being 
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cartilaginous, The bone appears as a parallel sided cylinder 
from which ossification steadily infiltrates the posterior 
cartilage, But not until the eighth a:,r after birth toes the 
ossification enter the cartila'e of the Capituluat by ten days, 
ossification of the cartilages is complete. But it is to the 
tenth day of development that grey-lethals are retarded, Thus 
the Capituiwa of the grey-lethal Menuhrhu ia at that stage of 
development at which the rapid ossification of. its perfect 
cartilaginous model has only recently been completed 	It is 
for this reason that there are here no erosional anomalies in 
grey-lethals, 
E SiCOND TO FIFIii ST. 1Rkrz (Fig. 35). 
Those small sternebrae frequently show an anomaly in 
the mutants similar to that observed in some of the mutant 
vertebral contra, In both situations secretion around the waist 
of the bone tails almost entirely although accretion at each end 
of the bone (as is usual for accretion in the mutants) is only 
moderately retarded Thus, while the width of the*dta of 
the mutant sternobrae at 21 days is only slightly larger than 
the diameter of this region in new-born mice0 the diametr of 
their ends to considerably greater. Hence the curves of the 
sides of the mutant bones are practically identical with those 
curves traced by the growth of the cojugation cartilagea. It 
Is apparent from the shape of these curves that growth in the 
second to fifth sternobrae probably proceeds equally at each 
end, Erosion appears to play no part in their growth, 
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Paired centres of ossification are found in each 
epiphysis around the eighth day of post-natal development, 
This, for the moment at least, epiphyseal growth is by "external 
accretion" alone. 
THE PROCESSUS XiPROIDEUS 
The anterior, ossified, end of the xiphoid process is 
much broader than the bony parts of any other sternebra at birth, 
though later they all come to equal it in breadth. The posterior 
part of the xiphoid process, even in the three-week-old mouse, 
is cartilaginous. Unless erosion occurs anteriorly, and there,, 
is no evidence of it, the Proc. xiphoidea must grow chiefly at 
its posterior end. Up to the sixth or seventh day, this is on 
an ever decreasing surface; but, subsequently, the posterior 
extremity widens, and the "diaphyseal erosion" pattern on the 
dorsal surface becomes apparent. (Other difference between 
the outlines of the Proac, drawn in Plato 19 are due to 
differences in the angles from which they are viewed.) 
T11E COSTAE (RIBS) (Plate 19), 
The mouse normally has twelve pairs of ribs but 	VariaUo'a bei 
12-14 pars. 
occasionally there is a thirteenth. The first twelve pairs 	with 13 Pairs m 
common. 
are very regular in their form, but the thirteenth, when it 
occurs, is highly variable in length and may be only unilaterally 
represented, Thus Plate 19, in which Ribs 19 7 and 12 are 
drawn, shows the extent of regular variation in the form of th 
ribs, The seventh is perhaps the most typical of all, and it 
C 
Fig. 36. Growth of the Costae; anterior aspects of (a) the 
seventh, (b) the first, and (o) the twelfth. 
s for this reason that its growth will be described first, 
hi1e the descriptions of the growth' of the first and twelfth 
ribs are included only to demonstrate the range of variation 
U, the ribs' growth processes, Each rib consists of two 
'partes an Os coetale, with a Cartilage costalis at its sternal 
end, Ribs 1-7 are Costae Veras since their cartilages articulate 
with the Sternum; ribs 8-10 are Costae spuriac - their 
cartilaginous parts do not reach the Sternum but each touches 
the one in front; and ribs U. 12 and 1.3 are Costae fluctuantes 
as they lie freely in the body wall and articulate only with the 
lumna vortebralis, 
THE SEVENTI RIBS (Fig. 36a), 
If it is assumed that growth occurs at each end of the 
seventh rib (as the presence of the cartilaginous Junctions and 
the orientation of the trabeculas encourage one to believe) then 
It is obvious from the distortion of the mutant bones that 
normally each end is extensively eroded from the medial side. 
This being so, the absence of any considerable erosion in the 
mutants necessitates that the outlines of their medial surfaces 
trace the directions of terminal growth, A second point of 
considerable interest is that the region in hich the mutants 
have attempted erosion is about seven times longer distally 
than it is proximally. It is on these data that figure 36a 
is constructed. It shows that the original curvature of the 
bone, which is determined by the graded rates of terminal growth 
between the lateral and medial surfaces, is highly modified by 
MM 
three zones of "unilateral" movement, Of theøe two (one 
for the CoUua; the other extending practically throughout the 
whole length of the Corpus as far as the distal "ossification 
ring") are directed laterally, while the third (between the 
other two) is directed medially. Together, these three 
"unilateral processes" serve to accentuatc. the curvature of the 
rib and so to enlarge the thorax, 
1i FIBIST RIB: (Pig, 36b), 
The form of the first rib differs so much from that 
of the seventh that it is not surprising to find considerable 
differences in their growth processes, too, To outward 
appearances, erosion seems to play an entirely insignificant 
role in the growth of the first rib. Nevertheless, the 
accretional components of the three "unilateral" movements of 
the seventh rib do remain, It seems likely from the exceeding 
curtailment of its Corpus that the relative terminal growth 
rates are not identical with those of the seventh rib; but no 
reliable estimate of the new growth rates can be made, 
THE ThELFTH BIB: (Plate 36c), 
The twelfth rib appears to grow in a strikingly 
similar manner to the seventh, in spite of its very different 
shape, Since the first and twlfth ribs represent the extreme 
range of regular variation in rib shapes it is safe to conclude 
that the growth processes of the seventh rib are fairly typical 
of those of the others, 
The twelfth was the one rib which, on account of the 
Fig. 37. Growth of the Scapula; lateral aspect. 
ii8. 38. Growth of the Scapula; ventro-posterior aspect. 
slightness of its curvature, could be hold immovably in the 
glycerol bath to be drawn from the media]. aspect. This view 
shows that the middle of the Corpus is expanded antero— 
posteriorly presumably by accretion to both edges 	It is a 
feature possibly characteristic of the other ribs, toot 
THE SHOULDER GIRDLE.  
SCAPULA: (Plates 20 and 21; Figs 37 and 3$). 
Three features of the Scapula enable an accurate 
analysis of its growth processes to be made by the superimposition 
Of the outlines of the lateral aspects of normal and mutant bones, 
The first of these is the steep cliff produced just below the 
Margo vertebraija by intense erosion of the Pacies lateralia, 
Being associated with signs of erosion, though less intense 
erosion, of the FacieA aedialis, it is proof that the Margo 
vartebralis is a very important site for growth in length and 
that this growth is ndiaphysealm. 	Therefore, the Margines 
cervicales and axillars of the mutants respectively trace 
successive positions of the Anguli cervica].Es and thoraca1. 
Conversely, it is possible to predict future positions of these 
angles by projecting these margins vertebrally. Un5rtunate1y, 
only the dargo axillaris is sufficiantly simple in form for it 
to be so projected, The second feature is the possibility of 
projecting the base of the mutant Spina scapulae in a similar 
way. The clumsiness of the cervical margin of the mutant 
Acrorn.ton, which indicates a failure of local "diaphyseal 
erosion", is the last features  Like the other two, it 
prolongation predicts future positions of the tip of the 
Acrornion. Armed with these three lines which forecast the 
positions of anatomical features of the bone after further 
development, the outlines of the normal aud mutant bones may 
be superimposed as in Fig, 37 and the study of the normal growth 
processes can be made in detail. 
The figure proves that there is very little growth in 
the region of the Cavitas glenoidalis and that the Margo 
vertebralis is the main site for growth in length and breadth. 
As mentioned earlier, growth is here "diaphyseal" in pattern. 
The rate of growth along this margin increases from the Angulus 
thoracalis to the A. cervicalis so that the former angle gradually 
moves forward in relation to the rest of the margin until, in 
adult mice, it is actually the leading part of the bone, The 
Fossae supra- and infra-spinata are extended and hollowed out by 
"diaphyseal erosion*  of the Facies lateralis, Erosion of the 
Fossa supraspinata extends to the Margo cervicalis, which is 
therefore thin. On the other hand, erosion of the Fossa 
infraspinata does not extend as far as the Margo axil1ari, which 
is therefore quite thick, in fact, the U. axillarts is heightened 
by accretion to both its lateral and medial edges in the region 
of the Collum, "Diaphyseal erosion" of the Fades med.ialis is 
quite slight. 
The comparison between microphthalmic and normal Scapulae 
shows that there may also be "diaphyseal erosion" of the more 
vertebral regions of the MM-S cervicalis and axillaris (although 
Fig. 39. Growth of the Olavioula; posterior aspect. 
Fig. hO. Growth of the Olavicula; dorsal aspect. 
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nearer towards the Cavitas glenoidalis there is accretion to 
these margins), On the other hand, when the grey-lethal bone 
is compared with the normal there is no evidence of erosion of 
either of these margins, while accretion to them extends much 
further towards the vertebral margin, ?hero before there has, 
as in the Merabrium sterni and Atlas been encountered such a 
fundamental difference in the results of analysis depending on 
the mutant used for comparison with the normal mouse, it has been 
associated with age changes in the early growth of the bones Hence 
it is highly probable that this remarkable situation in the Scapula 
is significant of some change in the allometric properties of the 
bone occurring between the ages of 10 and 14 days which are the 
developmental ages of grey-lethals and microphthalmics respectively. 
It is suggested that during this 4-day period the bone becomes 
relatively broader at the vertebral end so that 0diaphyseal 
erosion* of the axillary and cervical margins is required during 
its subsequent growth in length. This hypothesis is corroborated 
by observations made on the bony parts of the Scapulae of n'wborn, 
12-day-old and three-week-old mice. The average ratios of the 
length to breadth in these three groups were respectively 1,33, 
1,54 and 1.45. (They were based on 9, 13 and 11 boneø 
respectively,) It is seen that a temporary change in the 
proportions of the Scapula has occurred in the 12-day-old mouse, 
The reduction of this ratio to that in the 3-week-old mouse 
necessitates "diaphyseal erosion". 
The Spina scapulae migrates in a vertebral direction 
by the "unilateral" growth process along the blade, The 
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erosional component not only enlarges the Incisura spinogienoidalis 
by removing the more medial parts of the edge of the Spina 
scapulae; but, by leaving the more lateral parts, transforms 
them into the root of the Acromion. By posterior accretion to 
its free, lateral1 edge, it curves over towards the Margo 
axillaris and is heightened, 	 - 
The Acromion, which is less precociously developed than 
the Colium, grows by "diaphyseal accretion" to its ventral border 
at a rate intermittent between those for the Margo vertebralia 
and Cavitas glenoidalis, Only its cervical margin uncergoes 
"diaphyaeal erosion", for a site of accretion, continuous with 
that on the free border of the Spina scapulae, extends along its 
axillary border. At its vertebral end the Acromion is formed 
out of the Spina scapulae by the "unilateral erosion" of the 
latter, The Acromion is heightened by "unilateral growth" - 
the erosional component of which also serves to enlarge the 
Incisura spinoglenoidalis, The epiphysis of the Acromion doe 
not ossify till some time after weaning, 
CLAVlCUIj (Plate 20; Figs, 39 and 40). 
The Clavicula of the mouse consists of a. lon6 body and 
a short rairns, which meet at the "Angulus elaviculae" (N.B.). 
The 	b ody, or. Corv claviculae 	artiouMtes with the 
tanubrium sterni; the ramus or "Extreoitas acronilali" (N ,B,) 
articulates with the Acromion; and represents the "acromial end" 
and "conold tubercle" of the human bone. 
Because the Extremitas acromialis is actually longer 
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in the retarded mutants than it is in normal mice, "unilateral 
growth" involving its tip and the Angulus claviculas is indicated. 
If the A. chviculae were the site of "unilateral accretion", then 
th 	Corpus 	would be excessively thick in this region. 
As this is not so, it is concludid that the"Extremita acromiali&t 
grows by "unilateral accretion" to its tip. This is one of the 
two observations used in the construction of the analytical 
figures. The other observation is that the 	Corpus 	grows 
at its sternal end in the "d±aphyaeal pattern", The direction 
of growth at the sternal end is therefore recorded in the mutants. 
Figure 39 is constructed on this combined information1, Figure 
40 is constructed so that the rate of growth at the sternal 
is the same as that discovered in Fig, 39. 
The analysis in Figs, 39 and 40 shows that the Corpus 
eLullL tends to be quite strongly curved (as it is in the 
mutants) as a result of the "diaphyseal accretion" at the Sternal 
extremity, however, the original curvature of the bone is 
normally considerably reduced by a "unilateral" movement in a 
dorso-posterior direction, This "unilateral" movement, which 
extends throughout tne 	Ccr-pLLA 	is identified with that 
1. 	The conclusions as to the normal growth pattern are 
unaffected by the remarkable degree to which "diahyseai erosion" 
has succeeded in the grey-lethal Clavicula drawn in Plate 20 
(that is when the grey-lethal drawing is used for comparing with 
the normal bone), 
Fig. Lii. Growth of the Hianerus; posterior aspect. 
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resulting in the growth of the Extremitas aeromialis, 
ilUiLhRU$: (Plate 22; Fig, 41). 
The diaphyses of the mutant Ossa humeri betray a 
gross failure of "dtaphyseal erosion" at the proximal end, and 
an equally noticeable failure of "unilateral erosion" of the 
Crista humeri. On the other hand, there is extraordinarily 
little sign of erosional failure at the distal ends althouh, if 
growth here were of any consequence, failure of 'iaphysea1 
erosion" would again be a prominent feature of the mutants, 
Fig, 41 is, in fact, based on the assumption that very little 
length is contributed by distal growth, 
The following information can be drawn from the figure, 
Prctioa1ly all increase in length of the Humerus results from 
"diaphyseal growth" at the proxiia1 en of the diaphysis, At 
this end erosion is minimal alonh the base of the Crista humeri 
and on the Collurn, The Colium and the Crista tuberculi minoris 
are thrown into prominence by erosion on either side of the 
Collum, The Crista humeri and Tuberositas deltoidea move 
proximally by "unilateral" growth while increasing their height by 
accretion to their antero—lateral margin. The Corpus humeri 
appears to migrate antero-laterally, but only on account of 
intense accretion to its antorolateral surface, for there is no 
erosion on the opposite side, The Crista epicondyli lateralis 
and its proximal continuation, the Margo lateralis, become 
increasingly prominent by accretion to their anterolateral edges; 
while the former is thrown into still greater prominence by a 
Pig. 42. Growth of the Radii; on the left - ventral aspect, 
and on the right - medial aspect. 
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small amount of "diaphyseal erosion" of the anterior surface of 
the root of the Epicondylus lateralis, The L. uzodialts grows in 
a medial direction with "diaphyseal erosion" of its distal border. 
Neither the Caput nor the Trochlea humeri has any 
anomaly in the mutants which is indicative of erosional failure, 
and it appears that both the proximal and distal epiphyses grow 
by "external accretion" alone. In consequence the proximal 
epiphysis of the mutants closely resembles normal, 10-44 day-old 
epiphyses. Whereas the proximal epiphysis is a separate entity 
in the growth of the bone for long after weaning, the dita1 one 
fuses with the diaphyis at about 7 days, 
OSSA ANTIBRACHII, 
RADIUS: (Plate 21; Figure 42), 
The mutant Ossa radii display at both proximal and 
distal ends that failure of "diaphyseal erosion" which, in the 
now familiar way, is so helpful in the precise analysis of the 
bone's growth processes. The following conclusions can be drawh 
from the superimposition of the outline drawings. 
The rate of growth is far greater distally than 
proximally - indeed, about eight times as much, The Tuberosita8 
radii, situated near the proximal end, appears as the "fixed 
point" in the growing bone, for it has sites of accretion on 
both its proximal and distal slopes, The Collum, at the proximal 
end, is eroded on all sides, but at the distal end "diaphyseal 
erosion" is very much limited, It is particularly intense on 
the dorao-medial surface and radically alters the primary curvature 
Fig. 1,3. Growth of the Ulna; left - medial view, 
right dDra1 view. 
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of the bone, Just distal to the Tuberoitas radii the Corpus 
migrates ventrolaterally through the "unilateral" opposition of 
accretion on the one side with "diaphyseal erosion" of the other, 
The distal epiphysis suffers no erosion; the proximal epiphysis 
fuses with the Collum at about 14 days, 
ULNA: (Plate 22; Fig, 43), 
While the primary direction of growth of the ulnar 
diaphysis is clearly indicated by its clumsiness in the mutants, 
the situation at the olecranon end of the bone is by no means a 
clear. However, the shortness of the mutant Proc olecrani 
indicates that there is growth in length at this end; and the 
presence of an epiphysis (the Olecranon) suggests that this 
growth is by accretion in the conjugation cartUae, But it is 
still impossible to estimate the relative rate of growth at 
this and because the "diaphyseal pattern" is not involved. 
Luckily, the position of the fixed point in the bone's growth can 
be diagnosed independently, without a knowledge of the relative 
rates of growth at the two ends, (The "fixed point" is that 
part of the bone which maintains its relative position throuhout 
the boners development,) The narrow waist of the mutant Incisura 
semilunarjsjs evidence that this is the earliest for:aed part of 
the Incisura. The more normal size of its lips - the Prooc, 
anconeus and coronoideus - appear to be the sites for its primary 
growth. As the Incisura semilunaris is not otherwise distorted 
in the mutants, it can be concluded that its lips grow upwards 
and obliquely away from one another, while the "waist" is at 
least very close to the fixed point. Now there is sufficient 
information for the construction of the analytical diagram 
(Fig, 43), 
It transpires that, as with the Radius, though not to 
the same relative extent, it is the distal end which is the 
major site for growth in lengtlu the rate of growth at the 
proximal end is only about 1/6th of that distally. Distal 
growth is in the "diaphyseal pattern", but (in surprising 
contrast to the Radius with which it is so closely associated) 
erosion is strongest on the ventro-lateral side, and not (as in. 
the Radius) from the dorso-medial side, The dorso-ventral 
flexion of the bone which results from the "diaphyseal" growth cf 
its distal end, is quite strong, but it is modified in part by 
a minor "unilateral" movement just proximal to the zone of distal 
"diaphyseal erosion", and partly by ventral and some dorsal 
accretion between this "unilateral" zone and the Proc, coronoiciø, 
As part of the upward growth of the Incisura semilunaris its 
medial margins (which are overturned) are "unilaterally" eroded, 
and the Proc, anconeum is "diaphyseally" eroded from the medial 
side. 
The whole of the medial side of the Ulna becomes higaly 
sculptured in the course of its development. Although it is 
not possible from tne present material to determine whether a 
particular feature on this surface depends on accretion or erosion 
for its maintenance, it is probable that the medial surface of 
the bone presents a mosaic of very local, interacting and 
migrating sites of accretion and erosion, 
A most remarkable feature of the mutant Olocranon is 
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the larger size it attains as compared with that of the 
developmentally more advanced normal mouse. While this 
phenomenon could be due to random variation in the size of the 
bone, it is well to remark here that this is the first time 
that there has been even a suspicion of erosion in epiphyseal 
growth, This observation is in marked contrast to Payton' s 
(193) who found that the "unilateral pattern" (he, of courses 
did not call it by this name) was of extraordinarily frequebt 
occurrent in the epiphyses of the pig. He discovered it in all 
the twelve epiphyses he studied. In many cases erosion was in 
excess of the resultant gain in length; in one case as much as 
times greater. An explanation of such a fundamental difference 
between our observations must he found, It is not unlikely that 
the "unilateral pattern" is characteristic of older epiphyses,, 
such as Payton was examining, whereas the epiphyses in the 
present study have rarely passed through the initial phase of 
"external accretion" to their centres of ossification which lie 
deep in the cartilaginous precursors, 
MANIJ; (Plate 23), 
The drawings of the Manus were made from alizarin 
clearances of the intact hand, In ouch preparations it is 
impossible to orientate all the bones correctly with regard to 
other members of the comparative series. The comparisons of 
normal and mutant bones must therefore be made in the three 
dimensions simultaneously - any attempt in analysis in two 
dimensions at a time, by the familiar method of superimposing 
outline drawings, being inadvisable. The method of 
simultaneous three-dimensional study necessitates the rejection 
of the usually precise method of comparing outlines in favour 
of purely "by eye" comparisons, The author has found that 
conclusions from provisional "by eye" comparisons, even of quite 
complicated bones like the Ulna, Costae or Maxilla,, were well 
borne out by later exact methods of analysis. However, although 
considerable confidence can be placed in the following desoripton 
of growth in the Manus, it is important to realise that the 
analysis is essentially rule of thumb, 
THE 	PUSS  
No mutant carpal bone shows any anomaly which might bu 
attributed to erosional failure, and it is therefore likely that 
growth, up to the 14-day stage represented by rnicrophthalniics, is 
solely by "external accretion", It is not surprising that there 
skio4d be no sign of erosion, for ossification of the cartilaginous 
carpals does not begin until the 3rd day after birth. The 
initial phase in the growth of cartilage bones - ossification o 
the cartilage - does not involve bone remodelling. 
This material is unsuited to a more detailed study of 
the bones growth, 
THE METACARPUS.- (Fig. 44). 
With the exception of the Metacarpale primum, which 
more resembles the phalanges in its growth than the other meta-
carpal bones (see the Discussion, I rt'-uw, p.Ial) - the 
diaphyses of the Metacarpus elongate chiefly by "diaphyseal 
growth" at their distal ends. "Diaphyseal erosion" extends all 
Fig. 44.. Growth of a typical On aeta0arpa3.e or metatarsale. 
Pig. 4.5. Growth of a typical Phalanx proximalis, from above. 
Fig. 4.6. Growth of a typical Phalanx dista)i, from the side. 
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round the circumference dust behind the ossification ring", 
"External accretion" at the proximal end enlarges the Basis but 
contributes little to the bone's lengths It also extends well 
up the aides of the diaphysis where it increases the girth of 
the bones  
Growth of the Capitulum, which is still separate from 
the diaphysis at three wee:s, seems to be by "external acretion" 
only, 
THE DIGITI MNUSI 
Prori phejang (Fig. 45). (Under this heading 
the growth of the Phalanges prima and aecunda of the Digiti 2-5 
and P prima only of the first is discussed.) 
Osteoclast action, which plays its part in the 
"diaphyseal erosion" of the Corpus, can be seen at the proximal 
end of the diaphysis in normal mice, while its failure in the 
mutants produces their characteristing bulging. Erosion of 
the planter surface is very limited, however, the distal ehd 
of the mutant bones, though smaller than normal, are in no way 
deformed, nor is there any sign of erosion in the normal bane 
in spite of the fact that any considerable growth at this end 
would also be in the "diapbseal pattern" • It is concluded 
that the contribution to length by distal growth is negligible, 
It is of interest that the growing end of these 
Phalanges is opposite to that of the Metacarpales except for the 
Metacarpale primum which, like the Phalanges, also grows at it 
proximal and, 
The growth process of the exceedingly small Phalanx 
prima of the first finger is not so clear as that of the others; 
but since it has a proximal epiphysis, like the proximal 
phalanges of the other fingers, it to at least probable that 
its growth pattern is essentially similar. 
The bibbed epiphyses at the proximal ends of the 
proxim4 phalanges grow by external accretion only. They fuse 
with their diaphyses at about fifteen days after birth. 
The djstalha1apx (Fig.. 46), (The Phalanx socunda 
of the first finger and the Phalanges tertia of the others are 
considered under this heading,,) 
The distal phalanx of the mouse is perforated by a 
transverse foramen (the Foramen tranaverearium phalaugis, ,B,) 
which is enclosed below by a curved apicule of bone, 5Diaphysoal 
erosion" of the proximal end of the spicule has failed in the 
mutants. The conclusions then, is that ossification spreads through 
the cartilaginous phalanx from its distal end towards it proximal 
end, The mutant Foramen tranevorsarium phalangis is always 
very large and may be even larger than in normal bones. The 
fixation of its distal border in bone, while its yet unossified 
proximal border is still being remodelled can explain the 
excessive size of the mutant foremen, This suggestion involvep 
the migration of the Foramen in a proximal direction and suggests 
that the rate of growth at the proximal end. of the phalanx i 
greater than that at the distal end of the bone, 
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THE OSSA $ES1OIDE4, 
There is no evidence in any sesamoid. bone of erosion. 
Their growth is therefore by*external accretions alone, 
THE PELVIS: (Plate 24; Fig, 47), 
The right and left halves of the mouse Pelvis, the 
Ossa coxae,mre readily separated. Only in adult wale mice is 
there ever bony fusion, and then only by a few spicules extending 
across the Symphysta pe1vi (Sym, oasis pubis) (Ruth 1936) and 
In three-week-.old sites the Symphysis is atlU cartilaginous. 
In pregnant females it is represented by a ligament which may be 
as much as 2-3 mms, wide, In virgin and in non-pregnant females 
the ligament is much narrower, but there is never bony communication. 
Each Os coxa Itself consists of four bones, Three are 
large - the Ossa ilium, pubis and ischii, but the fourth, the 0 
aoetabuli is extremely small, These four bones are more or less 
separate structures until they fuse at about three weeks in the 
acetabular region; the Pubis and lachium fuse posteriorly about 
10 days after birth. The four bones are treated individually in 
this account. 
The rate of growth of the three major bones is much less 
at their acetabular extremities than at their ends distal to the 
Acetabulum. In the course of their development the acetabular 
sutures are remodelled from a triradiate figure, Y, into a 
-like figure, associated with a slight overlapping of the 
bones.  
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(While  retaining the veterinary term Tuba coxao for 
the ventral edge of the Ala ossIs ilium the author has changed 
the positions of the Spina iliaca anterior superior 	. the 
Spina iliaca anterior inferior. In the veterinary nomenclatures  
these tvo terms)  taken directly from the B, ,A,, though somewhat 
inappropriately, mark respectively the cranial and caudal limits 
of the Tuba coxae, This is intended to be equivalent to the 
Spina :Lliacq anterior of man, 
The Spina iliaca anterior inferior of man carries the 
origin of the Musculus rectus femoris and it seems fitting that 
the Spina iiaca anterior inferior of the mouse should also carry 
the origin of this muscle, The author has therefore altered its 
position on to the Corpus OSSiS ilium, Greene (1935) also uses 
the term (or rather her translation of it - inferior ventral 
spine - awful conglomeration of languages) in this sense for 
the rat, although very different from current veterinary practice, 
In man the Spina iliaca anterior s erior marks the 
cu&sl limit of the Ala and the caudal limits of the origins 
of the Muse, tensor fascia latae. Why not in animals also ? 
Greene (1935) and Ellenberger and Baum (1926) however place it 
at the cranial limit of the ila. 
Owing to the discrepancies between the present and 
other authors definitions of these features, and because of th 
inappropriateness of taking the terms directly from man, it 
seem reasonable to translate them into terms more suitable for 
four—footed animals. The translations are as follows:— 
the Spina iliaca anterior superior becomes SpinLi illaca 
ventraus cranialis, and 
the Spina iliaca anterior inferior becomes Spina iliaca 
ventrali s caudalis. 
To bring their analogues on the dorsal side of the Ala into line 
the Spina iliaca posterior superior 
dorsalis craniali6o and 
the Spina Ulaca posterior inferior 
dorsalis cauialis,) 
OS ILIUM, 
becomes Spina iliaca 
becomes Spina iliaca 
At the two ends of the Ilium growth is ti accordance 
with the bdiaphysealfl pattern but the erosion is restrivtei3 to 
the outer surface (Facies glute) at the anterior ends and to 
the inner surface (Facies pelvina) at the posterior end, The 
Fig. 17. Growth of the Pelvis (Os coxa); lateral aspect. 
Fig. 48. The difference between the average outlines of the 
Foramina obturata of ten heterozygous rniorophthaimics 
(+/mi) and nine hoozygous normals (+1+) enlarged to 
the some length; +/mi'a - heavy line, +/+'s - light 
line. The differences are not likely to arise from 
a partial failure of normal growth processes in the 
heterozgotea. 
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rate of growth at this end of the bone declines until its 
cessation with the ossification of the acetabular sutures at 
three 'weeks, At this end the extent of growth is a little 
greater on the inner than on the outer side  so that the Ilium 
finally ltgbtly overlaps the Pubis on the inner surface, 
The Tuber sacrale, which is formed partly from the 
Ala oasis ilium by the Rdiaphyseal erosion" at the anterior end 
of the bone1 migrates forward by 'unilateral growth". On the 
other hand, neither the Tuber cox.ae nor its posterior limit 
(the Spina iliaca ventralis caudalis, N.B.) involves the 
"unilateral" growth pattern in te forward movement because the 
need for erosion is obliterated by the coupling of extensive 
accretion along the whole ventral border of the ilium with the 
tendency for the site on the Tuber to move forwards. 
Despite the greater size of the grey-lethal 'bone as 
compared with that of the 4icrophtirailmic figured in Plate 24, 
it appears on analysis to lack accretion at the acetabular end 
to a greater degree than does the smaller microplithalaic bone. 
This situation is clearly connectedwith the difference in the 
developmental ages of the two mutants, and surely reflects the 
falling off in the rate of growth at the acetabular suture 
toarde its cessation at 21 days. 
OS IWuIS, 
Just like the Ilium, the Oa pubis grows at very unequal 
rates at its two ends, the slower growth at the acetabular end 
ceasing altogether at three weeks. Also like the Ilium, growth 
A04- 
At each end is diapbyseal in patterns "Diaphyseal erosion" 
is restricted to three sites:- one to each and of the more 
dorsal border which encloses the Foramen obturatuni; the other 
to the Facies pelvina near the junction of the Rami acetabularis 
and syiphysious, The R. acetabulario migrates ventrally in the 
"unilateral pattern" through the association of accretion to its 
ventral border and ("Aiaphysii") erosion of its dorsal border. 
In a similar way, the R, syaphysicus may be regarded as 
mirating "unilaterally" backwards by the combination of 
accretion to its posterior border witb("diaphyeal") erosion of 
Its anterior, obturator border, Both the Erainentia iliopectinea 
and the Tuberculum pubicum are points of vigorous ventral growth 
so obliquely directed, that they neither of them involve the 
"unilateral" pattern in their divergent movement in the antero-
posterior axis of the bone, 
Differences between the Ossa pubes in the two mutanta 
The substantial differences in the form of the two 
pubic bones whtch are drawn in Plate 24 in no way affect the 
conclusion as to the method of growth of the normal bone 	That, 
the method of analysing differences between apparently arbitrarily 
superimposed outline drawings of normal and mutant bones in term 
of normal growth processes survives marked variations in On fore 
of the bones used in the analysis affords considerable confidence 
both in the method and in the results of aaaljsis. it implies, 
moreover, that variations in the form of identical bones occur 
within the same general pattern and not to differences in the 
patterns themselves, They may be de to differences between i2e 
different individuals in the relative rates of accretion and 
erosion at the various sites. For this particular case, it is 
suggested that the differences between the mutants are due to 
differences in the time and rate of ossification of the 
cartilaginous aedele; that the centre of ossification was 
formed later in the grey-lethal bone; but that once initiated, 
it proceeded more rapidly than in the microphthalmic bone, 
(it may be remembered that a similar suggestion was made to account 
for the differences between the mutant Stapes,) 
w au. 
The Ou ischii, like the other pelvic bonei, also grows 
very little at its acetabular end. Distal to the Lcetabuluitt, 
growth in length is quite rapid, and the edge of the liamna 
sympriysicus which borders on the Foramen obturatum is heavily 
eroded in the "diaphyseal pattern. On the Facie.-3 pelvina of 
the Ramue there is some further but mild "diaphyseal" erosion, 
The very restricted growth at the acetabular end is 
also diapbyeea.lIt and there is accretion to both the ilial. and 
pubic sutures; (the first contributing to the length of the 
pelvis, the other to its breadth), 'Diaphyseal erosion' is sen 
on 'the Facies pelvina, while th buttresi of the Faciei lunata 
iirates forwards unilaterally", 
Between the sites of "Diaphyseai grorth at the two 
ends of the bone the Corpus is thickened by "external accretion" 
both to its dorsal edge (which is free) and to its ventral border 
MIN 
Fig. 4.9. Growth of the F; dorsal aspect. 
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(which limit 2 the For, obburatn) 
OS ACI.TABUIU. 
The Os acetabu.li  is & small slip of bone adjacent to 
the anterior end of the Pubis and forming the pubic wall of the 
Acetabu1ui. Since thc,re are no anomai±ee in the mutants which 
cerair.j.y indicate failure cf erosion, it gro'th appears to be 
by"external accretion'1 alone, 
O 	OkI: (?late 25; flg, 49), 
The directions of growth of the Collum femoris and of the 
distal extremity of the Corpus, which are clearly indicated by 
the mutants oing to the obvious failure of 0d1aphyseal erosion" 
In these places, enable the drawings to be superimposed for tk 
detailed analysis of the bone's growth processes, 
It is at once seen, flg, 49, that the distal end of 
the shaft is the major site for growth in length and accretion 
to the proximal end contributes perhaps one-fifth (20%) to the 
total inex'eraent. The distal growth is "diaphyealt' and erosio4 
of the Planum popliteum is exceptionally heavy. The ridges on 
either side of the Fossa intercondyloidea are eroded so that 
this surface becomes flattened from side to side, This 
"diaphy,l erosion's also causes the Planuin to become strongly concave 
from end to end. Eroeio ofthe iedia1 "de is not quite so 
ntnse, and is almost neUgibie laterally and dor&a11y. An 
erosional cliff seen on the dorsal (extensor) surface of the 
normJ. bone marks the proximal limit of the wide "ossification 
ring" (Lacroix), 
The girth.  of the middle of the shaft is Increased by 
"external accretion" on all sides. The appearance of distal 
migration of the Trochanter tertius is obtained, without the aid 
of erosion, by the great discrepancies in the rates of accretion 
to its distal and proximal edges, 
At the proximal end of the bone, growth of the shaft is 
directed obliquely medially, The Collum femoris (supporting 
the separate, articular Caput femoris) grows obliquely upwards 
and medially by the "diapbyseal" pattern; its root becomes 
incorporated in the Corpus by similarly directed "external 
accretion" which extends across the Troehanter major, T. minor 
and the Linea intertrochanteria posterior. No doubt there is 
also accretion In the floor of the Fosa int,ertrochanterjea 
There is no evidence of erosion in the patterns of grewth 
of any of the four epiphyses, 
OSSA TIBIA AND FIBULA: (Plates 26 and 27; Fig, 6), 
The growth of these two bones has been extensively 
described and discussed in the introductory passages - pages 
28 - 33 • No further account need by given here, 
(Plate Z7) 
The bony Patella grows by "external accretion" to the 
centre of ossification in the sesamoid cartilage which precedes it, 
 
(~4 
Pig. 50, Growth of the Tarsi fibulare; ventral aspect* 
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THE PES: (Plates 28 and 29) 
(Unlike the domesticated animals and mane the mouse 
has three in place of two proximal barsal bones. Rather than 
regard the eupernumary bone as an uziparalielled entity the 
author agrees with Greene (1935) in believing this to be the Os 
tarsi tibiale, the "Talus" to be the Os tarsi intermedium, and 
the "Calcaneum" to be the Os tarsi fibulare,) 
THE TARSUS, 
With the exception of the 08 tarsi fibulare (Calcaneun) 
the mutant tarsal bones present no ma1fortions which can, with 
certainty, be attributed to failure of erosion, Their growth is 
apparently solely by "external accretion", 
QS ¶1A.RSI PII3UL&RE: (Pig, 50), 
At its posterior end the Fibulare grows by the 
"diaphyseal" pattern, there being in the mutants a mild failure 
of "diaphyseal erosion" just in front of the Tuber calcanet, 
It appears that the Sustantaculum tall migrates forwards by 
"unilateral" growth, while the Proc, trochleaUs, which apparently 
ossifies at a later stage is still in the initial phase of growth; 
namely, ossification of its cartilage by "external accretion", 
The girth of the middle of the body also enlarges by "external 
accretion", 
METATARSUS AND DIGITI PEDI, 
The growth patterns of the metatarsal bons, the 
Phalanges and the Ossa sesamoidea appear precisely similar to 
those of the Manus and tere seems little need for further 
comment. However, it should be noted that the Phalanx secunda 
of the fifth toe bears in the microphthalmic mouse which is drain 
In Plates 28 and 29, a bony tumour. This has no stgnificane do 
regards normal bone growth, (The loose particles of bone seen 
In the drawings are almost certainly "accidents of preparation" 




The penis bone grows at its proximal end by 0dtaphyseal 
growth". 
0 * * 0 S 0 1 0 * S S 
COMPARISON OF RESIJLTS WITH OTHER AUTHORS'. 
The account of the growth processes of the individual 
bones of the skeleton of the mouse, as given here, is in general 
agreement with the accounts of other workers studying pigs, cattle 
anti man, at least as far as each has elaborated and providing the 
bones are at all comparable in shape, 
With KUiker' a description of the sites of erosion in 
the calf, there is very little disagreement, although each author 
has found minor sites of erosion of which the other makes no 
mention. But there are some more important discrepancies: 
1. Klliker describes additional erosion 
of the medial side of the Proc, jugularis of 
the Pars latera.lis oasis occipitale, (The present author's 
account of the growth of this bone was notably deficient,) 
of the upper surface of the Proc5 zygomaties 
of trio Squaa tomporalis; 
and (iii) of the medial aide of the Lacrimale, 
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2. Profound differences in the form of the bones in 
the calf and mouse may account for the majority of discrepancies 
in the descriptions of the growth of the Mardibula, Inoisivizn 
and Ulna. In spite of the dissimilar forms of the Mandibulae, 
there is agreement in regard to the relative rates of growth 
forward and backward, end In the gradient in ventral growth from 
before back. In the Inoisiva, however, Kôlliker found 
anteriorly directed growth whereas the present author found only 
backward growth. 
3. In connection with describing the process of 
accretion in the shaft of the Humerus, illiker made a profound 
mistake, although the authors agree concerning the sites of 
erosion. Kölliker notes that the distance of the insertion of 
the deltoid muscles from the upper conjugation cartilage increas4 
relative to the distance from the lower epiphysoal line. Stating 
that this age change can hardly be due to a 	migration of the 
deltoid muscles, he regards it as proof that there is about 
equal growth at the two ends of the bone. There is, however, 
no justifimtion for his premise, for Greberg and the present 
author have both obtained proof of the upward migration of the 
deltoid muscles (see p. 116 and Fig. 54). If there is a similar,  
muscle migration in the calf, there is clearly indicated very 
unequal growth at the two ends of the bone, with maximal rate 
of growth proximally - soinpietely in agreement with the mouse. 
In the Ulna there are again discrepancies resulting 
Be 
from the marked differences of its form between the two animals,,  
For all the other bones that Kl1iker investigated, 
there is at least a passing similarity of results 
With Brash' s account (1934) of the growth of the pig 
skull there is again very little definite disagreement. Brash 
found ventrally directed growth of the hard palate (of which 
movement in the mouse the present author is not aware) 	Brash 
also found a faster rate of accretion to the Limbus alveo1ris 
of the Maxilla, than to the general surface of the palate, so 
that the palate was heightenedc on tho other hand 'the mouse 
palate becomes ahallower, the alveol&r borders being eroded.  
There is a possibility that the growth process described for the 
mouse is characteristic of young animals, while that described for 
the pig characterises older ones - equally remarkable age changes 
having been described in the mouse for the vertebrae 
Payton (1932) investigating the relative rates of 
growth at the two ends of each of the six major long bones of 
the fore and hind limbs of the pig, observed in every case a 
quits different relationship to those described here 	For the 
Humerus, Radius, Ulna and Femur the mouse seems to have much 
more extreme relative rates of growth; for the Tibia and 
Fibula much more equal rates of growths These differences are 
probably species differences.  
The rates of growth of the mouse Tibia, Femur and 
Humerus are1 however, quite compatible with those obtained for 
the human bones by the analysts of Fiarris's radiographs (1933) 
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of syphilitic skeletons. The human Scapula and Ilium also grow 
as in the mouse, 
Concerning the long limb bones the present work is 
unique in i frequent reference to tlit "unilateral"pattern of 
growth, Such a method was observed only once by Payton (1932) 
where it occurred in the pig's Ulna,, and Klliker supplies no 
evidence of it in the calf. By contrast, the pig's epiphyses 
regularly grow in the "unilateral pattern" (Payton 1933) although 
no other author has observed this phenomenon, Gotteøleben 
(1939) 0 Boere,a (1942) and Dubreuji (1912) have all commented on 
the failure of accretion at the diaphyseal surface of the epiphyses*  
but none of these authors has observed erosion there. Owing 
to the uniquity, yet generality, of Payton' s observation it appears 
that further, confirmatory investigation is justified, Perhaps 
Klliker, not suspecting erosion at this surface, failed to 
separate the epiphyses from their diaphyses in his examination of 
the bones 	Perhaps the present material cannot hope to confirm 
Payton' a findings, since the epiphyses have hardly developed beyond 
their initial phase of growth - that of all—round "external 
accretion" within the cartilaginous epiphyses. 
The conclusions of fluhamel (1743)1, Hunter (1837) and 
Flourezis (1840) who  have also written general treatises on bone 
growth, are not discussed here, as the present author has been 
unable to obtain their works, 
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Vith this account of the discrepancies between the 
present author's account of bone growth and those of previous 
workers, the description of the growth of iniividuai bones in 
the mouse skeleton is concluded. In the following section, 
more genra1 aspects of bone growth are discussed,  
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ii.. DIQUSON. 
No treatise on bone growth would be complete without 
some discussion as to the degree to which a bone's growth is 
intrinsically determined. Previous work in this field has 
given somewhat conflicting results which Murray and Se].lzy (1 930) 
have neatly summarized by concluding that the early development 
of bone is largely intrinsically determined and that extrinsic 
factors become of importance only in determining the finer 
points of later development. This concept of bone growth is 
vastly dMferent from the theories of the early mechanists 
who believed bone to be laid down along lines of stress in 
embryonic tissues (the trajectorial theory) _ believed 
erosion to be a necrotic process. 
The work of maztr experimental enbryologiets, notably 
among earlier workers Murray and Huxley (1925), Fell (1928) and 
especially Fell and Robison (1929) have aFwn the romarkahle 
degree to which explanted bias tonic rudiments of limbs can 
selfsdifferenttate in tissue cultures, even when stripped of 
their musculature, Lacroix (i%4b aM 1947) has demonstrated 
the power of bone1  and even mere fragments of bone, to grow in 
the most unusual envirormenta. Bone of normal histological 
appearance and actively growing in the "diaphysial pattern" was 
formed from pieces of the porioeteiza or conjugation cartilage 
(Lacroix) or even from marrow cells (Pfeiffer, 1948) when these 
were transplanted, for example, under the kidney capsule. 
Lacroix considers the conjugation cartilage to be the osteogenic 
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centre because any membrane, for exarnle the kidney capsules  
when in contact with it, receives the potency to produce 
periosteal bone. And an alcoholic extract of the conjugation 
cartilage (Lacroix, 1947) was capable of inducing an osteema 
of the thigh (when injected into the thigh muscles) which 
showed some of the features of "dyaphysia]. erosion". 
But no bone cultivated j,.n vitro has been allowed to 
develop beyond embryonic stages, and the possibility remains 
that the bone must be subject to some extrinsic factors for 
perfectly normal development. This is clearly indicated by 
Nicholson's account (1937) of a tumour-like cyst fanned in the 
region of the buttocks of a 16-year old Chinese girl. It 
contained a daughter cyst and a digitate pad, but the digits 
were more like those of a hand than a foot - they were so long. 
The degree of perfection in normal develoiaent was graded 
proximo-distally: the tennis], phalanges were lent&oulated, 
but the other phalanges and metacarpals (or metatarsals) were 
underdeveloped, having none of the tuberosities which charac-
terise these bones. The proxinal ends of the metacarpals 
were thinly ossified and were more or less fused with each 
other and to two huge, unidentifiable limps of bone. These in 
turn articulated with a large tniradiate bone having no 
resemblance to any known bone. This lack of differentiation 
may be related to the absence of skeletal musculature in the 
teratcnna. 
On the other hand, (rüneberg' a suggestion in his first 
account of the anomalies of the grey-lethal mouse (1935) that 
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the shortness of the snout was attributable to the failure of 
an adequate stimulus for growth from the maldeveloped incisor 
tooth is invalidated, Although he modified this statement in 
proof, de Beer (1940) unfortunately quoted the original sug-
gestion. The present author plotted the length of the Oaaa 
nasales against an unrelated body measurement, (the length of 
the Corpus oasis ulnae) log by log, for normal and mutant mice 
at 21 days of age and for three normal 14-day-old mice. The 
regression line relating the measurements to each other is 
common to all these groups of mice (fig. 7), whence it appears 
that the shortness of the snout of the mutant animals cannot 
be due to ary circ*znatanoe peculiar to this region of the skull. 
While it seems that bone accretion is remarkably free 
tram the effects of factors extrinsic to the bone, this is far 
from being the case for erosion. Jores (1920) demonstrated 
the effectiveness of continuous pressure in causing bone 
erosion by tieing little rubber bags filled with water under 
pressure or with mercury, over the Prooce spinosi of the 
thoracic vertebrae in guinea pigs and rabbits. 
Jores work has stimulated interest in the activity of 
pressure as an erosion-causing agent, but it is not impossible 
that the release of tension may be equally effective. Thus in 
sectioned material of grey..lethals, Grneberg (unpublished) 
found that the Tuborositas extended distally beyond the inser-
tion of the Deltoideus and Pectoralis muscles, whereas in 
normal mice the muscles insert at the tip of the Tuberositas. 
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(The present author has confirmed this anomalous situation in 
dissections of miorophthalmic mice -, and one of such dissections 
with a normal for comparison, is figured in fig.. 511.). Thus it 
is not Impossible that the migration of these muscles along the 
Crista bzieri may be the normal stimulus (to which the anomalous 
mice cannot respond) for erosion of the distal border of the 
Crista and Tuberositas, although the possibility is not excluded 
that miaration of the muscles and the erosion of the bone may 
not be causally related to each other, and may both be controlled 
by a third agent. 
Loeschke and Weirmoldt (1922) have recorded instances 
in man in which abnormally high brain pressures produced by 
hydrocephaly, brain tumours and premature aynostosis in the 
skull have caused unusual amounts of erosion of the inner 
surface of the skull* Mcposure of the diploe and even fenestra-
tion resulted in some cases. They also showed that erosion 
ceases, and may be replaced by accretion when the cause of the 
pressure is removed. It is, however, natural that the bones 
surrounding such a delicate organ as the brain should be 
responsive to the organ's variation in form, and the findings 
of Loeschke and Wei nnoldt, that the cerebral tables of the 
skull bones respond to pressure stimuli, is not necessarily true 
of other parts of the skeleton. 
In this connection, Payto 	(1933) observations on the 
growth of epiphyses are especially relevant. He studied the 
rate of erosion relative to the total increase in size of the 
twelve epiphyses from the six largest long bones in the limbs 
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of the pig. Although the pressure on both surfaces of each 
epiphysis must have been equal,, he found very unequal rates of 
erosion., In every epiphysis the articular surface was aocre-
tional,, the diapbyssal surface erosional; in one, the amount 
of erosion was more than tour times the total increment in size. 
Nor was there arW correlation between the relative rates of 
erosion in adjacent epihyaea. It is clear that pressure 
eannot be the gMe of erosion; though it might be the stimulus 
to which axrr given bone, or part of a bone, may or may not 
respond. Thus the emphasis is again laid on the intrinsic 
properties of the bone. 
This conclusion is corroborated by the considerations 
the metatarsal bones. The Metatarsale primun differs from the 
others in that its centre of "diaphyseal growth" is at the 
proximal instead of the distal end. Tat it functions as a 
normal metatarsal bone and must be subjected to waxy similar 
mechanical factors as the other metatarsals. A similar 
situation attains in the (anus. 
Of special interest in connection with the degree of 
determination of the growth patterns of bones by extrinsic 
factors are the changes in growth processes which are associated 
with increasing age. The pattern of a bone's growth usually 
changes at least once. For while "external accretion" is the 
initial process by which all bones become ossified from their 
cartilaginous or membranous precursors, there are indeed few 
bones, apart from some carpal, tarsal and sesanoid bones, which 
never waver from this original pattern. Not long after the 
formation of the centre of ossification ("external accretion") 
most bones embark on their final or, may be, on a transitory 
pattern of growth. One illustration of a more complex situa-
tion is given. 
Such a change occurs in the vertebrae, which, as 
expounded earlier (pp. 73- 91 ), switch from the transitory 
pattern (of "centripetal" growth for the Arcus vertebrae and of 
"external accretion" for the Corpus) to a tertiary pattern, 
consecuent upon the fusion of the vertebral seienta and 
compounded of "external accretion" and "internal erosion" 
involving the Arcus and Corpus as a single unit* similar 
radical alterations in the pattern of growth of a bone as a 
whole must occur whenever two bones fuse - as when epiphyses 
fuse with the shafts of long bones, when the sacral vertebrae 
Join together and when the bones of the auditory capsule or 
the pelvis unite. 
This plasticity in bone growth is more frequently 
reflected by the history of one piece of bone. It was 
indicated by Kölliker (1873), when he stated that "indifferent 
areas" in the bone of one suckling pig were sometiies areas of 
accretion or erosion in another pig of only slightly different 
age. In fact even the general growth pattern of a bone may be 
reversed. 
An example of the reversal of secondary and tertiary 
patterns of growth is afforded by the Os tympanion. After 
the formation of the ossification centre in the Annulus 




Fig. 51. PlastloiiW in bone growth; the changing growth 
Patterns of the Proc. tranaversus. 
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Bulla ossea. The lateral extension soon enters the wall of 
the Porus acusticus externus, whose ossification proceeds by 
"internal accretion"* However, this second growth phase is 
not final, for at about 14 days it is reversed and, like the 
rest of the Bulia, the Perus undergoes "internal erosion". 
The history of the Foramina traneversaria of the 
cervical vertebrae also affords an example of contrasting second-
ary and tertiary patterns of growth. Figure 51 shows the 
sequence of events. During the early stages of the 
"centripetal" growth of the .rcus vertebrae ossification spreads 
through the cartilaginous Processus tranaversus and encroaches 
on the Foremen transversarita. It is at this atage that the 
bony part of the For, transversarin is being formed by 
"internal accretion" (fig. 51a). Later, in accord with the 
inward migration of the lateral section of the Arcus (as an 
integral part of the "centripetal" pattern of its growth) the 
For. tranaversariun also moves inwards, by the "reversed 
unilateral" pattern of growth (fig. Sib). With the subsequent 
fusion of the Arciiis and Corpus, the growth pattern of the 
vertebra as a whole is radically altered and the direction of 
the migration of the For. tranaversaritn is reversed (fig. 510). 
It is notertby that a section of a long bone may be 
subject to no less than four different growth processes during 
the full course of its development. Consider a disc from the 
diaphysiz of a long bone; let one side of the disc be adjacent 
to the conjugation cartilage and the whole of the disc be 





Fig. 52. Plasticity in bone growth: the four successive 
patterns of growth affecting a piece of a long 
bone initially at (a). 
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it is subject to 0diapbysesl (exte=4 accretion" by aasificsti 
of the matrix of the conjugation cartilage. (First phase). 
Later, (through the continued deposition of bone at 
this surface) the disc cases to occupy a position slightly 
nearer the middle of the bone, and in then suddenly subject 
toirsel erosion" of its cireusfrenoe. (second phase). 
With continued growth at the conjugation cartilage 
the disc occupies the position where the marrow cavity is being 
formed and the bone is attacked net only by "diapixyseal erosion' 
from without, but by "internal erosion1' frori within. (Third 
phase). 
In the final phase of its developnt "diapixyseal 
erosion" has ceased and has been z'c?lsoed by ldzternal accre-
tion' so that the middle of the shaft beoc*nos of greater girtki. 
"Internal erosion" enlarging the marrow cavity øontinues. 
These four phases of growth follow one another in time 
and in space, since bone distal to the epipixysis represents 
older sections. Thus the sequence can be represented as in 
figure 52, where the four growth processes occurring at arr 
one time in the growth of a long bone are depicted. It can 
be seen that in the course of the growth of a long bone all of 
these four phases are migrating away from the Pimtum fixue 
towards the growing ends of the bone, each subsequent phase 
tending to encroach on each previous phase. .hie dynamic 
picture of the growth of a bone truly reflects the plasticity 
of its growth. 
The examples of plasticity in growth so far given have 
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been crude* each illustrating a changed pattern of growth. 
But every bone is a more subtle example of plasticity. It is 
doubtful whether any bone maintains a consistent allcMnetzy, 
inferring that, even while a bone is growing with a certain 
pattern, the relative rates of accretion and erosion at the 
several sites comprising the pattern are constantly changing. 
Perhaps the most remarkable instance of this kind was seen in 
the growth of the Scapula (p. 89). 
It seams Impossible that such radical changes in the 
patterns and rates of growth occurring both within bones at 
different ages, and concurrently between adjacent regions of 
the se bone can be associated with equally fundamental 
variations in the factors which are presumed to control the 
bone's growth. It seams preferable, in fact, to hide our 
ignorance of the agents which effect final control over the 
complexities of bone development by stating then to be intrinsic. 
To extrinsic factors such as pressure and tension, are bequeathed 
those abnormalities in development which enable1  for example, 
a skilled anatomist to recognise the skeleton of a cobbler, or 
the labile bone to form ball and socket joints on either side of 
an unaplinted fracture, or the cessation and arrest of growth 
with severe illnesses. 
Little enquiry has yet been made into the nature of 
the intrinsic control over bone growth and erosion. The 
greatest advances in this direction have been made by Lacroix 
(1947), who has been able to identify the centre of control 
both of accretion and of erosion in long bones with an 
alcohol-soluble substance to be found in their conjugation 
cartilages. It would appear that the action of the conjugation 
cartilage is to inhibit rather than to encourage erosion as 
dead bone is absorbed (Hancox, 194.7). 
Hanoox (194.9) has raised the question whether trophic 
gradients can be responsible for the patterns of erosion. 
Such a situation camot be general, though it may be true of 
Individual bones (note again the emphasis on the individuality 
of the bone's intrinsic properties) since in "diaphysal" and. 
"centripetal" growth it is new bone which is eroded, while in 
"unilateral" and "centrifugal" growth it is the oldest bore 
which is eroded. 
Griteberg (1948) expressed the hope that a comparative 
study of the grey-lethal and micrcphthalmic skeletons might 
furnish some information concerning the causes of bone erosion. 
For it appeared from his preliminary investigation at the two 
mutants that the microphthalmias frequently showed less 
failure of erosion than the grey-lethals. Unfortunately, it 
is not necessary that the more normal appearance of the one 
mutant compared with the other results from its relative 
success in bone erosion. For differences in the time and in 
the rate of ossification in individual bones can both lead to 
an appearance similar to that associated with partial erosion. 
Dr. Grflneberg was affected in his conclusion by two 
facts. The first was that miarophthalmic mice frequently 
outlive grey-ic thals and a mouse reported. by Hertwig (194.2) 
has actually been sufficiently normal to breeds The other 
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was his own observation that the incisor and third molar teeth second and 
sonttinies 
in particular occasionally protrude beyond the guns although 	first molars. 
occlusion, of course, is not normal. Let us then consider 
the question of tooth eruption as our first example of pars-. 
erosional phencznena. 
Fairly normal eruption of the teeth may be the outcome 
of their precocious development in such a way that they project 
beyond the borders of the alveolar bone before it beocees 
heavily ossified. In such a case the alveolar bone would 
either be modelled around the base of the teeth; ox, if a 
thin bony crypt encasing the teeth were already formed, they 
could still succeed in breaking through its fragile substance. 
One certainly gets the impression that the molar crypt, which 
is figured in the zaiorophtha]snio skull of Plate Ji., has been 
broken through rather than eroded. 
The above example, while being instructive, is perhaps 
a very $ pecial case and a more likely common cause for a 
semblance of bone erosior is the delayed ossification of a 
bone. Supposing a bone is ossified later than usual, that 
bone will have the appearance of being more normal simply 
because so much of the process of remodelling, Which would 
otherwise have involved bone erosion, occurred while the 
"bone" was in a cartilaginous or membranous condition. It 
is quite plausible that this situation explains the more 
normal appearance of the grey-lethal Stapes of Plate 7, of 
the grey-.lethal Vc*ner of Plate 8, of the grey..lethai. Sternebrao 
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of Plate 19, and of the grey-lethal .?ubia of Plate 24.1 It 
should be noted that in these three examples it is the grey 
thai bone which appears more normal than the microphtha3mio, 
although it was the latter which was presumed to be the more 
capable of eroding bone.. There may be a second prerequisite 
for the approach to normality in those oases - that ossification, 
once initiated, proceeds rapidly. 
The rate of ossification is certainly of paramount 
Importance for achieving para-erosion in those mutant bones 
which grow in the "diaphysal pattern". Consider the Tibia. 
It is preformed in cartilage and it grows at its two broad 
ends at almost equal rates. Shortly after its proliferation, 
the now cartilage at the ends of the shaft is remodelled, being 
increasingly narrowed down in the metaphyséal region until it 
attains the small diameter of the diaphysis proper. Even in 
mutant animals remodelling of the cartilage is normal. Now 
If it is supposed that ossification spreads slowly through 
this perfectly formed cartilaginous model, the bone will be 
extending through the metaphyséal region over a protracted 
period - progressing slowly from completely remodelled to the 
less rn,delled regions of the "bone". The microphthalmio 
Tibia of Plates 26 and 27 conforms to this condition. On the 
other hand, if the rate of ossification is high, the transition 
zone would be quickly calcified and the bone would have the 
more obtuse form at the grey-lethal Tibia of Plates 26 and 27. 
Differences in the rate of ossification may also explain the 
more abnormal condition of the grey-]e thai Malleus of Plate 7• 
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Here the centre of ossification lies between the Capitul.mi 
and the Proc* longus, and the root of the Proc. longus is 
ossified quite ear].y. If the progress in ossification is 
slow (as is suggested in this instance for the grey-lethal 
bone) the mutant bone would reflect the anterior migration of 
the Proc. longus, which would appear as an extended lump on 
the side of the Oolli,n mallet. If the rate of ossification 
were faster, the root of the Proco longus would then be more 
clearly delineated though it would be no less abnormally placed. 
This condition is seen in the miorophthalmic bone. 
However untrustwortIr may be the suggestions in the 
individual cases illustrated above, the general Implication 
stands: that factors, other than erosion can produce a 
semblance of partial erosion, and it is suggested that the time 
and rate of ossifioa: ion are the two most Important of such 
factors. Whatever the reason for these pars-erosional 
phenomenal, it is clear that the comparative study of these two 
mutant stocks cannot reveal the causes of bone erosion. It is, 
however, perhaps possible that a stwy of osteoporotic 
skeletons in man might help to reveal the controlling agents 
in bone erosion. 
So far, only the causes of bone growth and remodelling 
have been considered, and they have been traced, at least as 
far as normal growth is concerned, almost entirely to unknown 
intrinsic factors. Only in the skull do natural extrinsic 
forces, such as brain pressure, appear considerably to affect 
bone development, but even in the skull, it is not the pattern 
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of gxowth which is determined so much as the distribution of 
highly local excesses in erosion which occur within the frame-
work of the intrinsic growth pattern. Let us now turn to the 
methods of bone growth and modelling. We have seen that the 
growth patterns are an intrinsic property of the bone, now we 
must attempt to find, out when these patterns are determined; 
or, in other words, when a bone is determined, for a bone is 
defined by its characteristic pattern of growth. 
The bones of the limbs are finally determined at an 
incredibly early stage in embryonic detelosuent. The limb 
bones of the chick are delineated in proximo-distal sequence 
by the proliferation of an apical epidermal cap in the earliest 
limb bud (Saunders, 1948). If this cap is removed at pro-
gressively later stages of development, so pregressively fewer 
of the more distal bones are missing. There is alight 
regulation to the extent that only whole bones are missing, 
but otherwise this determination is final. If fore- and 
hind-lin bud caps are interchanged, then chimseric limbs 
result. There is no axial regulation. The mesodermal 
structures are determined aost on the instant that they are 
proliferated from the epidermal cap, for if parts of the 
mesoderm are sliced off with the cap, then parts of bones 
may be missing. 
While there is no ontogonetic plasticity in bone 
determination, Broom (1930)  has raised the question to what 
extent there may be phylogenetic lastioity. He believes 
the Os carpale prinwi to represent the Hetacarpale priamzn of 
Os Carpd2 
?thm 
Fig. 53. Free-hand drawing of Part  of the Manus of a 1O'.day 
old mouse to show how the Os carpale primus resembles 
a typical pbalangeal epiphysis of older mice. 
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therapaid reptiles and the Metacarpale prinun of living maimals 
to be a transformed phalanx. It may be noted that the 
Metatarsale pr:imun grows in a manner atypical of the other 
metatarsals but typical of the diaplrses of the phalanges; a 
similar situation attains in the hands. Moreover, as figure 
53 shows, the Os oarpale primt*n in the 10-day old mouse very 
closely resembles the proximal epiphysis of a typical phalanx. 
(Contrast with Broom's rpothesis), Ary theory which attempts 
to explain the distribution of the epiphyses in the hands and 
feet in such a manner presupposes two postulates:- Firstly, 
that the ossified elements in the hands and feet are permanently 
represented throughout phy1.oger;  and secondly, that the 
distribution of the epiphyses is determined by extrinsic 
factors varying along the proximo-distal axis of the limb. 
Neither of those postulates can be considered proven. 
In so far an ph.ylogeir is related to ontoger, a 
"primitive" living tetrapod might be expected to supply evidence 
concerning the first postulate. But it seems characteristic 
of the living Tetrapoda that the first digit, when present, has 
at least one element less than the others., and it appears that 
the postulated changes must have occurred early in the phylou 
gerr of totrapods. However, evidence from the fossil mammal-
like reptiles certainly stresses the ephemerality of these 
elements. Thus the Pelycosaurs have the full quota of carpal 
bones (Ossa carpi radiale, intermeditin and ulnare, and Ossa 
carpalos 1-5, and two Ossa centralia) (that is, three more than 
in the mouse) while having, by modern standards, four 
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supenizneraz'y phalanges. (Their phalaneal formula is 
234.53in place of the mammalian 23333). The 
Gorgonopside lack only the Os carpele 5, but some of the 
intermediate phalanges are very reduced in size. The 
])itynodonta, however, have the typical nawitalian phalangeel 
formula; they, too, lack the Os carpale 5, but possess the 
mnna3.ian Os carpi aooessorit*n. On this evidence it is 
perfectly possible for whole segments of the digits and carpus 
to disappear in the course of evolution without being retained 
as transformed bones: and conversely, for thou to appear 
without being converted from acme already existing bone. 
This palaeontological evidence of the ephemerality of the 
bones of the hand suggests that epiphyses may be equally 
ephemeral. Proof of this is available from the observations 
in human pathology. Burke (190), Ogilvie (1931a), Brailaford 
(193) and Pry-or (1936) have all observed cases of metacarpal 
bones (sometimes the first, Burke, Ogilvie and Brai3sford6 
sometimes the second, Brailaford and ryor) with two epiphyses 
instead of the normsl single epiphysis for these bones. 
Y3railsford has also observed phalanges with epiphyses at each 
end. None of these authors comments on or figures correlated 
deficiencies in the rest of the skeleton of the hand, and it is 
as though epipbyses can be created from nothings so also the 
carpals. Ogilvie (1931b) records a case of bipartite Os 
carpi radiale, which, being bilaterally symmetrical, can 
hardly have been caused by fracture and in the course of the 
discussion of his paper, another similar case w as put on 
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record., Thus it appears unlikely that the Os carpale primun 
can represent an earlier metacarpal bone (Broom) or a phalangeal 
epip1sis (the present author) and it is equally doubtful 
whO thor the Metacarpale pz'imtsn of man or mouse is actually a 
phalanx merely transformed in function., 
The doubt thrown on the theory of the evolutionary 
trannutability of the elements of the hands and feet is 
accentuated by the malaccord of the second postulate - that 
the distribution of the epiphyses is determined by a gradient 
orientated in the proximo-distal axis of the limb with the 
observations of Pr7or (1936) in the field of human pathology. 
£'ryor describes the thumbs of two children in one of whom the 
Metacarpale primun is distally bifurcated, in the other 
completely separated into preaxial and postaxial segments. 
In the first case the postaxial process (i.e, that nearest 
the Metacarpale secundtin) has a distal epiphysis (like the 
Metacarp ales 2-5) besides the ocomon proximal epiphysis. The 
prcaxial process, like a typical Metacarpale primun, has no 
distal epip1ysia. In the second case, the postaxial segment 
of the first metacarpal has no proximal epiphysis (unlike the 
preaxial segment which is typical of the I at metacarpal) but 
the X-ray photograph of neither hand is sufficiently clear 
to say definitely tha. it has a distal epiphysis. Neverthe'-
less, it is apparent from Pryor's observations that the 
distidbution of the epiphyses of the metacarpal bones is 
determined by a gradient in the transverse plane of the hand. 
Thus the postaxial bifurcation of the thunb comes within the 
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threshold concentration of the field which determines a distal 
metacarpal epiphysis. The question arises whether the same 
graded field determines the presence of a proximal epiphysis. 
In view of the large number of oases reorted of metacarpal 
bones (first and second) with two epiphyses, the absence of 
reorts of metacarpal bones with no epiphyses appears especially 
significant. If two separate gradients were concerned, one 
for the presence of a proximal epiphysis, the other for the 
presence of a distal one, metacarpal bones with no epipixyses 
should appear about as commonly as those with two. It is 
concluded then, that there is only one gradient which deter-
mines the presence and absence of both epip}raes. It is clear 
that a different threshold determines the distal epipb3rsis to 
that which determines the proximal one, for it would otherwise 
be impossible for a metacarpal bone to have both. It is also 
concluded that the similarity of the Motacarpale and Metatarsale 
primae to the phalanges both in regard to the position of their 
epipbyaes and to their patterns of growth is not indicative of 
their common phylogeny. 
Bony epiphyes are a fairly recent invention in 
evolution and make their first general appearance in rnanaals. 
Birds and reptiles have the proximal tibial epiphysis (Harris, 
1933) and many more reptiles and amphiba have terminal 
calcified cartilages (?arsons, 1901+). There has been much 
speculation, particularly among medical men, as to their 
function and significance. Parsons (1903s.5) recognised three 
types of epiphyses atavistic, pressure and traction. In 
the light of the foregoing discussion the former must be 
regarded with suspicion. Pressure epiphyses occur at the 
articular ends of long bones; and traction epipIses are 
similar to aesanoid bones since they occur where there is an 
angle in the line of traction of a pulling muscle. Such a 
classification does not explain the advantage that pressure 
and traction epiplses have over mere extensions of the 
diapIsis: it merely states their location. Traction 
epiphyses develop independently of muscular tension (Appleton, 
1922) and in this respect differ from sesanoid structures. 
As Broom (1930) states, epiphyses are formed at the more 
rapidly growing ends of long bones *ere ossification "is 
delayed", but they also occur very late in development at the 
tips of the several processes of the vertebrae, and the slowly 
growing Corpora vertebrales and Sternebrae have an epiphysis 
at each end. On the other hand, the Costae have epiphyses 
at the more slowly growing end. Thus mere delay in terminal 
ossification is no certain criterion for the development of 
an epiphysis. 
Nicholson (1937)  has advanced yet another idea con-
earning the significance of epiphyses, for which be is indebted 
to Professor T. Be Johnston - that epiphyses are formed as 
ossification and remodelling become more extensive and complex 
with increased growth in length, (as compared with the short 
limbed reptiles). In this regard it is of interest that, as 
anall and large mammals (e.g. mouse and elephant) have about 
the some number of epiphyses, Professor Johnston's thesis 
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seems hardly valid. Nicholson then elaborates - "modelling and 
remodelling are patently less extensive and profound from two 
or more centres than from one". This concept is certainly this 
of the skull but not at all necessarily for the long bones 
where the epiphyses are ariyhow situated outside the zone of 
greatest "modelling and remodelling"*  
The present author, however, fails to advance, with 
conviction, ary new theory to account for the evolution of 
epiphyses. The occurrence of separate growth cartilages for 
epipsis and diapIai (Harris, 1933)  may enable the trabeculac 
to be orientated in a way better suited to withstand the stresses 
to which each part of the bone is subjected, yet the conj*ttom 
cartilages at the distal end of the Fenur and at the prozinal 
end of the Herua are so highly infolded that it is questionable 
whether these cartilages can better serve this purpose than a 
single "epiphyseal" growth cartilage alone. 
While the role of the epiphysis in bone growth is 
still unsolv4, that of the osteoclast is much clearer. For 
although in a comprehensive review of research on the 
osteoclast,Hanoox (1949) came to the conclusion that in 
relation to bone absorption "osteoclasta must still be regarded 
as enigmatical strturoa", such indecision in the light of 
the present contribution is no longer permissible. 
In the first place it is no longer possible to regard 
the osteoclast as unrelated to the process of bone erosion, 
since the sites of erosion described by the present author 
are mostly comparable with the sites of the osteoclasta 
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described by Kölllker (1873) in another species*.  
It remains to be decided whether the osteoclast is an 
active participant in bone erosion, or whether it is passive or 
merely a by'-product. The latter has been bold by Wilton (1937) 
and by H*gquist (1934). Retterer (1917)  and. von Reokling.hauaen 
(1910) before him. it is, however, quite Impossible that the 
osteoclast is a by'product of erosion since they occur with 
almost normal frequency in grey..lethals (Baioot, 191+7) in 
which there is no bone erosion at all. If arV supporting 
evidence is required it suffices that 8lliker found osteo-
clasts before ossification centres were formed. 
What, then, is the role of the osteoolast in bone 
erosion? Does it in fact absorb bone, or are we to believe 
with Jaffe (1931) that it merely removes bone oells? Ruth 
(1937) observed osteoclasta li-nirg the sympbysial tables of 
the Ossa pubis and isohii of the pregnant guineapig, but 
considered their number too small to cause the extensive ero-
sion 'which occurs in these regions of the pelvis during the 
later days of pregnancy. He relegated the osteoclast to the 
role of removing boiv and organic debris produced by other 
means than erosion. It is strange that Yawata (1924, quoted 
by Ruth) observed vast swarms of osteoclasts in the same 
situation. However this may be, Ruth's contension that 
absorption results from snail islets of bone formed around 
osteocytea in the intrampbysial ligament is untenable. For 
how can the pressure exerted by these bones be aiy greater 
than that exerted by the ligament itself? Now Ilenoox (1946) 
Fig. 5Z. Dissections of the fore-arm of (a) a normal, and. 
(b) a iuiorophthalinic mouse at 21 days. Note how 
the deltoid muscles have migrated up the Orista 
humeri in the mutant. Is this release of muscular 
tension the normal stimulus for its erosion? 
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has shown that osteoclasts certainly can digest cell debris 
since they tunnel through the plaana clots of tissue cultures. 
But can they absorb bone too? In trio regard, Rencox again 
(197) has demonstrated that dead, boiled bone (which cannot 
therefore absorb itself) can be eroded on its transplantation 
to chick chorio-allantois. This leaves no reasonable 
alternative to the supposition that the hollows (liowahip's 
foveolae) into which the ceteoclasta so neatly nestle, are in 
tact a product of the activity of the osteoclast. Trailing 
behind the tip of the Tuberositas deltoidea and on the inside 
of the mid-dorsal region of the Arcus dorsalis of the Atlas 
vertebra the author has observed in alizarin trezisparanciea 
very small particles of bone (see Plate 14.). It would be of 
exceeding interest to discover whether these particles have 
actually been ingested by osteoclasts. The author feels 
that the first of these sites would be admirably suited to the 
micro-cinematographic study of the osteoclast which, as Hancox 
(1948) suggested, would settle the question of the osteoclast 
finally, and far more neatly than by the above argument* 
The problem of bone growth has been far from fully 
discussed in the present account, as it is very incompletely 
stated in terms of the distribution of epiphyses and the role 
of the osteoclast. There remain problems concerned with the 
control of the rates and extent of primary ossification both 
endochondral and eriosteal; - with the control of the 
distrthution and activity of the osteoc].ast; and with the 
significance and causes of the substitution of the primary 
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spiculate and dense deposits of bone by the highly vascular 
endostes3 bone based on the liaversian system and constructed 
as a breccia. But these fascinating bpics for further 
research are problems beyond the scope of the present 
account. 
Though interstitial processes do occur, they alter the 
structure of the bone only at histological levels. 
Methods of atu4ying bone growth are discussed and 
two new methods are described. One of these, due to 
Gr$oberg (1 91i.8) involving the comparison of normal and 
pathological skeletal conditions resulting from the segregation 
of either of two recessive genes, is used in the present study. 
The growth of the mouse skeleton at an early age is 
described in tense of patterns of accretion and erosion on 
normally visible surf aces. Eight patterns which are considered 
to be fundamental in bone growth are described. 
The general results of earlier workers in this 
field are confirmed. 
The growth pattern of a. bone may change several 
times in the course of the life of a mouse, even to the extent 
of the growth processes being reversed at several sites. This 
plasticity in the growth processes evidences the almost total 
lack of extrinsic factors controlling bone growth. Extrinsic 
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factors  are relegated to the control of abnormal growth. 
6. The distribution of epipIyses of the metacarpal 
bones is shown to be determined by a transversely graded field. 
The anomalous position of the epiphyses on the Metacarpale 
prinxa and Metatarsale primru, and their associated anomalous 
growth, are not considered evidence of their evolution from 
phalanges; nor is the Os carpels pr3m*n regarded as a modified 
metacarpal bone or phalangea]. epiphysis. 
7, The enigma of the role of the epiphysis in bone growth 
and bone function is discussed without solution. 
8. The osteoclast is shown definitely to cause bone 
erosion. 
The anatay of the normal mouse skeleton at the age of 
three weeks is depicted in a series of half-tone, camera-lucida 
drawings in twenty-nine plates. Labelled outline drawings are 
appended to each plate. Latinisod nomenclature is used 
throughout. 
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MILK YIELD IN LIOE AND THE S1)Li0?ION FOR 
MATERNAL F)RFOR14ANCE, 
1. mODUOTiON. 
The study of the inheritance of quantitative characters 
was the core of * new science of statistical biology called by 
its founder, Galton, Biometry". Its concern was the manner 
of trannission from parent to offspring of metrical characters, 
such as height, which varied almost continuously throughout 
their range of variation. Eleven years after Galton had 
published an account of his findings and techniques Mendel's 
publication on the laws of inheritance was discovered, But 
the approaches and conclusions of the two authors were so 
different that it seemed impossible for the two new theories of 
inheritance to be reconciled. Nevertheless, Mendel'a work was 
acclaimed by a body of biologists who later termed themselves 
Geneticists, The essence of the success of the Mendelian 
genetics was the ability to recognise opposed pairs of 
characters and to follow their inheritance together. Mendel's 
laws of inheritance were originally no less abstract than 
Galton' s and might have won no greater favour had there not 
been found in the parallel behaviour of the tMendelian factors 




eclipse of Biometry but for the tact that wither genetics nor 
bietzi could trespass tar on the other's field in the study 
of inheritance. The nyriads of subtle differences within the 
quantitative ch rtere were not generally amenable to quali. 
tative classification, and so were beyond the bounds of the 
not be placed on the seas single scale for bietrical investi-
gation. Thus the two sciences of heredity survived together for 
one years. But the disharmoz between them was finally 
removed in 1918 by Fisher, who reconciled the biometrical mode 
to the chromoscmal theory of inheritance. Not only did he 
demonstrate that ame features of blending inheritance could 
arise in quantitative characters in spite of the parioulate 
nature of the genes, but thereby simultaneously explained the 
maintenance of variance in the characters studied by the 
biosnetricians. And later it was shown that the phenomena of 
dominance, interaction, pleiotropy and linkage which were ori-
ginally thought to be peauliar to the Mendelian factors were 
also exhibited in some degree by the genes affecting 
quantitative characters* (For reviews and details see Fisher, 
1918; Grneborg, 191,3; Mather, 1949; and Richey, 1950). 
Nevertheless, the fusion of biometrical and Mendelian 
genetics meant little more than a pact of non-aggression, for 
biometry had inherited from its founders, Galtori and Pearson, 
a framework of statistical technique which placed an intellectual 
barrier between the two branches of genetics. Nor did the 
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link between biometrical and Mendelian genetics bring about 
wW simplification of the biometrical method, for it was clear 
that the majority of quantitative differences between 
individuals and strains were the consequence of the joint 
action of an indefinite nunber of individually unrecogniseble 
genes and on this account Mendelian analysis  could not be 
substituted for the biometricalo even in those few instances 
where the differences (or the greater part of then) could 
reasonably be attributed to the segregation of a single pair 
of genes (e.g. Wriedt, 1930, on the butterfat per cent 
difference in Red Dane and Jersey cattle) the environnent so 
modified the expression of the genotype that questions of 
"penetrance" and "expressivity" arose which again rendered the 
character available to statistical treatment* Thus, under 
the leadership of Fisher, Wright and fialdane, new statistical 
techniques were rapidly invented to tack the ever increasing 
number and complexity of problena associated with the inheriø 
tance of quantitative characters. As a result of the 
technical diffefences, the separation of biometrical and 
Mendelian genetics is now almost as complete as the separation 
of Biometry and Genetics before 1918. 
The necessity of using the biometrical method has had 
unfortunate consequences in the application of genetics to 
anival breeding. For biometry has become a mathematical 
rather than a biological subject, and, in spite of the paucity 
or experimental data, the theoretical contributions to animI 
breeding have developed enormously, 
Em 
In tiis unhappy state of affairs, the practical animal 
breeder oannct be expected to have much faith, let alone 
understanding, of the intricate fozmulae which have been 
evolved; nor can it be hoped that the theoreticians, entangled 
by their abstruse mathematical problems, will apply themselves 
to the more preatie tasks in animal breeding. In this light 
It appears desirable to conduct ecperinents selecting for 
no-matter-'what quantitative character in order to test the 
validity of some of the more general hypotheses which have 
been postulated. 
It is perhaps the aim of every selection experiment 
In animals to link theory and practice in animal breeding. 
But the present experiment had additional aims. The experi-
ment was conceived as part of the research progremno of the 
Animal Breeding and. Genetics Research Organisaticm, in which 
agricultural breeding experiments are ooz1uoted on a model 
scale in the hope that the more profitable lines of research 
in the fans animals themselves may be indicated. Mice are 
obviously the most suitable animals for these experiments, 
since thqr are the easiest and cheapest and most rapidly 
reproducing of those animals which have, by virtue of being 
maxaals, a physiology whioh parallels that of fans animals. 
The special roblem which the present experiment was designed 
to investigate was the physiologioalUmit". This concept 
has arisen from the experiences of several experimenters 
(among them Mather and. Harrison, 1948)0 who have found it 
Impossible to increase the performance of their selected 
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stocks long before genetical sources of variation were thought 
to be exhausted. 
As the inheritae of body size was already being 
investigated in this laboratory, a new character was chosen, 
This was "lactation performance" (Falconer, 194.7). In bis 
paper, upon which the present work was founded, Falconer gave 
evidence that "lactation performance" was highly heritable and 
highly variable. In fact s it seemed an ideal character on 
which to select towards the unexplained "physiological limit". 
The high yieldirg stock, when established, was to be subjected 
to intensive genetic experimentation. It was also hoped 
ultimately to eat abliah4a stock of highly productive mice which 
would be better suited for fundamental research on the physiology 
of lactation than existing stocks of laboratory animals* In 
addition, the stock would be of exceptional value in any mouse 
laboratory for using as mothers or foster mothers in rearing 
delicate mutants. It was essential that the selection be 
carried out in a closed population so as to reduce the chance of 
any improvement being diluted by extraneous "blood", but the 
breeding population had to be of sufficient size that little 
chance could arise of random fixation of genes by too drastic 
rates of inbreeding. A selection programme was designed which 
sacrificed simplicity of statistical analysis of the progress to 
the attainment of maxisnzs rates of improvement, 
However, towards the end of the second year of this 
experiment, it became clear that no continued progress was being 
made in spite of some initial success. The problems then con-
fronting the author were:- 
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Was there arrthirig inherent in the character that would 
make it impossible to improve it? 
What genetic aystems could allow no improvement 
although there were correlations between daughters and dams? 
and (iii) Why were the initial stages of selection apparently 
successful? 
These, then, ae the three specific atizites around which 
the present account is centred. In consequence, the investigations 
into maternal performance in mice have followed two distinct 
courses; the more important work being concerned with the 
inheritance of performance and its response to artificial selec-
tion. Anaccount of this aspect of the work, which includes 
plausibly heritable effects of environment, is deferred until 
the third section, while the genetic problems are also the centre 
of the Discussion. Running concurrently with tis programme 
was a series of successive experiments which were involved in 
determining the nature of the character being selected and 
some environmental influences to which it was subject. The 
account of these experiments now follows. 
2. SUBSIDIAR! EWEUIMWTS ON IME CAACER 
SLiCTJ. 
It must be aitted that the character which was 
selected - "maternal performance" - was intended to be a measure 
of the potential milk production of the lactating mouse, and for 
this reason was originally called "lactation performance" by 
J'alconer. It was the total weight at twelve days of litters of 
eight suckling mice, and in the present experiment was corrected 
for the age of the darn. 
(i) The use Of  the ipuz tc IWALOM a character oLthe mother. 
1. The reason for weighing litters. 
So wide a departure from a direct measure of milking 
capacity requires justification. The present method was 
adopted because no more convenient measure could be found. 
Hand milking was, of ourse, out of the question. And the attempt 
of Cox and Mueller (1937) to milk rats mechanically was not 
encouraging. They could not regularly obtain milk even after 
separating the dams from their young for 16 hours, and while the 
responses of those which gave milk were very variable, 10% of 
the rats gave no milk at all. Even in this "mechanical" milking 
the 
manipulation of the breasts 1y/operator of the machine was of 
vital importance for the production of milk, and it appears that 
the yields these authors obtained measured the uncertain skill of 
the operator rather than the capacity of the rat. The animal's 
psycholc&ical inhibitions in regard to mechanical milking cannot 
be removed by anaesthesia for nervous stimulation from the nipple 
is essential to the production of milk (Gaines, 1915). While 
the inhibitions might be circunvented by injection of posterior 
pituitary hormone (olley, 1947b, a), such treatment might 
remove one of the major possible paths to selective Improvement 
and it is unlikely that more than one of the ten mammary glands 
could be fully drained. This is undesirable since, from 
macroscopic appearance of the glanz, theduotion of one gland 
cannot be regarded as representative of the mouse's total 
capacity (Richardson and 0lounan, 1946; Little and McDonald, 
194.5b and Latysseweki, unpublished). The alternative approach 
is to use the young themselves as the milking mw3hine, This 
is open to the objection that the young may vary so much in 
their capacity to milk the dams, that azW measurement based an 
them ceases to be a measurement of the dam's performance. How.. 
ever, MacDowell. Gates and MSCDOWS1I (1930) found that the amount 
of milk supplied mast  always normally be the limiting factor in 
the extent of growth of the suckling mouse for by special 
methods of giving the young extra milk they were regularly able 
to increase their weight at 12 days by lOOt. This is no less 
than ten times the standard deviation in weight at this age. 
Enzmann (1933) made the best correction possible for the meta-
bolic losses of each suckling mouse by splitting the litters and 
using each half as the control 23r the other when on alternating 
hourly suckling shifts. But this technique would be intolerably 
laborious for a selection programme in which the performances of 
large number of mice must be simultaneously measured. Cowie 
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and Folley (97) compromised by measuring the young at 5 and 11 
days, which covers the straight part of their sinoid growth 
curve. But Falconer argued that this method on3y increased 
the erora, not the accuracy,, of measurement and recommended the 
use of a single measurement at 12 days. This occurs at the 
height of lactation on the day the young open their eyes and one 
or two days before they touch solid food. Falconer's measure-
ment of lactational performance was adopted with slight modi-
fication for the present experiment. 
While Falconer's measurement may be less subject to errors 
of estimation, it does not necessarily follow that it is measuring 
the sane character as Cowie.azd?*3.1ey1s# and it was therefore 
desired to discover to what extent birth-weight influenced the 
weight at 12 days. The results of four calculations (Table I) 
made at widely different intervals in the present experiment 
showed that the correlation between total birth- and 12-day 
weights of the litter was unimportant and confirmed Falconer's 
to 
belief that a correction for birth-weight contributed only/the 
errors of estimation. Only one d" the calculations showed a 
significant correlation between the recorded performance and 
the total birth-weight of the litter which was suckled ; but 
in all, the variance in total births-weight was so anall that the 
results of the correction would be quite unimportant. 
2. Intrinsic variation in the growth rates of young. 
It was next desired to verify by direct observation 
Falconer's contention that intrinsic variation in the rates of 
growth of the young themselves made no important contribution 
to the measurement of performance. In this regard, it should 
be noted that Falconer concluded that while in general the young 
had little control over their 12-dy weights, maternal perfor- 
mance (or as he called the identical character,, lactation 
performance) W43 affected by the degree of inbreeding of the 
young. This apparent contradiction in his results may be due 
to a misinterpretation. For Falconer attributed a certain 
relative consistency in the successive performances of his mice 
to the continuity of their constitution, and did not consider 
the possibility of it arising from the consistency of the average 
genotype of the litters which each mouse suckled. Supposing 
that a mouse's performance is entirely a manifestation of the 
genotypes of the young she suckles, then, if she suckles an 
average of 44 litters (Falconer's data) and an average of eight 
mice in each litter, the "mean square" between mice is expected 
to be no less than 35 times greater than the mean square between 
perfonnanoes of the sane mouse - Table II. Falconer's analysis 
(Table Iii) of the variance ratio was not 12.30 but only 3.27. 
Thus the heritability of the young's growth rate can be as low 
as h2  = 0.12 for the data to accord well with Falconer's analysis 
(Table II). It is concluded that the repeatability of a mouse's 
performance cannot be considered in evidence of a preponderance 
of maternal determinatio in the 12-day weights cX the auckled young 
and more direct evidence is required. Near, MacArthur (1949) 
noticed considerable effects of the young's genotype on the 
12-dey weights of the litters in reciprocal crosses between his 
rge and small lines; and Butler and Metrakos (1950) have shown 
that in fostering from birth between MacArthur' a large and ausil 
and A a train mice the origin of the suckling mouse plays an only 
Slightly less important role in determining their weights at 
12 days than differences between the strains of deas from whidi 
they suckled. But the authors did not show whether the gxiith 
capacity of the young was conditioned by their prenatal environ-
ment or by their genotype. 
Once at the beginning, and again at the and of the 
present experiment, the variation in the weights of individual 
Young at 12 days was analysed into a maternal component of 
variation and a component intrinsic to the young themselves. In 
each experiment a total of 160 mice were weighed from 20 litters 
of eight young each. In the earlier experiment (table IV) the 
maternal source (that is the milk source) was found to be nine 
times greater than the suckling' a source of variation, in deter-
mining the 12-day weight of the suckling. But the measurement 
of maternal perfoimance is based not on a single individual but 
on the combined weight of eight young, with the result that 
the variation due to the young becomes only 1/70 of that due to 
the mother. On the second occasion, the maternal component 
accounted for only 8/9tha of the total variation in mate inal 
performance. 
Intra-litter competition. A portion of the variation in growth 
rates of the young was found to result from an extreme competition 
within litters for the milk (or other forms of maternal attention) 
from the dam, Thus while there was generally no observable 
tendency for the heavier litters at birth to grow faster (Table I) 
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the largest mouse at birth in each litter was almost invariably 
the largest at twelve days. The intensity of tinis ecwnpetition 
is reflected by the magnitude of the intralitter regression of 
12.day weight on birth weight - b = 4.7 ± 0.83. It is 
remarkable that the competition was just as extreme in litters of 
two, where the regression was calculated as b = 3.5 ± 0.82. 
Genetic control ,f growth rate. Except in cases of extensive 
fostering differences in birth-weight were not likely to account 
for irnach of the intralitter variation in 12--day weight and it 
was necessary to determine to what extent this residual variation 
was under genetic control. The question was especially important 
in regard to the selection experiment for it could well happen 
that the selection was 1iorL: effective in increasing the inherent 
rate of growth of the young, than in raising the true maternal 
performance of the dam. 
The problem was solved by seeing whether there was axy 
tendency towards unit oxmity in the performances of dams mated to 
the same male as a result of the genetic uniformity of half-
brothers and sisters compared to the genetic diversity of 
unrelated litters. But the contribution of the sire to the 
growth of his young was found to be insignificant even at the 
20,5 level of probability (Table V). Thus there could be little 
doubt that, accept for purely environmental errors in estimation, 
the 12-day weights of litters in the presnt experiment were 
entirely under maternal influence. 
Having verified that "performance'1 was a maternal 
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character, it was then necessary to discover whether it rosily 
was a measurement of lactation (or more generally, postnatal 
maernal attention), or whether it included to a greater or 
lesser degree a prenatal effect of the mother. To this and 
a special experiment, called the "Multiple i'ostering Experiment", 
was designed.. In this, dams giving birth on the same day to 
eight or more mice were grouped together in fours. Each dam 
ws allowed to suckle two or her own young, and six others, two 
from each of the other three dams of the group. Each suckling 
mouse was weighed at birth (the birth-fed weight) and again at 
twelve clays, and the variation in the 12-day weights which were 
corrected for intralittet competition, was analysed within each 
group of four dams into prenatal and postnatal components. The 
account of the pooled results of this experiment is given in 
Table VI. There was found to be no significant contribution to 
the weights of the young from the interaction between prenatal 
and postnatal conditions so this sun of sqiarea (if) was added to 
the residual sun of squares (5) to estimate a new "error" term 
(6) against which the contribution of prenatal and postnatal 
conditions were compared. It must be concluded that the con- 
tribution of the intra-uterine envirornent was of more importance 
in determining the 12-day weight of the suckling mouse than was 
the postnatal component. 
An attempt was then made to correlate the unknown pro- 
natal effect (which was not manifest by differences in birth- 
weight) with the dam's postnatal effect, which was presumably mostly 
lactational performance. The mean 12-day weight of mice IMM 
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of the saw dam was compared with the mean 12-day weight of the 
mice suckled by that dam. The calculation was made within the 
groups of four females so that no diffeence between the mean 
12-day w.ghts would arise through differences in the average 
treatment of the litters. The average within group correlation 
was calculated as minus O.O. It had 17 degrees of freedom and 
cannot be regarded as significant. In view of the greater 
effect of the intra-uterine envirorment compared with the 
lactation of the dam on the 12day weight of the litter and 
especially because of the lack of correlation between them, 
Falconer's term "lactation performance" has been replaced by the 
more inclusive term "maternal performance". 
The present account now ceases to have much relevance 
to lactational studies in cattle, but may still be of use in 
regard to the study of maternal effects on the growth of pigs, 
sheep, etc. Of course, its value as an account of an experiment 
in selection is imassailed. Some account is now given of 
factors which affect maternal performance and reveal something 
of its physiology. 
(b) PHISIOW.ICAL VMIAT3 ASSOCIATED W121 P]PORM1NCE. 
(i) The number born. 
It is a cannon observation that there is surprisingly 
little difference in the individual weights of mice suckled in 
very different sized litters, and in view of this compensation 
In milk production for the number suckled there is to be 
expected some prepartwi preparation of the milk supply in connection 
M15- 
with the size of the litter which will be born. In short, it 
is reasonable that there should be a high correlation between 
fertility and perfomaoe. At. additicnel contribution to the 
correlation mit be expected from the extent to which both 
fertility and performance are aspects of maternal vigour. let 
the regression of the performance of mice suckling litters of 
standard else (eight) on fertility is exceedizly small - 
b * 1.5, per mouse born; F a 0.015. This situation is 
probably not different from that at ained in a pure line (057) 
where b a 2,2,14 and P = 0.01 0.001. But in another pure line 
(aBA) the regression was insignificant. Thus the mouse makes 
very little preparation for suckling larger or mealier litters, 
but very rapidly regulates her lactational output after the 
litter is born. In fact, it is highly likely that the total 
milk yield is in direct proportion to the total suckling stimulus 
since Folley (1%.7c)  has ctxrinented on the necessity of the 
suckling stimulus both in maintaining lactation and in causing 
"let-down". Moreover, Fal.00ner, noted very little change in 
the average weight of the individual at twelve days whether they 
came from littei.s of one or eght. On the other hand, the 
prepartisn preparation for lactation is of all-or-none character. 
Jeffers (1935) found that both follicular oestriri and lutes). 
"oorporin" stimulate aaauary land growth; but tie numb er of 
follicles and corpora have negligible effect on the subsequent 
lactation (maternal performance). Similarly he found that the 
release of tension in the full-term uterus was sufficient to 
cause the onset of lactation, though the retention of one 
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embryo,, or even its substitution by a lump of wax could prevent 
lactation. 1olley's belief (1947a) that the placentae have an 
effect on lactation is in accord with Asdell a and Salisbury's 
(1933) observation that pseudepregnancy (in which there can be 
no placental secretions) has an effect on the development of th 
mammary glands comparable to the first half of real pregnancy. 
errection for zizuber 5uckled. 
Much of the variation in the growth of young mice up to 
twelve days is dependent on the size of the litter Buckled. 
Parkas (1926) was the first to observe this source of variatiori 
in the weights of the suckling mice and Falconer made a 
correction for it and constructed a conversion chart for trans-
lating the weights of litters of all sizes from one to fifteen 
into a standard measure of "lactation performance". Recogniai*g 
the improbability of the good fit of Falconer's chart to all 
mouse stocks, every at-tempt was made to secure that each mouse 
suckled a litter of eight.' fostering or renoving young from 
birth as mecca ary. Contrary to the expectations from the 
findings of other workers (Butler and Metrakos, 1950; Howard, 
personal communication), there were found only negligible effects 
of fostering within the present stock (Table VII). Neverthele*s, 
Falconer's chart was useful during the first year of the presen 
experiment for the few aberrant cases when litter size deviated 
from eight. But it became early apparent that this syt.,em of 
measurement was unsuitable for the present stock, since the 
fnales suckling small litters had unusually high performances. 
Aoordingly, it was modified wo that there resulted no greater 
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variation V between the performance of the same tamale suckling 
different sized litters as compared with that of tamales 
suckling litters of constant size. The new chart was therefor 
adopted at once and all previous performances corrected ,here 
necessary. All figures of maternal performance in the present 
account are given according to the new chart. The performances 
of mice suckling litters of eight are measured in terms of the 
weight of their litters expressed as a percentage of the mean 
weights of litters of eight of the mice Falconer measured at 
Cambridge; the performances of mice suckling other sizedlitter 
are expressed in equivalent units. For litters of eight the 
200 point in exactly double the mean (ioo) weight. 
(iii) Weight and performance: the mousp's herita. 
The level of maternal performance of a mouse is at 
almost all times quite strongly influenced by its own weight, 
even as early as three weeks (b - 2* 3% per .; P a 0.001). 
Although there is considerable variation in the weights of mice' 
at three weeks both within and between families, it does not 
appear to be under genetic control, and the correlation with 
performance must be regarded as entirely enviz'omental, Nor 
is the correlation an indication that three week weight is a 
measure of the dam's genotype for performance. For when the 
regression is calculated as the partial regression of 
Performance (P)  on weight (3) independently of variations in 
dam's maternal performance (1)) its value is little altered - 
bp,D = 1.9 , F a 0.05, while the converse regression is mall 
and insignificant - bpD, 0.1 , (P = 0.). It is, however, 
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clear that variations in three-week weight are not merely c-
ponents of the environmental errors of performance, but must 
be regarded as part of the mouse's heritage. The positive 
correlation between weaning weight and performance in mice is 
strange in vicw of Dickerson and (Jriines's (194.7) opposite 
observation in pigs in connection with econmly of gain and 
performance. AM it is in malacoord with MacDowell, Gates 
and (aoDowell'a record (1930) of poatweaning compensation in 
the growth rate of mice if the preweaning growth rate has 
been abnormal. However, the anomalous situation in the presen 
stock is traceable to peculiarities in their management* At 
three weeks the mice are weaned into storage cages which hold 
five mice each. They are not removed until they are mated 
some four to ten weeks later. There is thus ample opportunity ,  
for the competition which existed within litters dependent on 
differences in birth-weight to be continued in the storage cages, 
but this time dependent on differences in the weaning weights of 
the mice. This is clearly indicated by two pieces of evideno 
The first is that three-week weight exerts no influence on 
performance independently of its effects on six-week weight. 
Thus b 3•6 = 0.7 per en., and P = 0.40 whereas b 3 = 2.1$ 
and P = 0.001 - 0.01. The absence of an independent effect of 
threes-week weight on performance is remarkable in view of the 
development of the mammary glands which occurs between birth 
and puberty (Richardson, 1947). Secondly, if members of 
different families are regarded as part of the se population 
there appear no significant differences between the average 
performances of the mice from the different storage cages 
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0.1). This, of courso is to be expected since the 
storage cages are all etab1iahed within six days and are all 
treated alike being placed close together in the same room 
and cleaned and replenished with food and water once weekly* 
let if the analysis is made within families, very Important 
between cage differences appear. In fact, the ociaponent of 
variation due to differences between storage cages had even 
greater effects than the sus total of the remaining causes of 
variation which exist within Thiles Table VXI1. In order 
to make this analysis possible the families were split u 
into groups of twos and threes for distribution to the storage 
cages. The results are interpreted as ahriwing that the 
dominant famiLy in one cage (probably by virtue of their higher 
weaning weights) may be the underdogs in anothr. Competition 
In in'o1ced to account for the internal consation. In fact 
peck order does not appear to be a facet of social behaviour 
peculiar to the domestic fowl. 
The mouse's heritage. The partial regressions of performance 
on the weight at three and six weeks reveal the importance of the 
mouse a heritage. In view of the relative insignificance of the 
genetic control of performance the effect of 3-week weight on 
performance must be practically an env'irormental one. So also 
must the effect of 6-week weight associated with Variations in 
3-week weight and the additional factors which bec4xie operative 
between three and six weeks. Clearly, the period from three to 
six weeks is a sensitive period in the development of the 
potential performance of the mouse, especially since it 
corresponds with the period of most active development of the 
virgin maTmary gland (Cowie, 191.9, in rats; Latyzzerwski, 
blishecle for mice). Consequently, the period might well 
repay extensive experimentation, and experiments which OWO 
designed strongly to affect the rates of growth within this 
period are already under way. 
The path through which weaning weight influences pex 
formance has been diagnosed as the competition for food and 
water, or for dominant position gen'rally, that occurs within 
storage cages; and obviously, the largest mouse introduced to 
the storage cae has the best opportunity of attaining this 
position. It has also been shown that variations in the weight 
of mice at twelve days within each litter was strongly dependent 
on the birth-fed weights of sucklings. As, in general, the 
majority of mice from the amne litter and of the sane sex were 
weaned into the sane storage cage, it appears not at all unlikelr 
that a very large portion of the environmental variation in 
performance can be traced right back to intra-uterine differenoe 
in the environments of the recorded mice. These observations 
strongly emphasise the importance of the mouse's heritage, 
particularly its maternal heritage, in influencing the level of 
its own performance. Indeed, one begins to wonder what part 
gene segregations play in the inheritance of maternal performance. 
Moreover, it becomes quite plausible that differential intra-
uterine conditions for the mice result in accxsulatory size 
differences which ultimately largely determine the level of 
Eternal performance. 
Dickerson and Grimes (194.7) have reported that in pigs 
the contribution at the maternal heritage (direct nutritional 
effects of the dam) is equal, but in opposite direction, to her 
genetic (transmitted) contribution to the efficiency of the 
gain in weight of her offspring, no that the offspring-dam 
regression was zero, whereas t he offspring-sire regression was 
0.23. 
1n view of the possible heritable effects of weight on 
performance, no attempt was made to correct for them* liowevor, 
all p erfonnanoes were corrected to a standard age. The regresr 
sian of performance on age was low but quite significant 
(b a 0.13 per day; P a 0*01)* The correction was of sane 
Importance when ooWaring the performances of mce from first 
and fourth litters and especially when comparing the mean 
performances of different periods and generations. 
(iv) The interval effect. 
While the genotype for performance is constant throughou 
the life-time of arV particular mouse, a portion of the environ-i 
mental influence on performance is likely to vary from one 
measurement of it to the next. Thus the more measurements of 
performance that are made, the more likely it is that an average 
env'irornnent is encountered and therefore the more nearly the 
average performance will reflect the genotype for performance. 
In the present experiment mice were allowed to have from one to 
four performances recorded. 
Unfortunately, it soon became apparent that all per-
formances after the first were subject to aduitional and 
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Important variation due to the somewhat irregular1 but very 
strong effect correlated with the interval between successive 
litters (Pig. 1). This is known as the "interval effect". 
Contrary to the belief of Crew and Mirsicaia (1930) that lacta-
tion and pregnancy are alternative events in the mouse1 it was 
normal for mice of the present stock to be pregnant while 
suckling. Moreover, concurrent pregnancy in no way affected 
the level of the current lactation (maternal performance) nor 
did the potential or actual level of lactation in any way affect 
the duration of the current pregnancy. Thus the first perfoxs 
manoof pregnant and norpregnant mice were identical, and the 
length of pregnancy was *maffeoted by the ntmiber of young 
suckled. This observation is contrary to commonly accepted 
belief since Kirkham 1918'.19. Under normal conditions con-
current pregnancy had detrimental effects on the subsequent 
lactation only when the interval between litters was loss than 
24. days. (It is not knownwhether this reduction is effective 
through the pre or post-.natal conditions of the litter's 
develoElnent)o And in the majority of cast-s9 when the interval 
was more than 21. days but less than 32 or sot the second per-
formance benefitted from the concurrence of pregnancy and the 
previous lactation to such an ectent Vat it was sometimes 20$ 
better than the first, 
However, the beneficial effects of interval did not 
iflOit: 550 indefinitely and between32 and 38 days of interval 
there occurred a sudden break in its positive effects so that 
the second performance was again frequently below the level of 
the first. (Pig. 1).  But with even more attenuated intervals 
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the second performance again gradually improved. 
The problems of discovering the ti:iìe of initiation of 
the interval effect (whether from the termination of the 
previous lactation, or from the birth of the next litter, or 
from the conception of the following litter) and of interpreting 
the break in its effect, were the subject of investigation of 
thee successive experiments of which an account is now given. 
Now in normal conditions intervals of from 20 to 36 
days were 100% correlated, either positively or negatively with 
the length of the dry period and pregnancy. (The state of 
pregnancy lasted from 20 to 36 days when the concurrent lacta-
tion was terminated not later than 21 days). But mice which 
did not conceive at the post partan oestrous had gestation 
periods of never more than 19 days following from an oestrous 
period some time after the termination of their first lactation. 
Because both concurrently and non-concurrently pregnant mice 
displayed the effect of interval, variation in the length of 
pregnancy was originally excluded as an effective factor of the 
interval effect. The problem therefore simplified to an 
investigation of the itative importance of interval itself 
and of dry period on performance. 
But the results of three successive experiments designed 
to investigate this matter, failed to give a sure answer. 
By terminating the first lactation at 12 and 18 days and at the 
birth of the next litter in three groups of about 45 mice each, 
it was discovered that dry period or foreshortened lactation 
had accumulative effects on performance only when the dry period 
or foreshortening of the first lactation was lebs than three or 
four dayal for there was no difference between the performances 
of mice suckling for 12 and. 18 days even though the mean inter.. 
vale were identical. But no effect of interval could be 
traced within the groups of mice which, apart from having 
naturally varying interval•, were treated alike. 
In the second experiment mice suckled four or eight young 
for 12 days or "continuously". Great differences between first 
and second performances were observed through differences between 
the treatments (Table IX), though again there was no observable 
effect of intergal on the performances of mice treated alike. 
Table IX shows that lighter milking (i.e. suckling four as against 
eight) doeb not itself increase the second performance, so the 
effect observed in the first experiment must be due to dry 
period and not to lighter (that is foreshortened. ) first 
lactation. Nor is continuous light milking equivalent to 
heavier milking for a shorter period which is followed by a 
dry period, even though the total yields were about equal, 
(Table IX). In fact it appears from Table X that the dry 
period is even more important to the more lightly milked mice 
than to the more heavily milked ones w'ich were suckling 
twice as marV young. However, this may be an artefact 
resulting from a tendency for the mice suckling eight young 
to dry off naturally even when presented with continuous suckling 
stimulus in the form of the provision of fresh 12-day old young 
every six days or so. 
The importance of a short rest or dry period between the 
termination of a lactation arvi the initiation of the next is 
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fully appreciated in the fanning world* Dry period is respon-
sible for the maintenance of the level of first performances  
probably because the inv-thrtion of the glandular tissues which 
follows drying off enables the heightened development of the 
gland responsible for the next lactation* 
In the third experiment the variance in interval was 
increased experimentallj by rating the mice at varying times 
after a short first lactation of 8 days only. In this way, a 
range of interval from 28 to 41 days, normally associated with 
the break of the interval effedt and the fall in second per-
formances was caused to be associated with dry periods of from 
20 to 32 days which wider the conditions of non-experimental 
mice are associated with the second rise in the performance. 
The important factor behind the interval effect should 
therefore have been diagnosed by the sign of the correlation 
of interval and performance. But whereas the regression 
coefficient was expected to be b = 3,3 , with standard error 
only 0.46 (as calculated for the untreated mice from the se3eo-
tion line in which the total sum of squares for interval was 
identical with the present experiment) no interval effect was 
again observable - b = 0.21 t 0.49 	In this last experiment 
there could be no qaestion that there was sufficient variance 
in interval for the effect, it present, to be observed, and it 
had to be concluded that the interval effect was not initiated 
at the termination or the previouslactation or at the birth of 
the previous litter. The solution lay in the varying length 
of pregnancy and pseudopregnancy. For whereas in nouns]. 
..p2. 
conditions the length of pregnancy, or the combined length of 
peeudopregnancy and real pregnancy, vary with interval, they were 
held constant by the technique of the present experinemt. It is 
therefore most probable that, apart from the effects of the 
first 3 or 4. days of dry period, the interval effect is rLally 
a pregnancy and pseudopregnancy effect. This conclusion is 
supported by Asdell's and Salisbury's observation (1933) that 
pregnancy hormones, and in particular, corpora luteal hormones 
hich are secreted throughout the lactation interVal, oaused 
assive development of the mammary glands of the rabbit. More-
over, it is known (Richardson, 19.7) that pseudopregnaney in 
bitches may lead to extreme development of the mammary glands, 
even to the extent of promoting a profuse lactation. To 
account for the break and the second rise in the performance 
curve in regard to interval, it must be furr presumed that 
the pseudopregnanoy contributes to the interval effect less 
effectively than real pregnancy. This assumption conforms 
with Asdell's and Salisbury's comment that pseudopregnancy in 
the rab.it is only equivalent to the first half of pregnancy 
as far as their effects on the di.velopment of the mammas are 
concerned. Lastly, it may be stated that no other variable 
,associated with interval can explain the peculiarities of the 
interval effect. But, in spite of the circumstantial evidence 
supporting this hypothesis of the cause of the interval effect, 
the idea is not open to direct experimental proof; and in view 
Of the inability to vindicate the suggestion, the development of 
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the niary glands during the reproductive and lactational 
intervals of the mouse would be a profitable ancillary study. 
The importance of the interval effect for the present 
is that it introduces into all measurements of performance 
other than the first a certain and unknown degree of error. Thi 
analysis of the interval effect in six successive generations 
shows that mW correction for it cannot be relied upon to give 
good results from generation to generation, Table XI. In fact, 
it was possible that even after correction for interval, the 
average of first and second performances may not be as good a 
measure of a female's genotype for performance as the first 
alone. When there was no affect of interval the regression 
of second on first performance was found to be as high as 
b a 0.81, thile in the selected line, even after correction, the 
regression was found to be only b 2 0.39, As no correlation 
between first performance and interval could be discovered, it 
was concluded that the first performance alone was a safer 
*easurement of the genotype, or permanent phenotypes, for 
performance than was the average of the first two. Therefore, 
all data presented on the selection experiment are given in terms 
of the first performance only. 
(v) Managent. 
In the course of investigating the interval effect, some 
managementsl aspects of performance came to light which might 
have a bearing on the management of dairy herds, for a most 
striking dependence of the level of performance of succeeding 
ccoaaions on the level of lactation in the preceding lactations 
was revealed. The mice were allowed to have as many as five 
lactationa providing they were concurrently pregnant in all of 
them providing, in fact, they conceived at the immediately 
post-partum oestrus on every occasion. The present account is 
concerned only with these mice which always suckled litte;s of 
eight. These were divided into two groups - 28 suckling for 
12 days only in each lactation, while another 24, were made to 
suckle almost contin oualy by repeatedly fostering on then 
until the birth of the next litter some 12-day aid mice whenever 
their present litter wa-. 18 days old. In neither group did all 
the mice survive the experiment; but only the best survived 
five 12-day long isotations, whereas only the worst (judged 
by the average first performance of the survivors at each 
lactation) survived five "continuous" lactations - Table XII. 
The detrimental effects of continuous suckling are even greater 
in depressing the successive performances of the surviving mices 
%he average level of performance was increasingly low, although 
the length of the inte.val between the successive litters renamed 
practically constant (Table XIII). Moreover, far fewer mice 
of the continuous suckling group survived. ThrC were only 
two left in this at the fifth lactation, whereas eleven survived 
the five laotations of twelve days' duration only. The groups 
were started with about equal numbers each: 24 and 28 respecti4 
.y. Many mice were thrown out of the continuous suckling group 
because they failed to suckle the litters to which they gave 
birth. There can be no doubt that several others simply 
failed to conceive at the post-part oestrus, and it is even 
possible that this oestrus was suppressed. There can be no 
question then that continuous milking has extrenely detrimental 
effects on the total life-time yield of the lactating animals, 
and that it is definitely advantageous to allow at least a short 
.dz7 period. Not only des this allow the maintenance of a 
high performance in each lactations, but it results in higher 
fertility; i.e. 0, a large rnznber of lactations within a given 
period. 
The results of this experiment tell sonething more 
about the nature of maternal performance. Contrary to general 
expectation, it is not a measure of the general health or 
vigour of the mouse, rather performance and general vigour are 
negatively correlated. For it is apparent frau the above 
experiment that only the worst performers survive the  mcre 
exacting conditions. It is as though high maternal perfonnarxoó 
meant that some other aspect of vigour had to be sacrificed. 
This is further indicated by the phenomenon which ha:. occasionally 
been observed that mice rearing ruaxicab1y heavy litters for 
the musher suckled suddenly die in the height of lactation. It 
Is evident that mice which give least of their reserves to 
maternal performance are most capable of surviving oonditiors 
which make the greatest dmaands on their systems through this 
path. And if this surmise is true it justifies to some extent 
the dairy cattle breeder's ingrained habit of paying attention 
to details of conformation (in so far as they reteot other 
aspects of vigour) as well as to lactational performance. 
(vi) 	fla17. 
To sun up: both first and second maternal performances 
may be subject in high degree to envirormiental variation. 
Canpetition, which might be traced right back to d.itfeenoee in 
the birth weights of mice suckled by the same females and 
oertainly to differences in the w4ghts of mice stored in the 
amne cage after weaning, is a major factor controlling maternal 
performance. The period immediately after puberty is sensitive  
to erwiromsental conditions, in rpect to the determination of 
future performance. The level of the second performance is 
subject to additional sources of variation notably to dif 
ferencee in the length of the pregnancy or paeudopregnancy 
preceding it. Variations in dry period are affective in 
varying the performance only if the dry period is less than 
a certain minS.nus which is probably not more than three or 
four days. The length and intensity of the earlier lactationa 
affect subsequent performances only in so far as they lead to 




I • The selection pzogranne. 
The method of selection, of which an account is now 
given, was not designed on agy rigorously scientific basis, 
for this was impossible while certain parameters such as 
heritability and repeatability of performance were unknown. 
Moreover, rigidity and simplicity of the programme which would 
have allowed accurate and easy statistical analysis of the 
response were sacrificed to the main An of the experiment - 
to se3.eot efficiently and vigorously up towards the supposed 
"pIqeiological limit". 
The selection was carried out in a closed population 
of sufficient size to give low rates of inbreeding. The 
selection was made in two quite separate stages in a "test* 
and a "repeat" period in each generation, though in the first 
generation only the second stage selection was made. During 
the "second stage" females were selected purely on their own 
performances. Culling ocoured on two or three successive 
occasions. Firstly on fertility. Infertility could not 
be tolerated as it might become irnossible to measure the per-
formances on eight suckling young, and in the long run would 
only reduce the intensity of selection. So females giving 
birth to less than six young in their first litters were 
regularly discarded, and their young were used to make up 
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other litters to the required ntznber of eight newborn young. 
At the second culling about half the females were discarded, 
with their litters, on the basis of the female's awn first 
performances. The spaces vacated by the discarded females 
were allocated to storage cages for weaning the first litters 
of the surviving females. In the earlier generations, before 
the inadequacy of the "S.ntez'val correction" was appreciated, 
there was a third culling on the average of the corrected 
first and second performances of each mouse. Where fertility,  
was dangerously low the final aelection was based on an 
arbitrary index combining average performance and average 
fertility. The finally selected group consisted of about the 
top quarter of breeding females. As the selected females 
had already been mated r4 had reared young, the selection 
consisted merely of saving their young. Thus all females 
were killed, even when selected, after rearing two litters to 
weaning age. The weaned litters of useoleoted females were 
killed so as to leave space for the weaning and storage of the: 
surviving litters and for the setting up of the "tests matings. 
The possibility of attaining a much higher rate of 
progress through males than through females by mating in 
haross, together with the impossibility of measuring the males*';  
performances directly, made it appear desirable to alternate 
the mass selections of females in the "repeat periods of each 
generation, just described, with other periods of selection, 
designed to put the selective advance through males on a more 
reliable basis. The high heritability expected from Falconer's 
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rk allowed that, owing to the system, of mating unrelated mates 
the female's pertozmanCe might not be an adequate measure of her 
sons' genoipea. ProgeIV testing was rejected On account of th 
high rates of inbreeding which would result if the proger test 
was used efficiently. The eltonatiVc was to select males on 
the average performance of their sisters. The period in which 
the perfo'manoes of these sistem, born in the first litters of 
the selected dams, were measured., constituted the "test 
generation". 
While their sibs from the second litters were growing 
to maturity, three daughters (where possible) from the first 
litters of the selected dams were mated to some of the very best 
dams. (This enhanced the probability that their progezV would 
contribute to the next generation). The fiy average Per-
formances so obtained were used as indices of the brothers' 
genotypes for performance. Males to be used as sires in the 
next population - the "repeat generation" were taken from only 
the very beat families. A further, though slight, seleotion 
based on the family averages, was also made in the female line, 
The regression of sisters on the average performance of three 
sisters differs little from the daughter-dam regression what-
ever the heritability (Table XIV). The formula for the re-
gression of uuaeaeured sisters on their family average is 
obtained from Robertson and Rendel (i 950). By culling all 
but the best tested families which might otherwise have been 
inoluded in the next population the "repeat generation" the 
breeding population in each generation was effectively increase4 
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by about WU This was achieved without using mv additional 
space and without areoiably ineresaing the generation lgth; 
the offeot of ireerting the "teat" generation before establiab" 
ing the finally chosen, or "repeat" generation was to increase 
the length of 4*ch generation by only to weeks from a mininzt 
of thirteen weeks, The best tested females were brought 
forward into the repeat generation where they were renated U 
necessary. The combination of the mice of the repeat period 
with those from the test period which were brought forward 
constituted the "selected generation" abbreviated to Q. 
r way of sus.riaing the technique of selection some 
figures are given. Each "test generation" consisted of about 
14.5 daughters of the best 15 tamales, of the preceding genera. 
tion. No tamale was represented by more than three daughters, 
a few by only two or even one. Each of the daughtexa had its 
performance recorded, however infertile. On the average 
performances for each family then available, two or three 
families were selected to provide the majority of the 15 males 
required for the following period the "selected generation". 
The renaming males were taken from other good families if 
their use would considerably reduce the rate of inbreeding. 
The best 9 or 10 families were selected to provide the 75 
females required for the "selected generation". The very best 
tamales who were measured in the "test generation" were added 
to the "repeat generation" to complete the "selected generation". 
Usually not more than 5 tamales were so brought forward. 
The 'belected generation" consisted of the 75 tamales 
.a3. 
from the best tested families mated in harms of five friales 
each to males from the best two or three families. Females. 
giving birth to five or fewer Young were discarded at onee. 
Thirty fneles were allowed to have second litters, and of theme 
fifteen were finally selected on an arbitraj combination of 
itheir indvicbial fertility and maternal performance* Their 
families wec, then tested in the "test period" of the next 
generation by throe of tbeir daughters (where possible) frcs 
the first litters. 
At no tiue wo ay arect selection made on ales. 
It- has been suggested that the efVioay of selection 
be improved In tno ways neither of which however, has 
adopted in the present experiment. Each alms at the 
r estimation of the genotype for the character being 
Hazel (1%3) suggested o trriv,g a selection 
which hroaZa the selected character into its ocaponent 
both Onrrelated and uncorrelated and weights each 
oor3ing to its heritability, a nd multiple genetic and multiple 
~heMtypic ØØ]atjcfl 	Ilasel's example was the selection 
Of pigs for econonic value. But in a similar way mateimal 
ertoimance might have been selected on at L.east four component 
straits weight of mother at one or at several ages, fertLlity, 
M pre-natal and postatal performances. Of 0orse, at the 
beginning of this experiment very inadequate data was available 
tar the conatr*tion of such an index. however, the author 
istruets the efficacy of such indices for one reason that it 
has frequently been observed that genetic correlations are not 
stable wider selection, Thus MacArthur (1949) reports a 
correlated response in fertility to the selection for large 
and 	11 body size in mice; but the response was limited to 
the first three or four generations only. Falconer (unpub-
lished) has observed a similarly limited change in the maternal 
perfozmance of his mice which were being selected for large and 
small body size, although fertility and tail length were 
altered more systeatically. These results can be interpreted 
as demonstrating the pleiotropic effects of a few major genes 
(amongst max' minor ones) which affect both characters and which, 
owing to their importance, become rapidly fixed so that no 
further correlated changes occur. But Mather' a account (1942) 
of infertility which developed in two lines of flies selected 
in opposite directions for bristle rn*ber defies such an expla-
nation* Whatever their interpretation, these changing cor'-
relations vitiate the principles of Hazel's index so far as it 
relies on correlated meastn'enents, 
The second proposal was by Lush (1947). He suggested 
that an animal' a breeding value can best be estimated if the 
phenotypic values of his near relations are also known. These 
are weighted positively or negatively according to calculated 
parameters. The application of this method, "ocebination 
selection" requires the estimation of heritability. After three 
years of selection for maternal pertoxmance in mice, this ata-
tistic is still unknown so that the method is inapplicable. A 
Compromise however has been found in selecting alternately on 
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individual and family merit - the two methods which, if 
properly used eultaneouslyg are the method of Lush's ociabina-
tion selection. 
The s4eotion  progreeme was simplified when it became 
apparent during the seventh generation that no progress was 
being made and the author's attention was diverted from the 
attainment of a high line of mothering mice to finding reasons 
for the failure of improvement. The intensity of selection 
was relaxed, so as to enable selection to be carried in both 
direotina, and selection was practised in the female line 
only; family selection was dropped. 
2. he caloulaion of the m xmtzu Egpibj, jarovament - IPI. 
In each generation selection was practised at two 
different levels; first there was in each "tests' period a 
selection on family average performances and this was followed 
by a*mass* selection of individual females. In the calculation 
of the MPI the maxim= possible improvement from the 
beginning to the and of the experiment, these two phases of 
selection must be kept clearly separated. A slight complication 
arises from the confinement of the selected character to females 
only, but this problem can for the moment be overlooked. 
Following the example of Rendel and Robertson (190) 
the UPI (muiitnia possible improvement) which is related to the 
selection differential in a way o be explained shortly, is 
calculated from its components, the I values. The genetic 
improvement from teat to repeat periods of the sane generation 
has two paths of origin, % and 	which are respectively the 
pheitypic superiority of families supplying tamales and of 
families supplying males over the average of families measured 
in the teat period. Similarly,, the genetic Improvement from 
the repeat period of one generation to the teat period of the 
next also has two paths of origin, I and I , which are 
respectively the phenotypic superiority of tamales and males 
producing teat families over the level of the population from 
which they came. Figure 2 slkwws a 1ypothetioal plotting of 
these four eiponenta of the total UPI. The thin line in 
the figure repreaents that part of the improvemmt which applies 
to the measured nice (i.e,* the females) in each period. 
Table XIV shows that the regression of daughters on dams is the 
same as the J'ogres8ion of future sisters on the family average 
when heritability is unity. When 0 a 1 the Amprwyament is 
expected to equal the MiX. Thus, in the calculation of Mil 
both dam and family selections are weighted by one half. In 
this respect the MPI differs from  the selection differential. 
For in calculating the latter, the selection of families, being 
the only operative path for improvement tim test to repeat 
periods, would be weighted by unity, thus tending to overestimate 
the intensity of the selection attempted at this step. iows' 
ever, as far as the iaaa selection is concerned IrIP1 * selection 
differential. Because the selection of tamales is only one of the 
two equally forcible paths through which improvement could be 
made (the other being the selection of males) I is also 
weighted by one half when estimating the selection differential. 
It is apparent from the diagram, Fig. 2, that the 
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maximum possible improvement in females from test to repeat 
periods is given by the formulas  
. * . . . . . . . . . . . I 
and simiiar]y, that the maximum improvement between test periods 
of adjacent generations cannot exceed 
W1 TT = 
( x + I)/2 	+ JIW 
From equations I and 2 
1TT - MkITR 
- (I + 	+ 2l)A 2I4 
3 
Each component (I) of the selection is, of course 
weighted in proportion to the nunber of mice recorded in the 
next period on account of that selection. For example 
'Pc 	
(P.xi) /8n - Is 
where P' is a selected femily's average performance; n the 
nber of sisters recorded in the next period; and P the mean 
family average for the period. S sands for the suination of 
all the tense in the series. 
The snation of the values of formulae I and 3 over 
the whole period of selection gives the line for the znrijrn,a 
possible improvement in the performances of fenalo8. This is 
drawn in Fig. 3. 
3. The method of avoidigg inbreedir. 
Matings were arranged between the least related animals 
of the breeding populations. Fenales from the same family were 
mated as much as possible to different families of males, and at 
least to different males of the same unrelated family, so as to 
keep down the rate of inbreeding in more distant generations. 
Attempts were made to keep the inbreeding coefficients of females 
and their young as nearly as possible the same within each 
period, so that no oorrectton for inbreeding was necessary within 
generations. Relationship and inbreeding coefficients were 
calculated as "genetic covariancea1' and "variances" according to 
Lush's method (thzik and Terrill, 1949). Tables of these 
coefficients were prepared for all possible matings between 
the selected families in each generation. 
(ii) &aWement. of the stocks* 
1. Marcixent. 
Matings were made simultaneously in each period when 
the youngest mouse was at least six weeks old. The mice were 
mated in harems of five females to each male, and eighteen days 
afterwards the moat pregnant females were transferred to Indivi—
dual cages and were examined every day for the birth of the litter. 
The male was kept with the most pregnant female until 24 hours 
after giving birth, or if a vaginal plug was seen at birth, the 
male was transferred forthwith. The male stayed with the last 
female to give birth to her first litter until he was required 
at the postpartum oestrus of one of the harem giving birth to 
a second litter. 
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At twenty-one days the litters from selected parents 
were weaned into $ torage ages. These contained five mice (in 
the earlier part of the experiment, eight) of the same sex from 
the same or different litters and of almost the same age. 
Haremp rearing and storage cages were Of the standard pattern 
used in this laboratory. The cages were cleaned once a week 
(in the earlier generations twice weekly if considered "dirty") 
and replenished with food and water, Cages were placed at 
random in respect to the expected performance of the females they 
contained. The temperature of the mouse house was kept as near 
as possible to 200 Centigrade with a daily variation of about 
two or three degrees but occasionally reaching +9 to "70C. 
2. An effect of te male on fertility, 
An interesting consequence of mating the females in harems 
was the discovery that the first mating in each harem was usually 
the most fertile. The analysis was confined to the period from 
20 to 26 days after putting up the harem, but very few births 
occurred on the twenty-first day, and none on the twentieth, it 
apparently taking two days for the harem to settle in. Now, 
as the oestrus cycle of the mouse usually lasts abo.t five days, 
each mouse in the harem was given a chance to come on heat once 
only - so that effects of possible correkions of "reluctance" 
and "inclination" to conceive with fertility were exel4ed. 
The results (Table xv) show that the first litters are 
usually 11 mic: lar*er than the others which are of about the 
flame level. There are two possible explanations;.- 
That the more avaricious females hasten the onset of 
Elm 
oestrus on the introduction of the male, and therefore tend to 
be the first to be ma:.ed, It must be further assumed that 
avidity is associated with fertility; 
Or, that the male's store or ejaculate is exhausted 
by the first mating and that only the current production is 
available for subsequent matings. In this case it must be 
assumed that fertility is proportional to the quantity of 
ejaculate. 
The first suggestion is the less plausible since, if 
the order of mating reflects the order of avidity (and ferti. 
lity), it is to be expected that there should be a steady 
decline in the average fertility of first to fifth matings, 
Moreover, sexual appetite and maternal capacity are not neces- 
sarily correlated. Even ess of the fertility of all subsequent 
matings and the contention that fertility is proportional to the 
quantity of ejaculate is supported by 1?iachbergl a opinion (verbal oo. 
unioation) that the size of the vaginal plug reflects the degree 
Of fertility. 
(iii) The initial population. 
The initial population (a1) was composed of two 
distinct groups of mice. The smaller was a select group (the 
FM's) of twenty females and their mates which were being bred 
as foster mothers on account of their general mothering ability 
high fertility, and high performance. Their pedigrees were not 
all well known and most had been recently derived from the 
'p5jrfl. The other group (the N's) comprised 61 females and their 
mates and were the product of a four-way cross between highly 
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inbred strains of mice (CB&, A, C7 and RIZI). Owing to the 
nature of the cross the N's were virtually members of a single 
large family and were considered 5O related to each other. 
In otder to obtain clear statistics from analyses of variance, 
these two stocks were kept separate in the first two genera-
tion. liowever, the 'foster-mother" group wave so superior 
to the others, that in G 	they and a few hybrids wore the 
only females to be measured. A few males from the four-way 
cross were used in this generation in order to r educe the rate 
of inbreeding. Not until the fourth generation did the young 
become homogeneous, and not until G did the parents form a 
homogeneous population. The mice segregated for the following 
mutant genes:- a, at, AW, b, a, d, p, a, sio and 9nbrou&' 
(U). 
(b) iuLT. 
The response to selection for a quantitative character is 
believed to depend upon the Importance of its additive genetic 
variance. This is the portion of its variance which is attri-
buted to those actions of the segregating genes which involve 
no interaction, either within loci (dominance) or between loci 
(epistasis). These non-additive actions of the genes reduce 
the rate of improvement expected from the total genetic variance 
of the character, and in most analyses are lumped with the 
strictly environmental variance to form a component attributable 
to non-fixable variation. This procedure is justified by 
algebraic analysis of the correlation between parent and offspring, 
to which the possible rates of progress under aelation are 
obviously related. gather (194.9) has shown, that if the cor-
relation between parent and offspring is expressed in terms of 
additively genetic variance, I), the variance due to dominance 
deviations, H (epistatic variation may be treated in eaeential11y 
the same nay) and the truly enviroriaentel variance, E,; then 
only D enters into the nunerator, whereas D. U, and all con-
tribute to the denominator. The portion of the total variation 
which results from fixable or additively genetic variation defines 
a quantity termed heritability'. 
The results of selection must also depend on the degree 
of selection, which has been snwn to be bst estimated by the 
"maximum possible Improvement" or '%'I". The product of heri-
tability and LI gives the expected Improvement, 
Now, in spite of vexy definite selection (M?i from the 
beginning to the end of the selection programme was 66.5,4 and 
fran 	to 010was 
 40.2) there was only a short initial 
period of success wiich was followed by a long phase in which 
no further permanent progress was made (Fig. 3).  It is there-
fore desired to measure heritability by independent methods, and 
if it is not found to be deficient, to determine in what respects 
current theories concerning advance under selection require 
ref inenent. 
(i) Rentability, 
Rentability can be measured in different ways according 
to which of two theoretically equivalent definitions is used. 
It may be defined as 
(1) The proportion of the total variation in the 
character which is attributable to adLLttive genetic variation. 
It is usual to ignorenon-additive action of genes because it 
is difficult to take permanent advantage of their action even 
with special techniques of selection, This formula can be 
represented as 
a Q/(1 + E) 
where G and E are the afMtiveiy genetic and "environnentl" 
components of variance reapeetively. 
Alternatively, heritability may be defined as 
(2) the regression of genotype on phenotype. The 
phenotype is the average phenotype of each pair of parents. 
Their corresponding genotype or breeding value is measured as the 
average phenotype of their progeny. Because regression esti-
mates are w,etfeeted by the errors of estimate of the "dependent 
*ariat&' (i.e. the performance of the progeny) and of selection 
of the "independent variate" (i.eo of the parents) (iisenhart, 
1939) except in so far as they alter the errors of estimate of 
the regression coefficient, offspring-parent regressions are 
ideally suited to the estimation of heritability in selection 
progres. The second definition can be represented by the 
formulat- 
h2 =b 
The identity of the tvi expressions can be atown as follows 
(Alan Robertson, verbal communication). Let G and P be the 
additive genetic and the phenotypic variances, and g and e genetic 
and envirorinental components of the phenotype p. Then 





- )(g + e - 	
+)]/B(p 
p) 
a [S(g - )(g - 	+ e e)j /s(p - 
.Providing that animals with the best genotypes are not treated 
differentially (i.e. that g and e are not correlated) and in 
the present experiment they were not, positive deviations of 
g from g are as likely to associate with positive as with nega-
tive deviations of e from 0, and conversely, so that 
a 0. 
Hence b a S(g - )2 gp 	 /S(p 
aG/P 
aG/G+E 
Estimates of heritability are peculiar to the population 
in which they are estimated. For example, in a pure line, where 
a 00 0 must also equal 0. But this does not mean that the 
character is always enviromnentally determined* 
1. Heritability by analysis of variance (definition 1). 
(a) The Products of four-way crosses are especially 
suited for estimating heritability by analysis of variance. 
Each pure line in the cross may be considered as contributing 
a gamete picked at random frc.xa the o*iginal population from which 
the lines were drawn. In this light, P aniTiala can be 	Mrded 
each as a synthetic, random-bred animal; the mating of two 
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different F1 ' Is derived from the different croa$es as the mating 
of two animals picked at random from the original population; 
and the next generation (which for convenience will be called 
an "ps ) as constituting a single random-bred family. The 
variation encountered within each F1 is entirely envirorniental, 
whereas the difference between their means is a rather uncertain 
estimate (since it has only one degree of freedom) of the in.0 
portance of genetic differences in the original population. 
The variance of the "F 2 includes genetic variation. In normal 
populations only half of the genetic variation is apparent within 
families, the other half accounting for the genetic differences 
between families. Thus, in the present analysis the differences 
in the variances in the F and "F2 populations is equal to G; 
The variance within the F1 a, E. 
It will be remembered that the products ("F2") of a 
four-way cross between OBA, C57,  A, and Rill lines contributed 
to the initial population of the present experiment, so that the 
above analyses are possible in this experiment. The analyses, 
calculated separa:ely for the P1 's and the "F2", are presented 
in Tables XVI and XVII. Each F. consisted of ten mice with two 
recorded performances each; the "F2" consisted of twenty mice also 
with two performances each. The eons titutiozof the Mean 
Squares are given in terms of I. F, C and G. 	G is the genetic 
component of variance as before, and the others are all part of 
the enviromnenta]. variance. I is the variation which cannot be 
traced to axty origin except temporary environnental fluctuations 
in performance; P is the variation attributable to consistent 
differences between first and second performances of all mice; 
and C is the enduring effect of environment on each mouse. In 
the 	the differences between mice contain a genetic as well 
as the environmental component of variance such that U = C + G. 
From the formula U = C + 
G a 2(M - c). 
Substituting trots 2 and 5, 
G = 2(35.78 - 13.15) 
= 45.26. 
Now the environmental variance affecting the mean performance 
of each mouse is given by 
E-I+0 
As I differs in the two analyses it is calculated as the Error 
S within analyses * (1931.04 + 2728.51)/(18 + 19) 
= 125.93 
whence E = 125.93 + 13.15 
139.08 
Now h2 2 G/74+G 
2 45.261(139.08 + 1+5.26) 
=0.25 
This estimate of heritability is, however, most unreliable as 
neither C nor U contributed significant variation to the between 
mouse mean square. 	Thus the actual values obtained for these 
components must be very poorly estimated and subject to 
considerable variation. Moreover, conditions do not appear to 
be consistent between the P1 'a and the "p2" since the calculated 
values of P and I differ widely in the two analyses. 
( as estimated frcm the Mean Square between crosses in 
the F 1' Is was rather more accurately estimated, though, having 
only one degree of freedom, is unlikely to reflect the level of 
genetic variation in general. The calculation of heritability 
from this F1 data (1, 2 and I,.) gives 
h2 - 23.51(23.5 + 13.15 + 107.3) 
= 23.5/1 3.95 
=0.16 
It seems from these estimates that heritability is in fact 
low, and Falooner's conclusion that most or all of the variation 
in performance was genetic does not seem to be borne out by the 
present analysis. 
(b) Heritability was again estimated by the analysis of 
variance when the s&e oted line had become more homogeneous. 
Table XVIII gives the results of the airais for the "selected" 
generations 2 - 5 included* The G=TS were not included as 
they contributed nothing to the between litter variance. The 
analysis is made in terms of F and L - the family and litter 
components of variance. 	It is seen that there is no 
significant difference between the performances of sisters 
born In different litters. Thus the between litter component 
of the between family mean square can be ignored, and F is 
calculated as (207.56 110.39)14.62 	21.03. 
Now F, the between family component of variance, is 
composed of JG + UP, where G is the total genetic variance in e 
randomly bred population, and MV is the variance due to enviromu 
mental factors, especially the maternal performance of their 
dams, which affect the performances of sisters similarly. G 
and UP could not be separately estimated because too few dame 
from the same harem were selected to allow the separate estima-
tion of 3 (IG)  and D ( • UP) from the performances of their 
daughters. 
The within family variance (I) in a random-bred popula-
tion contains half the genetic variance together with the 
environuental variance other than the UP factors. That is, 
In lieu of axy estimate of the UP factors, these must be regarded 
as contributing negligible variance. This is not an eltogehtor 
unreasonable hypothesis in view of the apparent absence of 
effects distinguishing litters from one another in spite of 
the considerable variMion in successive performances of tamales 











This estimate, which is based on significant variance between 
families, is of the same order though a little higher than the 
other two, but nevertheless is no whore near attaining the high 
level suggested by Falconer* let, in view of the inclusion of 
MP factors in the estimate of G, this last estimate of heritabi-' 
lity may be a little overestimated; but underestimated if the 
effects of the MP factors are negatively correlated with the 
dam's maternal perftrmanoe (Dickerson, 1951)- 
2* Heritability by regression (definition 2). 
The regression of genotype on phenotype, which is the 
second definition of heritability, may be restated as the regres-. 
sion of offspring on mid-parent. In the present experiment the 
male's phenotype cannot be directly measured, but as the 
pairing of males and females within the breeding populations in 
in no way assortative, the deviations of the mid-parent phenotype 
from the mean is regarded as half the deviation of the dan's 
phenotype from the mean of dams. Thus h2 a 2.b. 
Heritability has been estimated in this way from the 
pooled data obtained within each period from G3T on C!2 to 
G 10  on C!9 inclusive. Its value for the high lines was estimated 
as 0 a 0.36 but was insignificant (P = 0.10). The estimation 
of the significance of regressions when the dependent variable (daughters) 
has mazy more degrees of freedom than the independent variable 
(dams) raises some statistical problcma. On Mr Alan Robertson's 
suggestion each dam was included once for each of her daughters 
in the calculation of the regression; but for the estimation 
of its significance, the within family sun of squares for the 
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daughters was removed from the residual mn of squares, which was 
calculated in the normal way. The new residual SS then had 
the degrees of freedom appropriate to the number of dams. The 
analysis is presented in Table XXVII. 
When it became apparent that no continued progress was 
being made, it became necessary to test whether there was a 
generic barrier to improvement or whether there was a total 
lack of genetic variation for maternal performance. If there 
was merely a genetic barrier to improvement, it should be 
possible to "disimprovo0 the character by selecting the worst 
instead of the best dams. In G81,  9 and 10 the dams were 
divided into high and law halves and the regression was cal-
culated separately for the low lines. The results were 
b - 0.45; P a 0.01 0,001. 
Although the regressions in the high and low lines appear 
widel; different, they are not at all significantly so. The 
errors of estimating both are so high that the probability of 
the difference between them arising by chance is as much as 0.15. 
The estimated heritability for the low lines is extra 
ordinarily high for a quantitative character, and conforms with 
Falconer's conclusions of the importance of genetic variance for 
the same character. h2 * 0.90 and within the fiducial limits set 
by a statistical probability of P a 0*058, may vary between 0.32 
(which is also unusually high) and 1.48 (which is biologically 
Impossible). 
The inconclusiveness of the differences between the 
several estimates of heritability presents a dilemma in their 
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interl vtation. The results cannot be interpreted as showing 
that t i re is definitely a barrier to improvement, or that the 
daught -dam regressions in the high lines should definitely be 
reflett by rapid improvements* And in discussing these 
results Ate two alternative must be left open. 
', The pragmatic estimation of heritability, 
Vv-en if the estimates of heritability in thhigh line by 
either of the above methods were significant statistically, 
improvement of the breed average in response to selection cannot 
necessarily be assured. For neither of the above techniques 
can reveal environmental or genetic trends between generations 
which might vitiate the expected gains. It is thus at least 
theoretically possible to have high heritability and selection 
differential without ixnprovenent. The pragmatic estimate of 
heritability can only be that which measures the actual improve-
ment in response to selection* in so doing, it measures the 
fraction of the phenotypic improvement in the parents which is 
of heritable origin (compare method I ) and it also measures the 
regression, though the between generation regression, of off-
spring on parent (compare with method 2 ). In so far as this 
method measures the amount of progress made in the past, it is 
useful in estimating the amount of progress to be expected in 
the future. But the method is only applicable when the environ-
ment is thought to be held constant from one generation to the 
next (as in the present experiment). Even resort to this 
method gives no conclusive result in the present experiment. 
For while the response in the first four periods of selection 
suggested a heritability of almost 1OO; one period in which 
100$ separated it from an enduring phase in the experiment 
when h2  0 , see Fig. 3.  (The irregularity in this last phase 
caused by the drop in the first performance of G711epeat Mice 
Is attributable to some quite temporary environmental effect, 
for the second performances were gain up to the normal level 
- 1217). This result, far from solving the present dilnma, 
only presents new problems, but further tree tment of this 
subject is deterred until the Discussion, 
(ii) Visible genes W. maternal performance. 
It is current belief that quantitative characters are 
determined by the joint action of a large number of genes with 
individually small effects. It is also believed that the seg-
regation of any one of the majority of these genes is barred 
from phenotypic expression by the smoothing out of the dis-
continuity of genotype not only by the segregation of the 
*thcr genes affecting the character, but especially by the 
i: 
continuity of envirormental effects. Yet/ is the oceson hope, 
and in some oases the sole hope of quantitative geneticists end 
animal breeders, to find the most important member of the 
series to find a gene which might raise performance by five 
or even ten per cent. It families are sufficiently large it 
may be possible to detect the presence of such genes by the 
anomalous distribution of within family variances. The 
families of mice recorded in the present experiment were too 
anail to allow this technique to be practiced, but the visible 
genes for which the stock segregated were investigated for 
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associated major effects on maternal performance, 
Grneberg (194,3) has extensively reviewed the mowe 
literature in evidence of Mendelian factors associated with 
quantitative characters. Same d their effects seemed almost 
certainly to be pleiotropio effects of the colour genes 
themselves (in particular the effects on adult size at the 
brown locus, and loss certainly at the dilute locus). Dif-
ferences between the birth weights of L&A &usouluand 
bactrianus (Green' data I 931 a) seemed to be attributable to 
one or more recessive genes for small size affecting the growth 
rate of the young mice (Table XIX sn&1'ig. 2+1). .34t gene 
differences affecting the adult weights of these species showed 
no deminance deviations (Fig. 4. and Table XX; Green 1931b). 	
I 
Vetulani'a data (1930), weproduced in Table XXI from th4neberg 
(194.3), on the differences between "birth-fed weights" of 
!).brjda  between two strains of Rua muaculi*, indicates a 
&minanoe of the large strai& a genes in their effects on the 
jo!.mg, but recessive action in respect of their action on the 
nothers  
In the present experiment the genes ag  a,ffAtt2s  b, c, 
d, Pi  so "U and their corresponding +'s were each investigated 
for a pleiotropic or linked effect on maternal perfonaance* 
recorded mouse from the first to the tenth generations was 
classified at these seven Loci on its phenotype and thee ffects 
of each segregation was examined within each period. On 
inspection, only the segregation of +/b was seen to affect 
perfonnance at all, and this effect was somewhat irregular 
(Pi. 6). For in the earliest and latest oeriods brown ohenotvoes 
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were associated with slightly higher performances than the blacks, 
but in the intermediate generations their performance. were far 
worse. This obviously cannot be a simple pleiotropic action 
of the genes black and brown, and it is most unlikely that it 
is due to 800  violent environmental interaction. As the 
frequency of the other visible genes remained fairly constant, 
there can be no question of genie interaction. Mr Alan 
Robertson has suggested an ingenious explanation that the 
brown gene itself is a strongly "minus" performance gene, but 
was introduced into the foundation stock in coupling with an 
even stronger "plus" gene, In the course of successive genera-
tions, this association of brown with the plus gene was broken 
down so that the brown gene was able to show its true effect on 
maternal performance. It should be noted, however, that there 
is a little irregularity in the manifestations of the brown 
gene in regard to performance in the very last generations, so 
tha-t, the author prefers to regard the anomalous behaviour of the 
brown gene as a fortuitous occurrence of no significance (Table 
xxii). 
(0) ms:ussic. 
ResLAtA lice *1ize of the present experiment, in which an apparent 
limit to selective advance was soon reached, are too cnmonplace 
to be lightly dismissed, The significant feature is not so 
much that this particular experiment has failed, but that 
current genetic theory has failed. In the past, workers in 
quantitative genetics have usually considered the genotype of 
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selected populations to be adequately expressed in teima of the 
additive actions of genes, and usually regarded contributions of 
the nonu.a&Iitively acting genes to be insignificant. But it is 
becoming increasingly clear that the expected progress may be 
vitiated by such action, and in too man' selection experiments, 
both in the laboratory and in the field, limits to improvement 
have been encountered long before genetic sources of variation 
were thought to be exhausted. For example, Chajinan, Sierk, 
Dickerson, Terrill and Lush (1 951) report an inability to 
improve pigs in respect of characters which have long been 
selected in one direction, and the maximum rates of progress 
predicted by ReMel and Robertson (1950) for yields in British broods 
of dairy cattle contrast unfavourably with the actual progress 
made in twenty years in Indian Zebu cattle (Hammond, 191i7). It 
is the purpose of this discussion to eliminate some of the 
possible causes for the present failure indefinitely to improve 
the stock, and to suggest special breeding programmes, which sight 
be generally applicable, to overcome the actual causes of the 
failure. 
But the nine generations of selection for maternal 
performance in mice have given enigmatic results. For while 
there has always been an observable offspring-parent regression, 
there was an abrupt differentiation between a period of unparal- 
leled success and a period of complete failure. This extreme 
heterogeneity of the response must reflect some special cause for 
the improvement in the earlier generations and two questions are 
therfore presented for discussion:- first: To what cause can 
the initial Improvement which took place steadily over the first 
four periods of selection be attributed? and secondly: Why 
was there subsequently a complete failure to Improve the stock? 
(i) The initial success. 
Naturally, a genetic source for the initial improvement is 
first tested. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that during the period. 
of success the response was almost the maxim= that could be expeqted 
from the extent of the selection made. In fact, the heritability 
during this period seems to have equalled unity. This is most 
unusual for a quantitative character, but was predicted by Falconer 
(1 %.7) for the identical character, though in an entirely unrelated mouse 
population. Besides the ratio of the response to the extent of slection, 
heritability ori be measured by the regression of daughters on 
dams,, or by the repeatability of family performances. When h2 = 1, 
the value of both of these regressions is expected to be 0.5 (Table XIV)* 
And the average of these regressions, estimated for the period of 
success from Ge5t  to G3Repeatinalusives did in fact equal 0.5. 
The average of the appropriate regression coefficients weighted 
according to the corresponding selection differentials, I, is not 
lax-jr different. The details of the oompènent regressions are 
given in Table XXIII. 
While the average heritability of performance can explain 
the Improvement, the significance of the deviations of the component 
i'egressiom from the expected value of 0.5 makes it most iiuprobable that 
it was truly a response to selection; and the gradual hybridisation 
Which occurred between the two foundation stocks during this period., 
Was investigated, as a possible alternative or oontributary factor 
to the Improvement in the initial populations. The expected 
.u.59.s 
heterosis could be effective either by raising the performance 
Of the dems, or in raising the growth rates of the young (Falconer, 
1947). To test those hypotheses, the mean performance of each 
period was p]4ted against the proportion of hybrid females 
(Table XXIV), and the females suckling liybrU  litters were ocm 
pared within each period with those which were not (Table XXV), 
but neither classification revealed arW beneficial effect of 
hybriclisation,, In facts probably neither of the original stocks 
was sufficiently inbred to show a sudden release of inbreeding 
depression, which is almost certainly a major corollary to 
heteroaja. On another occasion, mice from the fourth generation 
were hybridised with a nwaber of other stocks The result was a 
depression of the performance of the hybrids relative to the 
purebred stock of the same generation, but their fertility was 
greatly improved. 
(ii) The subsequent failure. 
The doubtful success of the initial selections renders 
all the more fascinating the study of the succeeding phase 
during which not the slightest response was achieved. 
1. The possible loss of genetic varienoc. 
The simplest hypothesis to account for the subsequent 
failure Of the selection is that there was no more genetic 
variance. This deo not mean that no segregating gene affected 
maternal performance, for an insignificant genetic variance 
weuld obtain it a very large masber of loci affected the character, 
more or less equally, especially if the allelic frequencies wcre 
In 
widely different. On this hypothesis the influence of the dam 
on the maternal performances of her daughters must be attributed 
to "C" factors i.e* environcentz peculiar to litters or 
fanilios. While an insignificant "between sire" component of 
the variances of daughters would have confirmed the absence of 
genetic variation, the available data for thin analysis was too 
mull to render the calculation reliable, 
Nevertheless, a positive daughters-dam regress icn was 
observed and even if the concept of the absence of genetic 
variance is adhered to the failure to improve must still be 
explained. In this case the regressions (especially the highly 
significant regressions in the downwardly selected lines) must 
be interpreted as reflecting the reality of the mouse's heritage, 
and of the reality of the tranenittability of maternal effects. 
Now, whereas in the case in which the heritable portion of 
maternal performance is entirely of genetic origin the upper limit 
to the correlation of daughters and dams is 0.5; it it Is of 
entirely maternal environmental origin there is no rason to 
place the limit below unit. In this case, although the aeleca. 
tion through the male line in quite ineffective, the "mximsi 
possible improvesent" attains a new high level of I I14..3 since 
the beginning of the experiment, and 69.5 since(14-Test (Fig* 7). 
On this basis# not only does the response appear more disappointing, 
but it is also at greater variance with the improvenent expected 
from the regression estimates. 
2. The physiological limit. 
There are geneticists who believe in a physiological limit 
and have suggesteti. it as the clue to the failure to obtain con-
tinued selective Improvemant in the present experiment. For 
example, Brody and Nisbet (1938) have sown that the effiency of 
milk production in stock rats and the beat dairy cows is osten-
sibly at the some level when meawect in terms of the calorific 
exchange between food intake and milk output* here, then., may 
be a true phy&.oleil barrier to Improvement of efficiency, 
though rot to output, which is the character being selected in 
the present exporIment. Nevertheless, the apparent equality of 
rats and the best dairy cows may be entirely spurious, in view 
of the great variation even in the efficiency of pncdution of 
the sane animal in the course of its lactation. Obviously 
towards the and of its lactation an animal' a efficiency must be 
lower thau at its height, and between lactations the efficiency 
is zero. It is argued that had the rats been measured over a 
longer or a shorter period the gross efficiencies of the two 
species viould have been widely different, and there would have 
been no evidence of the physiological Uidt. The concept of 
the physiological limit is not well defined, but is invoked to 
explain the failure to improve a breed under selection when there 
is no reason to believe that the genetic variance in the character 
has been exhausted. The belief appears to be that there is an 
uppermost limit to the character Which no amber of the species 
can 6xceed either by genetic or envirormentel agencies, it is at 
once apparent that species differences can transcend these barriers. 
Thus, while 10 aa* per day may be the maximum output for a 
mouse (adapted from Fa,aazm, 1933), the UnIt for a dairy cow is 
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certainly not less than 60 kilograms (adapted from Garner, 1944) 
Nor is there evidence that the barrier within the mouse species was 
a physiological one. For not only was the average performance 
in one period as high as 127,  but there has been one animal 
with a first performance of 160 followed by a second performance 
of 174.%. In short, the idea of a physiological barrier is a 
dangerous and sterile concept* And oven the adherents to the 
concept cannot use it to explain the failure to maintain the 
level of performance above 120 in the later generatiuns. 
To am up:.. The suggestion that there may have been 
no genetic variance in the character is unable to elucidate the 
anomalies of the results to the selection and aberrant genetic 
situations must be turned to for their explanation. It was 
concluded, after describing the results of the selection pro.. 
gramme, that no definite decision could be taken whether maternal 
performance was heritable or not in the high selection line, and 
that both possi.biliths would have to be considered when further 
discussing these results. The simpler assumption is that the 
law and the high line regression coefficients are not significantly 
different from one another and reflect real heritability inter-
mediate between 0.90 and 0.36. The response to selection in the 
low line presents no difficulty as it was in accord with the 
estimated heritability from the daughter-dam regressions; but 
some explanation must be found to account for the failure to 
improve the high line after G3Repeat 
3. Inbreeding depz'easion. 
If the average heritability is accepted at its face 
value, the failure to Improve must be attributed to an accumula-
tive force which exactly counterbalances the intrinsic genetic 
Improvement from generation to generation. Random effects of 
envirorinent can be excluded as being most unlikely to have such 
a colossal effect and inbreeding is the only factor which might 
bring about a comparable situation. Inbreeding has been known 
to depress the maternal performance of mice. Falconer's 
estimate of the effect was a depression of 7 for each 10 rise 
in the inbreeding coefficient. AM Parvaneh (unpublished) has 
shown that the character in an unselected offshoot of the present 
stock was subject to a similar depression. However, the 
present author has been unable to discover aiy effect of inbreed-
ing on the performances of the mice in G3Test  in which period 
alone the measured females were highly variable in their degrees 
of inbreeding although their young were inbred to an almost 
uniform extent; and it is quite possible that the coefficient 
of inbreeding has never attained a sufficiently high level to 
affect the performances, though neither Falconer nor Parv'aneh 
had observed arr ourvilinearity in the effect of inbreeding. 
Nevertheless, if Falconer's correction for the coefficient of 
inbreeding is made, it is seen (Fig. 8) that had the population 
been sufficiently large for inoreeding to be totally avoided, 
there might have been improvement reasonably in agreement with 
the expectation from the ether estimates of heritability. On 
the other hand, it can never be known to what extent those 
animals have been selected which were not subject to inbreeding 
depression and therefore to what extent such an adjustment 
wouldks.ve over-compensated for the effects of inbreeding. 
While the correction for inbreeding tempera the anomalies of 
the results it is by no means the panacea, and the possible 
curvilinearity of the daughter-dam regressions must still be 
interpreted and its bearing on techniques of selection considered, 
The extent of the ourvilineaz'ity of the regressions and 
of heritability is not known though it seems almost certain that 
the heritability in the high lines of the Gepeat  approaches 
zero. If this is so, the results of the analyses of the 
variance of performance between the high line families show the 
magnitude of the potentially heritable variance, whereas the 
response to selection shows the inability to harness it for 
improvement. It is not impossible for such a situation to arise 
even if all the genetic variance is additive, although more 
likely causes are some forms of non-additive gene action. These 
possibilities will no* be considered in turn. 
4, Balance between artificial and natural selection. 
It has been suggested in connection with other experiments 
(Mather, 194.5# in connection with the inheritance of bristle 
umber in Drosophila, and a selection for large and email wing and 
body size in Drosophila carried out by Robertson and Reeve, in 
press) that an antagonism between the effects of natural and 
artificial selection may account for the failure to improve the 
breed beyond a certain level. There has certainly been ample 
scope for natural selection to be an effective factor in the 
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present experiment since there was a great deal of sterility 
and infertility particularly in later generations when as marw 
as half the mated females did not survive the initial cullir,ga 
to have their performances recorde&* ifowever, for natural 
selection to be at all effective in reducing the rate of pro-
gross under artificial selection, it must be shown that high 
performances are correlated with sterility and infertility. 
The former cannot be tested at all, since performance can only 
be measured in fertile annals. But in connection with the 
second condition it has been aitown that fertility and performance 
are not negatively, but slightly positively correlated. On 
this evidence the natural selection for fertility should actually 
have favoured the Improvement of the stock's average performance. 
There were too few deaths between the birth of a mouse and the 
recording of its own performance for natural selection to have 
had aror effective control over performance through differential 
rates of death before roording. In conclusion, the possible 
antagonism between natural and artificial selection cannot be 
held in explanation of the failure to improve the present stock, 
ancl other causes must be searched for. The solution may be 
found in the non-additive action of genes. 
Non-additive action. 
Skew distribution on the natural scale - directional dominance. 
The apparent difficulty in improving the stock may be removed by 
altering the scale of measurement* This would only be Justified 
if it can be shown (as in this instance) that the distribution of 
performance departs from normality. In Pig. 9 an accumulative 
histogram is plotted for the departures of each recorded mouse 
roin the mean of its period from G to G 	inclusive. The 
!ariancea of the mice above and below the mean are quite dif-. 
fererg - 4990 and 75.0 respectively - although the differences 
terms of standard deviations are by no means no marked, 
being only 7.0 and 8-7 respectively. Thus some slight dif- 
in improving the stock might be expected to be encountered. 
However, the skewness of the distribution of phenotypes is not 
evidence of a skewness in the distribution of genetic variation 
alone and the curvilinearity of heritability cannot certainly 
be explained in this way. 
In fact, if the skewness manifests itself equally in the 
enetio and enviromnental sources of variation so that at all 
levels of performance G/(G + E) = a constant, a relatively 
greater response (when measured as a fraction of the selection 
or MPI) is expected in the high lines as compared 
th the low lines. Thus Table WI shows theoretical 00r 
values of phenotypes on the natural, skew, scale, 
on the transformed, normal, scale (of. Fig. 10). 
If G/G+E a 0.5, then on the normal scale parents selectei 
th a 200$ performance will have progeny of 150% 
and h2 = response over selection 
=0.5. 
the other hand, in natural units the same selection appears 
as: 
Mean 	a.80 
Parents = 140 
Offspring = 120 
and h2  = response/selection 
lfO/60 
=0.67. 
It is clear that more skewness in the scale of measurement in 
the direction observed cannot possibly account for the observed 
curvilinearity of heritability by regression, or for the failure  
to obtain selective improvement. 
It is unlikely that the foreshortening of the distri-
bution curve is cbae to a limitation to the intrinsic growth rate 
of the young when supplied with unlimited quantities of m11k fcr 
there were exceptional mice in a litter of t, which averaged. 
11.7 . each at 12 days. Had each mouse in a litter of eight 
grown to the same extent the dam's performance would have been 
205. On the other heM, no mouse has been so small at 12 
days that the dam's performance would be less than 50, It 
is seen that the observed skewness in the range of the growth 
capacity of the young is the reverse of the skewness observed 
in the actual performances. The latter, therefore, must be 
attributed to real limitations in the contributions of the dam 
herself. 
1Qrma1 dominance. Normal dominance is an aspect of non-additiv 
gene action which must be considered in view of the curvilinearlty 
of heritability it can produce* Dominance is not an unknown 
phenomenon in the genes controlling quantitative characters and 
is usually invoked to account for beterosis. HaMane has 
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that there is increasing difficulty in selecting for a dominant 
gene when its frequency exceeds 5Oi; and conversely, fbr 
selecting a recessive then its frequenr is less than 50. On 
the other hand, Wright (194950)  claims that dominance deviationl 
have to be very large before they detract significantly from 
the additive genetic variance. For example, even in the case 
of full dominance, then the hanorygoto is indistinguishable 
from the heterorgóte, the additive genetic component still 
accounts for two-thirds of the total genetic variance* OnLy 
in the case of directional dominance - when the desirable genes 
are either all recessive* or all dominants - is dominance likely,  
to raise a real barrier to improvement. Thus Wrtght points 
t that in the case when all the genetic variance is due to a 
rge nisaber of recessive genes the offspring-parent regressions 
11 approach zero, although the intrafeniLy correlations May  
a little larger. This situation is perhaps not very differet 
om that encountered in the present experiment, and must be 
me in iniwl when the solution to the difficulties is discussed 
ter* 
eterosis 2 - dan-nance. ovez'dozn.nance and pkstasis. As in- 
in the previous paragraph, dominance deviations become a 
barrier to improvement onLy when they render the hetero.- 
at arq locus superior to either homo'gote. This 
tion is known as overdominance, and is manifest as heterosi3 
two unrelated lines are crossed. Whereas dominance and 
are concepts familiar to the I(endeIian geneticist, 
that no examples need be given, overdominance is a concept 
Em 
hioh has arisen out of biometrical studies. Overdominance, 
iowever, is not unknown in regard to Mendelian loci, and the 
lactions of the genes at the Brachyury locus in mice may be 
taken as a typical exmnple. Both T/T and t/t genotypes are 
lethals causing death at implantation, while the 
te, T/t, though tailless, lives for an almost normal 
t life-time (Glue ohaheenheimor, 1938). Thus, con-
its effect on longevity, the bracbtwy locus exhibits 
overdanizwce. The existence of overdominance at many loci 
affecting a quantntive character is almost impossible to prove, 
for overdominance is not the sole genetic system responsible 
or heterrosis, and both normal dominance and epistatic Inter-
action between loci may also contribute to heterosis. 
Bruce (1910) has shown bow normal dominance deviations 
produce heterosis in the bybrids between two segregating 
stocks to the extent that the OF 
1  0 
 is superior to the mid-
parental Value though below the better parental stock. But 
hetersis of the type that the hybrid is superior to both 
parents can result entirely from normal dominance. For example 
if two pure parental strains differ at n loci at each of whioh 
the dominant gene, G, contributes U units to the phenotype and 
the recessive gene, g, sero units, and supposing, moreover, that 
each strain has at least one ark dominant genes so that k> I 
(the other strain having n-k dominants), then the phenotypes of 
the two parental strains and the F1 respectively would be 
(n-4c)U, W. end nU. 
pistasis may result in heterosis if the two parental 
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strains carry between then the complenentazy genes of the 
epistatic system* In the simplest case of two interacting 
loci a and b, one strain is homoygous AAbb, the other 
being homozygous aaBB, wA the F forms the etatatic combine-
tion £aBb. If the parental genotypes contribute nothing to 
the phenotype, then the superiority of the F1 is entirely due 
epistatic interaction. In fact Richey (1950) has been careful 
to point out that the economically Important hetervais in maize 
reeding in America is largely of this type. The average cross 
between the inbred maize lines 13 only superior to the reppeotiv 
parental lines (heteroeia from dominance), and is not superior to 
the original outbred stock from which the lines were derived. 
It is clear that the original outbred stock segregated for a 
n*znber of gjdesirable rare recessives, The different recessive 
which have been fixed in each of the separate lines show neither 
In the random-bred stock nor in the average cross between the 
,lines* This degree of heteroais is unimportant economically 
since the hybrids, which are costly to produce, are not superior 
'to the outbred stock. Nevertheless, occasional crosses show 
a productivity far above the general level of the crosses, just 
as ocoanal individuals show a productivity far above the level 
the average individual. This phenomenon is known as "nicking" 
and manifests the genetic phenomenon of epistatic interaction. 
!hereas the genetic baia of the excellence of the exceptional 
rosses can be proved, the perfoznance of the exceptional indivi, 
duals are so unrepeatable even among the members of their own 
amiliea that it is Impossible to differentiate between the 
Chance effects of environment and the chance recombination of 
the segregating genes. Nevertheless, by analogy with the oross€a, 
it seems at least probable that mar of the better members of th 
Zandom-bred populations awe their superiority to their epiatatic 
enotypes. 
Epiataeis has not yet been demonstrated to determine the 
quantitative Characters of farm anma].a and poultry, although it 
need not necessarily be an woaimion phencmenon. Its existence 
As most easily demonstrated by setting up a raanber of crosses 
between inbred lines, and if the performances of the crosses 
bear little relation to the average breeding value at the parents, 
then the importance of epiatasis is clearly demonstrated. But 
no inbred lines are available in farm animals, and itthe crosses 
are made between randomly bred animals, the chances are too 
rnote that an epiatatie genome will be formed so regularly by 
a particular cross as to render this family significantly aber-
rant from the average genotype of its parents. In audition, 
the rare opistatic genotypes due to the chance segregation of 
genes are confused with rare phenotypes due to the chance effect 
of environment. Moreover, in sueh an experiment, epistatio 
genotypes occurring occasionally within families add to the 
error variation against which the epistatic deviations within 
families are compared. This situation, or rather an insufficie$it 
departure from it, probably explains the failure of Seath and 
Lush (194.0), Johnson, Bartlett and Copeland (194.0), and Lerner 
and Denater (1948) to demonstrate rLiOking' in cattle and poaltr. 
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Unlike dominance both epistasis and overdominance may 
present real barriers to selective improvement in outbred 
populations. In the case of overdominance it is obvious that 
little progress can be made, since the desired heterosygote 
cannot be transmitted through the gamete* But overdominance 
would not make downward improvement arW easier than upward 
Improvement for the chance mating of the alternative selected 
hcrnorrgotes would frequently re-establish the undesired 
hetex'ozygotes. It seems us]ikely, then, that overdominance ie 
the explanation of the difficulties in the present experiment. 
On the other hand, the epistatic situation can in 
certain circuestances explain both the difficulties in improve 
mont andl the ease in disimproveaent. The interaction of the 
epistatic genes may be quite heritable if the complementaxy 
loci are few in nueber, and e specially if the complementary 
genes have high frequencies. In this case they segregate 
together sufficiently frequently for their joint action to be 
I indistinguishable from the action of an additive gene 'with 
lowered penetrance, and will contribute negligible non-additive 
genetic variance. But when the interacting genes are more 
mane rous, or the frequency of the effective alleles lesser, 
the chance of all the complementary genes segregating together 
is remote, and great difficulty is encountered in transmitting 
the epistatic action from generation to generation. On the 
other hand, since the loss of only one of the interacting genes 
is sufficient to destroy the combined action of the whole 
pistatic group, disimprovement is remarkably easy. It is for 
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these reasons that epistasis is regarded as the most plausible 
explanation of the situation found in the later stages of the 
selection prograne. 
Piatione .frcm otjirnmi onan widerlyi scale. One last 
form of ncn..adittive gene action must be considered. This is 
Wright's conception (1935) of the highest expression of a 
character depending on an intermediate genic frequen4W on some 
underlying scale. Under this y$tem gene frequencies above 
and below the optimzn both cause a depression of the observed 
character. It results in an overwhelming contribution to the 
total genetic variance from interaction which lowers heritability  
in loth Upward and downward directions. The system carrnot 
therefore account for the anomalous results of the present 
experiment. 
Conolusipns:- Possible meana to JjCMMimprovoment. 
The difficulties which have been encountered in the 
present experiment in the inprovent of maternal performance 
are unfortunately of common occurrence in the field, and the 
suggestions mad here to enable the further improvement of 
maternal performance in mice in particular may be generally 
applicable for attaining improvement of the stubborn characters 
at the farm animals thuaelves. 
Faced with the possibility of being unable to obtain 
azV marked improvements by ordinary genetic meaner the possibil 
of improvement tr controlling the environment becomes of greatez 
importance. This facet of animal improvement is naturally of 
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'greater relevance to the farmer who has scope for little genetic 
Improvement within his limited herds, 	priori, it should be 
possible to make great strides forward by managenental technique 
as aithing from 70 to 1001;,") of the considerable variance in 
aternal performance is attributable to environmental causes. 
And in this connection it has alr&ay been suggested (section 2) 
that artificially increasing the growth rate between three and 
six weeks of age might well result in increased performance, or 
at least in increased efficiency of production. However, this 
optimism must be tempered in view of Wright's failure (Wright 
and Chase, 1936) to relegate as much as 89%  of the environmental 
variance in the spotting of g*inea pigs to axything more definit 
than "accidents of development". 	 11  
even U improvement can be• achieved by envirormaental 
ieasures, the possibility of genetic improvement is still 
attractive on account of the indefinite response which should 
The available to suitable techniques. For it cannot be stated 
with certainty that natural selection has yet found a limit in 
its diverse fields of improvement. Moreover, unlike Improvements 
due to improved management, no further effort is req*ed to 
maintain the genetic improvements, once they are fixed. The 
belief in the effectiveness of the selection with outbreeding 
for genes with wall effects and additive in their action (for 
these alone can be fixed in outbred populations) is a legacy 
of the moo-Darwinian school's interpretation of natural evelutio. 
But Simpson (191) emphasises the importance of the violent 
changes in genotype which might be expected to be associated 
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with rapid inbreeding in the development of new species in the 
course of natural evolution, This is the sort of progress which 
Is wanted by animal breeders, and the answer to the barriers to 
improvement encountered in the laboratory and in the field may 
be the adoption of courageous breeding programmes paralleling 
the population structure which Sit--peon believes is responsible 
for *quantum evolution". 
From the considerations of possible non-additive actions 
of genes only two plausible sources have been discovered of the 
failure to improve performance in the later generations. These 
are inbreeding depression, due to the action of a large nun.ber 
of different and Individually rare recessive genes with dele- 
terious effects on performance; and epistasis. The evidence 
for the ourvilinearity of the response to upward and downward 
selection, which is supposed to be the result of such genie 
action, is not yet perfectly established, but an experiment is 
under way which is designed to test for such action more ef- 
ficiently. This experiment requires the production of inbred 
lines (three generations of brother-sister mating should be 
enough for this purpose) which are intermated in all possible ways (solmidt, 
,1922 on polyallel crosses). If a nueber of proger' are 
Xiea5ured from each mating it is then possible to obtain the 
relative values of additive and non-additive genetic variance 
/ 	(Lerner, 1950). If the latter is found to be considerable, 
then special techniques will be adopted. 
Supposing that the non-additive contribution of the gene 
is proven, two roads are then opened to progress. Either the 
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problem blan can be oirovented by searching for additive variance 
over a much wider field; or it can be surmounted by so adapting 
the selection programs as to utilise the effects of dominance 
and epistasia. 
The evidence from the short-lived correlated responses 
the early phases of selection indicate that segregating major geria 
of additive action can be rapidly spread through the entire popula-
tion, by selection. It suggests a new technique of selecting 
the best animals from the most variable families in all availabl 
mouse stocks. In this way a ninber of different major additive 
genes may be picked out which, when ccobined in a foundation atook 
or introduced into the selected line, may be selected together 
and so carry the level of performance far above the highest level 
obtained in the present programmue. There is but one snag - it 
is far from certain that major genes with additive action in the 
families from which they were derived would continue to act 
adiitively in other gene milieux; for at least some of these 
genes may be the Unfixed last member of an epistatioally acting 
group. 
It may therefore be bettor to surmount the difficulties 
presented by considerable non-additive action of genes and to 
adapt the breeding programs to take advantage of such action* 
inbreeding is recommended as the panacea for all troubles 
arising from non-additive gene action. By inbreeding, the 
deleterious recessives are expressed in sufficient proportion to 
their actual frequency for them to be effectively removed from 
the population by selection. By inbreeding, epistatia geno17pes 
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may became fixed and therefore heritable. Mor'c over, on 
outorossing the residual inbreeding depression is removed, and 
new epistatic combinations may be formed. These may be 
reformed in subsequent generations by another spell of inbreed-
ing. This programme has., in fact, already met with great 
success in its application to corn breeding in America where 
the cutorossod generation (from particular parental strains 
selected for their special combining ability with each other) 
are far better performers than avy of the inbred parental 
strains. It is seen that a selection programs involving perds 
of inbreeding separated by a single outbred generation the 
programme might be called 'reticulate breeding") affords great 
opportunities of utilising net only epistasis, but also 
dominance, overdominance and genes which must have Intermediate 
frequencies for optimal effects - the latter actions being 
accounted for in the selection of lines with special combining 
propensities. Thus barriers to Improvement, impenetrable 
under normal outbreeding systems, might be effectively overcome 
by reticulate breeding. And there is every reason to believe 
that the adoption of such a system might result in new and 
rapid rates of progress in existing highly selected breeds of 
livestock which might otherwise be thought to be approaching a 
genetic limit to further improvements 
CHARAOT1. 
Methods of measuring milk production in mice are 
described and Falooner's measure is adopted. This is the 
weight of a female's litter at 12 days corrected for litter 
eisa and maternal age. It is shown to be a highly repeatable 
characteristic of the female herself. The young contribute 
very little variance (particularly in the larger litters) and 
this is envirormental in origin. While genetic differences 
between the growth rates of the yotmg do not appear to be 
Important at 12 days, there are profound prenatal influences 
affecting the growth rates of the young. Thus the maternal 
prenatal component of the measurement of "lactation" Is 4 
times as important as the postnatal cponent. Par this 
reason the measurement has been called "maternal performance" 
in the present account. Pre" and post-natal components of 
the character are unoorrelated. 
The level of a female's performance is strongly in's 
fluenced by her rate of growth between 3 and 6 weeks, ihich 
appears to be a sensitive period in her development. It is 
suggested that maximal feeding at this time with minImal. 
at other times may result in more eooncsnio production of milk. 
Age only slightly influences performance. 
Performances after the first are profoundly affected 
by the interval between births. Dry periods of 3 or 4 days 
are essential if the subsequent performances are to be up to 
the level of the first. The extremely beneficial effect of 
, ..79.l. 
intervals longer than 24. days is dependent on the time during 
which hormones of pregnancy and pseudopregnancy are secreted, 
Under normal conditions maternal performances are 
highly repeatable on successive occasions, but under strenuous 
conditions of maximal lactation period subsequent performances 
may be negatively correlated with the first. In fact, under 
arduous conditions the lowest yielders are the best able to 
maintain regular performances of moderate level, The initially 
higher performers become sterile (at least taporarily), infertile, 
infanticidal, or may fail to suckle their young. 
fE SELCTLiW. 
In response to alternating family and mass selection 
for maternal performance the level at first rose steeply-
simulating a heritability which approached 1OO. Subsequently, 
after an intermediate drop, no further improvement was made 
although there could still be definite responses to downward 
selection. 
The question of a physiological limit is discussed. 
Genetic system which might be responsible for the 
stabilisation of performance are considered and inbreeding de-
pression and epiatasia are considered to be the most plausible 
cause for the subsequent failure. I system of alternating 
periods of inbreeding and outbreeding (reticulate breedin) 
Is suggested to overcome the difficulties. 
The author is deeply indebted to Dr. 1). S. Falconer 
for much discussion and tuition in the planning and running 
of this experiments and for his efforts to improve the 
presentation of this account. To Mr Alan Robertson the 
author is grateful for removing some difficulties in statistical 
analysis. The author has been in receipt of a Training Grant 
from the Agricultural Research Council, and wishes to thank 
the Council for the generous facilities they offer for research 
at Professor C. H. Waddington' a Genetics Laboratory of the 












Fig. 1. The interval effect: the difference between second 
and first performances is plotted against the interval 
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Fig, 2. Diagram of the components of selection (heavy lines) 
and the resulting Maxim= Possible 1mprovament in 
recorded performances (MPI2 thin continuous line). 
Bee text. 
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Fig. 4. Above: pextial &xninare of the genes for large birth 
weight differentiath tue musculus (14)1, Mue bactrianue 
(OM) and the hybrids (431L) and backcross progerr (). 
Note the absence of dominance in the genes affecting 
adult aize below. Of. Tables XIX and U. 
Fig. 5. Dominance of genes differentiating a lilac strain (LL) 
and a piebald strain (?P) of Mus musculus in regard to 
birth weight. The upper diagram refers to the maternal 
component and scwa the large (14 genome to be recessive. 
The lower diagram refers to the young's component and 
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Fig. 9. The performances of 662 miee plotted as deviations 
from their period mean. 
0 	 50 so 100 	 ISO 	 200 
Fig. 10. Hypothetical distibition carves of a ncnaal and a 
skew population. See text. 
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Table I. The correlation between maternal performance and the 
birth weight of the suckled litter. 
Type of litter Own Own from 3 other 990' 
Correlation 0.11 0.18 0.08 0.50 
Degrees of freedan 56 18 18 
Significance: P >0.1 >0.1 0.1 0.05 - 0.01 
Table II* Hypothetical analysis of variance of performance assuming 
no maternal eortribution. E = environmental component of 
variance; G = genetic component of variance, in the growth 
rate of the suckling mice. 8 mice per litter; 	litters 
per dam. 
Source of 	Iqalconerls 
Variation equivalent 
Variance 	ean 	uare Vance:tio 
z 	G 	D. 	?G 
Between 
young with- 	- I + bG 
in litters 
Between 
litters of 	Within mice + 
same mother 8 
Between (B+) 
means of 	Between mice 
families 
+G 	]G+17 18X 4925 12,3 	3.21 
henE=7.0 h2=c/E+G=1/8=O.12. 
Table ILI Analysis of the variance of the performances of 33 mice 
each with three or more lactations (Falconer's data). 
To be compared with Table Ii. 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares 1).?. Mean Square 
Between mice 15753 32 492 
ithin mice 16263 108 151 
F a 3.27 
Table IV. The mportanoe of intrinsic differences in the gmwth 
rates of the sucklings (I) cciiparod with the maternal 
contribution (L) to the measurenent of maternal perfoz-
mance. An analysis of the variance of the twelve-day 
weights at 160 mice in 20 litters of eight each within 
and between litters. 
Source of D.F. Sun of Squares Mean Square Contents of Alean square ~Variation 
 Total 159 104044 0.657 
zitters 19 94.68 4,983 	I + 8L 
Within 140 9.76 0.070 	1 
4.983/0,70 x 7() ; p < 0.001 




Table V. The effect of the sire on the rate of growth of his  
suckling young as manifest by his effect on the perfor-
mare of his mates. The effect is insignificant at the 
20 level of probability so there is no evidence of 
genetic control of the young's growth rate. 
Source of Variation 	IDOPO Stu of Squares Mean Square 
Total 	 65 
-- -. 
10229.82 
Between sires 	 32 5"-32 170.2 
Within sires 	 33 783.50 144.9 
= 170.fi44..9 = 1.17. P p, 0.20 
TbleI. The Multiple Fostering Experiment. The relative 
inportance of prenatal and postnatal mate'nsl amponamte 
of the competition-oorrected twelve-day weights of 180 nici. 
source of 	L 
Variation S Wasof 	queree £)J. L.S. Component 
iotal within groups 171.14. 174 
2 etween prenatal condi 
tions 42.91 18 2.384. 0.22 
3 Between postnatal 
conditions 27.49 18 1.527 0.11 
4. Interaction 44.01 51 0.863 ) 
5 Between sibs within 
) 073 • 
postnatal litters, 56.73 87 0.652 ) 
ice ratios 
'bcxnponant tested 	Mean squares 
compared 
±NTsACTION 	 4:5 
RiAL M.AfETAL 	2:6 
0SATL MATLL 3:6 
1.32 bl & 87 0.1 
3.27 18 & 138 0.001 
2.09 18 J 138 0.01 
"91' 
Table VII. The ncn twelve-day weights (ga.) of fostered and 
wfostored mice frcn the Multiple Fostering Experiment 
Fostered 	Unfoa 	red 
AT* 12-day weight 7.4.0 	7.4.9 
Nunber 136 	44 
abla VIII. Analysis of the within family variation in maternal 
performance within and between storage cages. 
orce tx Sun 	Squares W 
Gonstitu- 
e 	 'Ccnonantj 
Total within 
14460.87 4, families 59
Between stor- 10110.36 24. 421, 26 	B + 1.495 	S= 199.3 age cages 
Within stor- 
age cages 	4350.51 35 124.30 	E E = 12.3 
Variance ratio: 4.21,26/124..30 = 3.39; F = 0.001 
Tab'e IX. Results of the second experiment on interval effect. 
Figures given in the table are the average differences 
between second and first ierformsnces of the mice in 
each expeinental groups 
Nunber Lactation period 




_______ 	effect or the 	period on mice sui four  
eight young respectively. The dzy period is even more 
effective in raising the performance of the lighter 
yielders than of the more heavily milked mice. 
To. suckled iifferonoe between second perfor' 






b3.eXI, The heterogeneity of the interval effect from generationl 
to generation* 
Source of Variation sum of 13quares D.F, jMan Square 
Deviations frun average 	
- 26160 19 1 	4.57 regression j,  
Deviations from generation's 
24.198 144 168.04 regression 
Deviations between genera.' 1961 5 392.40 tion's regressions. 
Teat of significance of variation in regressions of different 
generations. 
P = 392.44/168.04. 
P5j44.*O*O5 
sble XII. The moan first performances of the mice 'which survivoij to 
have 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th performances recorded. Those 'whLob 
suckled for 12 dye only in each lactation are compared wi 
those 'which suckled continuou.'siy. 
Period of ll Survivors to 
lactation lets 2nd 	3rd 	4th 	5th - 
12 days 126.0 128 130 	130 	130 
ftOontinuou&! 120.1 124. 121it, 114 107 
ii.93 - 
Table XI II. The average levels of suco saLve performances of the 
mice arvivirg the experiments to the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 
5th &wtationae The m.n length of interval was constant 




2nd 	3rd 	4th ! 5th 
12 days 
'C3tinu312_121 
139 	144 	1414. 	138 
97 
Table XIV. Expected values of da ter.&ei regressions and fsiniiy 
repeatability (the regression of urnieaewed sisters on an 
average of three meezured S (-,ra) when heritability is 
1OQ and 25. 
citai.r 	 Regessiun 




100 	 1/2 	 1/2 
25 	 1/8 	 1/6 
- ------- .- 
Table XV. Gcopariaon of the average fertilities of first and sub. 
seiuent litters born In harms of five females each withiti 
the first 25 days of the males and females being put togohcr. 
Utter order 	-F i 	2 3 1 . 1 5 
vorage litter size 	8.16 1 6,69 It648 1 8.13 7.0 j 
Thnberoflittere 38 26 121 8 
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W97- 97.. 
Do ntinance m of the genes affeotig birth weight difteren-
tiatig Mua musoulus (1i) and Mue bactrianus (13. CM). 
avraged. Adapted from G-rüneberg, 194.3 Green's 
data, 1931s. Comparisons are made within ranks or 
colnuns. 
Constitution Constitution of I1otr 
of yomg M 	0.5M 	CM 
1.37 
0.71 1.37 	1.32 
H 	0.5M j.31. 	 1.35 
o 	M 1.13 
	
Phase of aub- 	 fect of Substitution 
atitution (a) on mothers. 	(b) on young. 
a75M 	 0.00 
M- .5M +0.05 
.75M •5M 	 0.03 
.5M-0 M 0.22 




No dominance Vote dominance 
Tab.e U. The genes differentiating Mua nusculus end baotrianus 
in regard to adultsize exhibit no dcdnarco. Aiapted. from 
Grneberg, 19433 Greens (1931b) data. 
of Young 	M 	00% 	
f" 
	
M 30.14. 	 ] 
0.7( 	26.6 26.6 
O.5t 20.2 	 20,3 
o 
Phase of sub- 	Yffect of Substitution 
stitution (a) on mothers. 	(b) on young. 
M-0.75M 	 3.8 
0.5M 0.0 
75L 	.5M 6.4. 
,5 11 - 0 	 6,1 
M 	OH -0.1 
1,51 -0.1 
14-0.1 	H 16.3 
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able XXIV. The evidence for hetez'osis in the females of the early 
generations :-r- varying proportions of bybridity in each 
period cannot contribute to the improvanent made. 
X)oriod 	o• of by.. brid females1 
Propoltion Mean 
for period 
&&inor1 £' art for 
lWarl= 	pure breifs: 
0 0 108 - 108 
0 106 - 106 
G2Repeat 
0 0 113 1 	- 113 
12 30 123 119 	1211. 
9 25 128 125 129 
able XXV. The e vidce for beterosis in t 
suc-1-:11irG young. The table shows the 
rioAsuolcling bybrid litters (of the 
bybrid' litters (of the Gross FIi x 
procally) and purebred. ILVers (of tli 
he growth rates of the 
average perfonnanoes of 
cross FM x ri), half.. 
N or FM x FM/N or root.. 
e crosses N x N or FM zo 
Eriod Purebred litters Half-hybrid 	Fully bybria 
G1  108 - 
110 - 106 
Ziepeat 
Test 1 120 	 132 
9i,eat 127 125 128 
able XXVI. Hypothetical equivalent performances on 
scale and the transformed (normal) scale& 
the effects of skewness in both genetic and 
canponents of va'ianoe (Q/C+E = a oonatnt 
scale) on herit&ilthj estimated from the n 
to selection (of. Fig. 10). 
the natural (ecew) 
For evaluation of 
enurirorwnental 
xi the natural 
tea of response 
Fefox,narge 
S - 	-_-.- 
Transformed scale 
Natural scale 
50 	100 	150 	200 
30 80 120 140 
Table XXVII. Test of significance of the daughter-dam regression 
in maternal performance. (b = 0.18). 
Source d Variation Swi of Squares D., 
J 
Mean Square 
Total, within periods 97080.63 
Within families 56589.72 
Between families 40220.91 155 
Regression on da 732.34. 1 	732.34. 
Residual 394.88.57 154. 256.42 
rest of significance of the regression:- 
F = 732.34/256,1+2 
= 2.86 
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